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AG Opinion:
Deputy's job
isn't vi-olation

r.

By STACEY CROOK
Staff Writer
Chief Deputy Brian Wilburn
did not violate the law when he
took the oath of office more than
a year ago, according to an Attorney General's opinion issued
Monday.
Wilbum said Thursday morning that he is relieved the questions regarding his eligibility are
settled.
"1 felt confident that this is the
way it would turn out," he said.
"1 know I have not violated any
provisions of that statute."

Wilburn is referring to a statute
prohibiting a person who has
worked with or received financial
gain from a private detective
agency involved in labor disputes
for two years prior to becoming a
swom officer.
Wilburn, a stockholder in a
local private investigations firm,
has been with the Calloway
County Sheriff's Department
since June 1993.
The statute was brought to
Sheriff Stan Scott's attention two
See Page 2

MSU tuition
may jump 6.3%
BERNARD KANE/Ledger 8, Times photo
ALL IN A DAY'S WORK: Local farmers have had weather on their side for the past several days. Here, a man bushhogs land Wednesday
near Doran Road and Sycamore Street.

$2.4 million grant in Blackburn's reach
By AMY WILSON
Staff Writer
The green light is flashing for
Murray State University to accept
a grant to renovate research facilities at Blackburn Science
Building.
The grant, which was applied
for in 1992, has been on hold for
more than a year because the university had been unable to provide the $1.2 million in matching
funds required by the National
Science Foundation.
However, it looks like the
waiting is coming to an end.
"We have an indication from

Funds will cover renovation
the Council on Higher Education
that we will receive those funds,"
said MSU President Dr. Kern
Alexander.
The council will meet Monday
in Owensboro. One of the agenda
items pertains to life safety bond
pool and agency bond pool distribution, which is the category
where the funds will be
discussed.
"The National Science Foundation has been on hold and we are

confident that we can finally
notify them and tell them we
have the matching funds," Alexander said.
As the council begins doling
out the funds, it examines project
requests from each of the eight
state universities. The Blackburn
project is at the top of MSU's
list.

student affairs) had already
requested council funding and
had placed the project on the
priority list," Alexander said.
"The council then placed our
request on its list for projects to
be funded from the pool of funds.
"All we've been doing is waiting to see how far down the
council can go on its list because
there are more than $55 million
worth of projects that had been
submitted," he said. "We understand that the council will allocate $1.2 million for us to use in

"Prior to me coming to campus, Dr. Jim Booth (provost and
vice president for academic and • See Page 2

By AMY WILSON
Staff Writer
If the Council on Higher Education approves the 1995-96
proposed tuition schedule at its
Monday meeting, it will mean
Murray State University students
will again have to dig deeper in
their pockets.
"This proposal has kind of
come as a surprise to us," said
Brian VanHorn, president of
MSU's Student Government
Association. "The tuition is set
every fall by the CHE, but there
hasn't been much talk about it."
However, when , VanHorn
received a copy of the proposal,
he said he was very disturbed
about the increases.

"I think these increases will
have a tremendous impact," he
said. "The new administration on
campus is focusing on recruitment and retention and this forces
students to have fewer options."
For 1994-95, MSU students
had a 5.3 percent increase in tuition, preceded by an 11.9 percent
increase the year before.
"My whole argument is if the
students pay more, our budgets
should reflect that and also be
increased," VanHorn said. "We
"are becoming more of a stateassisted university rather than a
state-supported one."
The CHE has the authority
under state statutes to set tuition
rates for Kentucky's higher education institutions.
When formulating the 1995-96
increases, the CHE'examined tuition rates at benchmark institutions in neighboring states, as
well as Kentucky's per capita
personal income (PCPI)._

Community colleges will have
a 2.1 percent increase ($10 .per
semester), a 3.7 percent increase
($40 per semester) at the Univert
sity of Kentucky and the University of Louisville, and a 6.3 percent increase ($50 per semester)
at the regional universities.
• See Page 2

Haiti's rusty
Whitfield pays
Hill convicted
wheels cranking delinquent taxes of clinic murders
By LISA M. HAMM
Associated Press Writer

BertrandAristide met with political leaders to discuss elections
and his choice for prime minister.
U.S. national security advisor
Anthony Lake was in town for a
second day to assess the operation to restore elected rule that
began with the arrival of U.S.
troops on Sept. 19.
The commander of the U.S.
military mission said Wednesday
that as many as 9,000 of the
15,200 U.S. troops in Haiti
should be home in time for
Christmas.
cleft. Hugh St-rehrws, -*healso commands the 18th Airborne
Corps headquartered at Fort
Bragg, N.C., said plans to bring
the remaining 6,000 troops home
in early 1995 should be finalized
by Jan. I.
Elections were the topic of the
president's scheduled meeting
today with politicians of all
stripes, a follow-up to a session
last week that was seen as a ges-

PORT-AU-PRINCE, Haiti
(AP) — U.S. authorities have
arrested one of the most powerful
Haitian army commanders under
the former military regime, Haitian radio said today.
Lt. Col. Claudel Josephat,
commander of Haiti's northern
district, was taken into custody
this week at his father's home in
a Port-au-Prince suburb, Cairnfour, Signal FM said.
Josephat had resigned after 10
Radian soldiers- were kiiteci-tr g
firelight with U.S. Marines in
Cap-Haitien on Sept. 24. There
were unconfirmed reports last
month that -.Rfsephat was secretly
organizing a resistance movement
against the U.S. military in CapHaitien.
U.S. authorities said they could
not immediately confirm Josephat's arrest.
Meanwhile, Haiti's government
moved closer to becoming functional today, as President Jean • See Peg. 2

MADISONVILLE, Ky. (AP)
Ed Whitfield, the Republican
congressional nominee in the 1st District, has settled a delinquent
tax bill in a second county in western Kentucky, according to
records.
The Courier-Journal reported today that a review of Hopkins
County Courthouse records this week shows that on Aug. 30, an
attorney paid $819 on Whitfield's behalf to settle 10 years of delinquent taxes on a vacant lot in Madisonville that Whitfield co-owns.
The newspaper also said that after an inquiry on Oct. 18, Whitfield acknowledged paying $111.10 to clear up two old bills, from
1984 and 1985, on a Hopkinsvillc lot. Whitfield said he is coowner.
- Whitfield spokesman Larry VanHoose dismissed the amounts as
insignificant and said raising the issue amounted to nitpicking. in
an interview Tuesday. VanHoose said Whitfield would no longer
talk about the matter..
But Whitfield- apparendy 'Change43his mind. In an interview
Tuesday night, he said: "1 don't make any excuses. ... We were
negligent."
Records show that on Aug. 30, Madisonville attorney Richard
Adams, a friend of Whitfield's, paid the delinquent taxes, interest
and penalties on a lot in Madisonville.
Taxes had been unpaid from 1983 until 1993, excluding 1988,
for which a S31.07 tax bill was paid.
Asked why he waited until Aug. 30 to pay the bill, Whitfield
said he recalled that he owned some property he hadn't visited in
years and asked Adams to review the tax records. Whitfield said
that Adaq. paid the hill and that he reimbursed Adams.
•See Page 2

By BILL KACZOR
Associated Press Writer
PENSACOLA, Ha. (AP) — A
former minister who killed an
abortion doctor and his unarmed
escort, then refused to defend
himself at his trial, faces the
electric chair or life in prison.
The 12-member jury that convicted Paul Hill of murder after
deliberating only 20 minutes
Wednesday was to return today
to recommend his sentence.
Hill, acting as his own lawyer,
refused to make any statements
or guest:toff any witnesses during
the three-day trial. It was not
clear whether he planned to fight
for his life today or continue his
silence.
"We don't even know if he is
prepared or interested in presenting evidence," said one of his
supporters, .lawycr Vincent F.
Hcuser Jr. "But that's up to
him."
"I think he is at pease with
what he's accused of and what he
now stands convicted of," Heus-

cr said. "I think he believes it
was the right thing to do.".
Wielding a 12-gauge shotgun,
Hill ambushed Dr. John B. Britton, 69: his unartned bodyguard,
James H. Barrett, 74: and Barrett's wife, June, 68, as the three
arrived at the Ladies Center abortion clinic on July 29.
Hill was convicted of
attempted murder for wounding
Mrs. Barrett, who also was
escorting Britton.
"I have nothing to say, Your
Honor," the thin, bespectacled
Hill said before -deliberations
began. He showed no emotion as
the verdicts were read. His
mother, Louise Hill, broke into
tears as his wife. Karen, remained
composed.
Before the shootings, Hill had
openly advocated killing abortion
doctors, claiming it was justified
to prevent the deaths of fetuses.
Circuit Judge Frank Bell refused
to let him present that defense to
IN See Peg. 2
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Haiti's...
Is
ion
tuit
her
hig
est
UK students prot
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
University of Kcaitry students
I-irk their frusuati s over rising
trirtion rates into the streets, staging a protest that briefly blocked
traffic on a street outside the
campus main gate.
About -400 students "particia Student Government
pated in .
Association-sponsored walkout,
lhe protest began about 11:30
EST Wednesday.
The students assembled by a
fountain in front of the Patterson
()Ilice Tower, then marched to
the Administration Building and
demanded to see UK President
Charles Wethingten. When stu-

dents were told that Wethington
v.as not available, about 50 of the
students walked to the main gate
on Limestone Street. Some students carrying signs sit'cliaiidn in
the street. Traffic was blocked for
about 15 to 20 minutes.

set up a meeting between Bailey,
herself and other higher education officials. Jelsma's secretary,
Betty Taylor, said she hoped to
have the meeting scheduled by
next week.

The ruidents then returned to
the Administration Building. and
tried to call Wethington by pay
phone.
They also-tried the governor's
office but were told .Gov. Brercton Jonesi was out of town, SGA
President Benny Ray Bailey II
did speak to Education Secretary
Sherry Jelsma, who promised to

N Tuition...

present a.resolution to the CHE at
I ROM PAGE 1
its meeting," he said. "We are
For 1994, the PCPI was
going to do this very profession518,526, with -projected figures
ally rather than making phone
1995 at $19,459.
f
calls -and signing petitions."
According to the resolution,
Here in rural Kentucky, I
think that is a fair method," .the CHE is urged to limit the
increase in tuition for all higher
111orn said.'"Maybe
s more growth in urban area's, education institutions, increase
we are coming out of a reces- the amount of state funding by
This. kind of formula hurts percentages at least equal to the
s
cost of living index for the previ,Ir area that much more."
Rather than staging demonstra- ous year and reverse the -trend of
ons and passing out c..tit;ons-ro decree s-i-n-g- st-at-e s-a-p-p0441
-students, VanHorn said he is try- increasing student support and
adopt a policy where student
new approach.
ig
"As chairman of the board of funding does not increase.
MSU President Dr. Kern Alesitident body presidents, I will

The Council on Higher Education's Finance committee is scheduled to meet Monday in Owensboro and will vote on proposed
tuition rates for 1995-96. The
recommended increase for UK
and the University of Louisville,
for resident undergraduates, is
from $2,180 to $2,260, or 3.7
percent. Last year the increase
was- 11.2 percent.

xander said he was notified Wednesday of the tuition rates.
"I have mixed feelings, about
tuition," he said. "This is a public
school and I would like to keep it
free and open. The CHE has been
forced-to- turn to tuition increases
because the state legislature has
been so parsimonious."
As a result, the burden has
been forced back on the students.
"We get caught in a bind when
'
the state legislature does not
appropriate enough funds" Alexander said. `Vie are trying to
recruit students on one hand and
the legislature is trying to tie our
hands."
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last month,
On Wednesday, Aristide visited places where his supporters
were slain during the three years
of army rule after the 1991 coup
that ousted him. He laid a wreath
inside the gates of the Port-auPrince Cemetery to honor the
more than 3,000 victims of politi,
cal -violence.
He prayed beiide-Weromb of
the Rev. Jean-Marie Vincent, a
pro-democracy priest and close
friend gunned down Aug. 28.
Aristide also honored his campaign fund-raiser, businessman
Antoine lzmery, and his former
justice minister, Guy Malary,
who were assassinated by armybacked gunmen last fall.
Thousands of Haitians rushed
to the cemetery, climbing on
tombs and craning their heads, to
set-the president in a rare public

(502)753-6450

appearance. Until Wednesday, he
had stayed almost exclusively at
the National Palace or his suburban home, traveling between
them by U.S. Army helicopter.
"We love him," said Wilson
Edouard, 35, who was kept back
by U.S. soldiers at the cemetery.
"We'haien't seen him yet. Even
if we are hungry, as soon as we
see him we forget our hunger."
Since his return, Arisrde has
been preaching reconciliation, but
many Haitians want to see those
who terrorized the populace
brought to justice.
Parliament passed an amnesty
law Oct. 7 allowing Aristide to
pardon coup-leaders for political
misdeeds and other crimes. The
law fulfilled a promise the United
States made to coup leaders to
persuade them to leave
peacefully.

U Whitfield...

•
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FROM PAGE 1
ture of reconciliation.
Although Aristide has 14
months remaining in his five-year
mandate, _two-thirds of the
27-seat -Senate and the entire
81-seat Chamber of_Deputies are
up for reefection. U.S. officials
estimate it will take around five
months to prepare the internationally supervised elettions.
Businessman Smarck Michel,
57, was scheduled to speak
before parliament today on his
nomination to replace caretaker
Prime Minister Robert Melval.
His approval was expected.
The choice of Michel was seen
as an effort by Aristide, a leftist
priest widely popular among the
poor, to reassure business leaders
and the United States, which
engineered_ his return from exile

FROM PAGE 1
the jury.
"Now is the time to defend the
unborn, the same way you'd
defend slaves about to be murdered!" Hill shouted as lie was
taken to jail after his arrest.
Don Treshman, national director of the anti-abortion group
Rescue America, blasted the
judge for refusing to let Hill
argue that his actions were
justifiable.
"By denying him the right to
even mention 'abortion' or his
only defense — justifiable homi-

cide — the judge sent a very
clear message to the jury: This
FROM PAGE 1
was to be a show trial in a kanWhitfield is listed as halfgaroo court," Treshman said.
orner of the vacant lot, which is
While many abortion oppoassessed at $4,500. He said he nents have denounced Hill and
bought it in the 1970s. with
his use of violence, a few have
Louisville businessman David said that if he is executed, it
Michael. Michael also is halfwould. help their cause.
owner of the Hopkinsville
"His hope and mine is that his
Whitfield said.
execution will save the lives of
Under an informal agreement,
"
children,
many, many more
Whitfield said, he had been
the
of
-Donna Bray, director
' responsible for paying the HopkDefenders of the Defenders of insville taxes and Michael had
Life in Bowie, Md., said during
been responsible for paying the
the trial.
Madisonville taxes.

•Deputy's...
FROM PAGE 1
weeks ago by Judge/Executive
J.D. Williams.
Williams hired Wilburn in
1993 and Scott named him chief
deputy in January when he took
office.
After questions were raised,
Seott placed 'Wilburn on paid
administrative leave pending a
clarification of the statute, KRS
61.300.
But Wilburn was returned to
full active duty five days later
after County Attorney David Har
rington advised Scott to rely on a
1978'opinion which says the ma=
tutue revolves around labor
disputes.
The current opinion supports
that interpretation.
"The prohibition...is not a prohibition against serving as a private security guard, per se, but it
-is a prohibition against serving as
Such while an active participant

in any labor dispute," according
to the opinion.
"Thus, the person now serving
as a deputy sheriff has not violated the statute because he owned or was an active participant in
a private detective agency immediately before becoming a deputy
sheriff so long as that detective
agency and its personnel were not
involved in a labor dispute in the
two year period prior to his
appointment as a deputy sheriff,"
the opinion, written by Assistant
Attorney General Thomas R.
Emerson, concluded.
Williams declined comment on
the Attorney General's opinion.
Wilburn said he will continue
to fulfill his duties with the sheriff's department.
Scott -said he has yet not read
the information provided by the
Attorney General or had a chance
to talk with Harrington.
Harrington was unavailable for
comment Thursday morning.

Various requests for opinions
on KRS 61.300 have been made
to the Attorney General's office
in the past several years, according to information provided to
Harrington.
Among that information is a
definition of labor dispute as set
forth in the National Labor Relations Act.
"The term 'labor dispute'
includes any controversy concerning terms, tenure or conditions of employment,.or concerning the association or representation of persons in negotiating,
fixing, maintaining or changing,
or seeking to arrange terms or
conditions of employment,
regardless of whether the disputants stand in the proximate relation of employer and employee,"
according to the act.
Wilburn said neither he nor the
detective agency, KT1 & Associates, has been involved in a labor
dispute.

•Grant...
than to keep it in the converted
However, when MSU was notified that it had received the grant restroom space.
Rooms used by the department
contingent .on producing $1.2
of biological sciences are also
million in matching funds, the
for
university was in the middle of among those targeted
renovation.
state-mandated budget cuts and
was unable to produce the funds.
The project would alSo include
As nesult, the grant havbeen
replastering, repainting and even
i
year.
on hold for more than
some reflooring of existing labor"I am pleased with the news," atories. In addition, some walls
for
Boggess said. "After waiting
would have to be removed while
more than a year and a half, I others were added.
have passed the excitement stage.
Laboratories would be comI look forward to renovating the
pletely refurbished with tables,
research facilities."
cabinets, laboratory benches,
Blackburn Science Building
Boggess, had applied for an
sinks, fume hoods, distilled
was built in 1948 with a north
NSF grant a few years ago to
water, electrical outlets, gas and
constructed in 1968. The
modernize Blackburn's research addition
has not been renovated compressed air.
facilities. Although MSU was'not building
According to the proposal, a
then.
selected, the proposal was given since
primary impact of the renovation
to the grant proposAccording
.
high ratings.
would be increased morale
care facility is in
When the proposal was submit- al, the animal
n among the research groups, as
renovatio
of
need
desperate
it.
year,
ted again the next
well as the ability to pursue
because it fails to meet any kind
received a favorable evaluation
projects without regard
research
yet
the
e
standard,
of
acceptabl
for
and was recommended
makeshift facilities.
for
•
option
no
has
other
t
departmen
funding.

FROM PAGE 1
matching grant funds."
The university had sought
funding from the state legislature
for the Blackburn project, but
was unsuccessful.
"I "talked to NSF three weeks
ago and I was told that as soon as
they receive an official notification, they will issue the grant,"
said Dr. Gary Boggess, dean „of
the College of Science. "They
were very supportive because this
is a widespread problem."
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UNION, S.C.(AP) — Shenff's
deputies searched Susan Smith's
home, more than a week after she
reported her two young sons were
taken in a carjacking.
Theire--was no immediate word
on whether the search revealed
any clues in the disappearance of
3-year.old Michael and
14-month-old Alex Smith.
"I have no comment on what
we did yesterday or what we're
going to do today," Union County Sheriff Howard Wells said
today.
Mrs. Smith said she was not at
home at the time of the search

ty
to
al

:d
to
e

bling Alex was left behind at .1
motel by a man driving a car with
South Carolina license plates.
The boy turned out to be someone else; his parents said later
that they had asked the motel
clerk to baby-sit for the child:
The Greenville News quoted
unidentified sources as saying
that Mrs. Smith took a second
lie-detector test and didn't pass.
It said the,search of the mother's
home was to look for signs of
foul play.

disappearance.
Mrs. Smith told authorities an
armed man jumped into her car
while she sat at a stoplight the
night of Oct. 25. The man
ordered her to drive several
miles, then forced her out and
took off with Michael and Alex
still in their safety seats.
Wells has said that Mrs. Smith
The report touched off a multiand her ;estranged -husband, state search involving hundreds
of volunteers and police
David, are not suspects but that
Early .Wednesday, Wells
no one has been ruled out. The
announced there had been a break
couple began divorce proceedings
in the case, but .it came to
in September, but Wells had said
nothing. Authorities in Seattle
he didn't think custody was the
motive in the boys' had reported that a boy resem-

but gave permission for it to take
place.
"It hens to know that I may be
accused," she told NBC in an
interview broadcast today. She
added, "I do understand why
they would do- what they- are
doing."

Authorities have refund to
comment on lie-detector tests.
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Fire, floods kill hundreds in Southern Egypt
DURUNKA, Egypt (AP) — In
a freak chain of events, a fuel
train derailed on a rain-loosened
track and sent "winds of fire"
coursing through this southern
town. The inferno killed at least
258 people and left thousands
homeless.
At least 35 ottiers died Wednesday as what newspapers called
the 'heaviest rains in 60 years
lashed normally arid Egypt.
Flooding swept hundreds of miles
across the country, from the Sinai
Peninsula in the east to the
ancient terrip es of Luxus- III the
south.
In Durunka, 200 miles south of
Cairo, a train carrying fuel oil
derailed amid torrential rains as it
headed to a government oil depot
early Wednesday. Ignited by
eleciric wires, the burning cargo
was carried on flood waters into
the town of 22,000 people. Many
people died as they slept.
"It was like winds of fire coming down the mountain," said
Mohamed Abdel-Rahman, who
managed to escape with his wife
and seven children before his
house was destroyed. "I thought

•
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it was a volcano."
Ahmed Sharaf Eddin, a taxi
driver, said he looked out of his
home and saw "a wave of people
running to the mosque screaming:
'There is only one God.' They
thought it was the day of
judgment."
Mohammed Abdel-Hamid
Mursi: an official in the emergency operations room for Assiut
province, said 258 bodies were
recovered by midday today. Earlier, government • officials said
more than 200 people were
Injured.
Security officials said at least
35 people were killed in flooding
that collapsed houses, a -mosque
and schools elsewhere in Assiut
province. Deaths were also
reported in neighboring Sohag
province, but the exact number
was not known.
The El-Messa daily said at
least 386 died in Durunka as well
as flooding elsewhere. It gave no
sources for its figures.
At dawn today, hundreds of
residents poured into the stricken
town to search for missing relatives and recover whatever
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Selected Candies

ENGLISH FARMSTm
SPECIALTY FOODS
10th & Arcadia • Murray • M-F 10-5/Sat. 10-2 • 753-0921
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302 North Main • Phone 527-2400 • Benton, KY
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We at Bestway Furniture want to thank all who have shopped. with us these paN 3 years. To our loyal
customers who realize true value in our way of doing business, which is offering quality furniture at true
low... low.., discount prices. We have kept our overhead very low plus volume buying to create the best
place to shop for all your furniture needs.

Stratolounger
England
American Drew
Bench Craft

Multi-colored
ceramic C9 size
bulbs for outdoor
decorating. 96802

PYyven

247

70 Clear
Christmas lights

ciournists IJGB73

Miniature Christmas lights
with patented lamp lock
feature UL Listed. Clear or
assorted colors. 96800.01
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Vaughn
Vaughn/Bassett
Ashley
Hood

Universal
Simmons_
Serta
Singer

Lea
River Oaks
Athens
Armstrong

We Carry A Large Selection Of Quality...
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NAME BRAND QUALITY AT GREAT PRICES
25 Outdoor
Light Set
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Also Oft Sale RIected
Sugar Free Hard Candies

99

Celebrate With Us During November And Be A Part Of Tremendous Furniture Values.
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"There are people it will take
three months to find in all of this
sand and mud," said Mohammed
Abdel-Aal as he searched for his
missing wife and their 2-year-old
son. He held tightly onto his two
other children, saying they fled-.
after hearing "an explosion from
'
the heavens."
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While Supplies List!

there could be more bodies below
the debris.

belongings they could find.
Firefighters were still battling
flames that engulfed a five-story
apartment building, where at least
22 people lost their lives, and
dousing smouldering vehicles.
The bodies of charred donkeys,
goats and dogs were scattered
about the ruins of the fanning
village, where many mud-brick
homes were flattened by the torrential rain. Some villagers felt

Letter H Jackpot!!!

• 14 Games - $100 Vach

• Living Room Suites• Bedroom Suites • Dining"Room Suites • Dinettes
• All Styles Of Coffee & End Tables• Wall Units • Entertainment Units• Curio Cabinets
• Mattress & Box Springs• Recliners • Glider Rockers•Lamps
• Wood Rockers•China Cabinets

PLUS A WHOLE LOT MORE!!!
These are only a small portion of how much our prices have-been reduced for this
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%" VSR Drill
;5 HP, 3 amps,0-1200 RPM.
No load speed lets you pick
speed per job. Infinite speed
adjustable trigger. Includes
chuck key and holder. 29036
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Video Tapes COT-1

3r_

Quality video tapes.
4/pack. 601470
MR.COFFEE'

10 Cup
Drip
Coffeemaker
Shea

Accelerated brewing
feature perks in less than
8 minutes. Pause 'n Serve
cOntrol..600803i

HURRY! WHILE SUPPLIES LAST!
See your Helpful Hardware Man at

MURRAY

SUPPLY COMPANY
Inc.

208 E. Main
Mr.
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Sleeper
Serta Perfect
Sets
Mattress
ox Spring &
Full Site - $299
Queen Size - $399
Other 2 Pc, Sets

Start At

$88- Set

THIS IS AN ENTIRE STOCK SALE!
Every Item In Stock Is Tagnieritli-A- Verv

-Pricc!
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'1A7ter e there is rio vision, the people perish.'
PuriLLYIEI) BY MURRAY NEWSPAPERS. INc.

FROM OUR READERS
Ball's comments questioned
Dear Editor:
After watching "Newsmakers" on Channel 11 Monday evening, I
have to voice my opinion about some comments Mr. Ron Ball made.
First, Mr. Ball held up a sign in which he had stated he would not vote
for any tax increases and that he had .put that into writing to prove he
meantit. Thls Is a very strange thingfor Mr. Ball to slaw slin.,5 at a recent
city council meeting he voiced to the council that they should put a
payroll tax on the people of Murray and pay the policement more or just
•
get obi and let someone who would.
Does this mean that Mr. Ball just wants to threaten people into giving
citizens a tax without their voice or will he push for more taxes and do-it
as a behind-the-scenes politician?
In reality, can Mr. Ball or any plitician say and remain faithful to the
promise that the whole time in office they will never be a part of a tax
increase? I feel that people are tired of being played for being gullible
and easily maneuvered.
Pat Cherry
Witte 8 Box 1132
Murray, Ky. 42071

Just waiting for a fax
Just in case they were worried,
want to reassure the political
camps of Tom Barlow and Ed
Whitfield — our fax machine is
still working.
Barely though.
The little machine has put in
overtime as both candidates for
the 1st District Congressional
seat fax info or slamfo to the
office daily.
Just as with the television commercials, their faxes are confusing and 'nasty. Whoever takes
them out of the machine uses
prongs.
Whitfield's faxes are always
titled "Barlow's Blunders"-while
Barlow's are tagged "Whitfield's
Whoppers." Cute, huh!
And the issues? Much of it
sonnds the same —the bad-Democrats and the equally nasty
Republicans.
We've also heard about the
line item veto, the balanced
budget amendment, term limits
and GATT.
Credible issues — national
issues — party line issues. Issues
that seem easy to talk about —
that have answers with quick "for
it/against it" answers. FYI: Both
agree on balanced budget: Bar-

Officials should wake up
Dear Editor:
I am constantly amazed at the level ofsurprise and shock expressed by
some(let's say most)of our elected officials in Washington,p.c.,when
they hear about the anger and hostility of the American people. Are they
naive, or stupid or both?
I can spell it out in a few words: 1)The passage of NAFTA,2)Passage
of the crime bill, 3) Foreign aid, 4) H.R. 1804, Goals 2000 or the,
dumbing down of our children and 5)GATT, the monstrosity of them
all!,
It is estimated that if this GATT legislation is passed, 125 million
people from Third World countries will enter the United States and work
for 50cents an hoti or less,taking ourjobs away. How are we supposed
to compete with them? Can you make a house payment or send your kids
to college working for that amount of money? We are losing a factory a
day, moving to Third World countries. We presently are spending
billions of dollars to rebuild Haiti so they can open factories, pay their
workers 15 cents an hour and send theirjunk here hoping we will buy it.
But it, we will, since we don't make much here anymore. No other
country in the world uses their taxpayers' money to send their factories,
overseas and put their people out of work.
As an example, since the passage of NAFTA, our trade deficit has
risen 30 percent—in less-than one year! As recently reported,33 senators
and representatives will be splitting up 100 billion dollars!(to vote for
GATT!)It was recently reported that Canada is suing the United States for 800
million dollars for lost tariffs for their lumber. The president promised to
pay this amount to them only if they "don't make it public until after the
election." Under the GATT treaty, we will have just one vote, the same
as the other 117 countries. And they vote-against us 75% of the time.
There are many other unfair actions we must endure under this present
administration;but right now,this GATT legislation which is due to be
voted on Dec. 1, is most important to understand and speak out about.
(And,I'll bet they will sneak in the vote overnight on Nov.30th,like their
pay raise.) This will be voted on by a "lame duck session," and you can.,
be sire those who were not reelected will vote for it out of spite and
revenge.
They really do believe...the American people are stupid, but many(not
all)are waking up. I should like to suggest we put them all on a slow boat
to China,our "Most Favored Nation," the honor bestowed upon them by
Bill Clinton, with a one-way ticket, the Clintons being in the first boat.
Let your representatives and senators know how you feel before it is too
late, and may God bless America!
Lois M. Wilcox
1300 S. 16th Street
:
Murray,.
Ky. 42071

Writer corrects photo id
. Dear Editor:
In Murray Ledger & Times, Oct. 20, on the front page, you showed
pictures of Wednesday's International Bazaar at Murray State University.
One of these pictures is Vania Losinto, my daughter,and the narration
following that picture says that she is from Thailand.
--Here, I would like to inform you that she is not from Thailand. She is
from Indonesia, a country which has a unity in diversity of about 200
ethnic groups with its own traditions, language and history. These are
spread all over 13,677 islands:: —
At the bazaar, my daughter displayed a traditional costume of
Minangkagau from West Sumatra, ah island of Western Indonesia.
I hope this letter could be a correction.
Lionardi Losinto
1100 A Main St.
-------MiTilyTKV4-207 I
•

Attention Washington!
PRESIDENT BILL CLINTON
1600 Pennsylvania Avenue, Washington, D.C. 20500
U.S. REP: TOM BARLOW
1533 Longworth Office Building, Washington D.C. 20515
502-444-7216 (Paducah) or 202-225-3115 (Washington)
U.S. SEN. WENDELL FORD
173A Russell Senate Office Building, Washington D.C. 20510
202-224-4343 (Washington)
U.S. SEN. MITCH McCONNELL
120 Russell Senate Office Building, Washington D.C. 20510
502-442-4554 (Paducah) or 202-224-2541 (Washington)

scraping mud off another fax that
ow against term limits, Whitfield
for limits; Barlow opposes line just came in.
I don't know the solution but I
item vetos and Whitfield supports
it and Barlow opposes GATT also know I haven't heard any
while Whitfield supports the bill. dialogue about it either,
With 61 percent of our populaBut what about issues that are
unique to the 1st District? Issues tion living in rural areas, access
unique to the Jackson Purchase to higher education is vital to
producing a skilled labor force.
and Calloway County?
Adequate funding and support
I would much rather receive a
fax addressing the low-wage of our educational system from
earnings-of_eitizer*_in__Iga__. .elemeniaty_ to the university level
than who just gave $1,000 to one is essential.
of the candidates.
Federal and state regulations
Fact: The average median
that make it almost Impossible
1st
the
in
holder
job
a
for
income
for counties such as Calloway to
District — $10,238. The median operate a jail or landfill also have
household income is $20,331.
to be addressed.
Calloway's jobless rate is one of
the lowest in the Purchase, but
Folks, access to a major interour earning power is also the state route has to be high on our
list as well as a healthy, growing
lowest.
What are some of the solu- airport. Both are keys to this
tions? Excuse me, I'm busy area's economic future.

Land Between the Lakes is
another economic and environmental resource that we have to
protect and foster. We need
someone who will be committed
to LBL and is willing to take on
the Tennessee Valley Authority
without backing down.
Health care will continue to be
an issue nationally, as well as
locally. It will be an issue for our
employers, our workforce and our
local hospital. Calloway has a
strong, economically sound hospital that needs to be supported
and allowed to grow;'
How will changes in health
care affect us in the 1st District?
Who knows? We could ask,
"Where's the fax?"
Then'there is the future of agriculture, and tobacco in particular.
Expanding the market for the
crops produced, price controls
and the pros and cons to government programs — which ones are
working and which ones aren't —
are all vital issues facing the 1st
District.
Anybody listening?
Hey, I'm just waiting for a fax.

EDITORIAL ROUNDUP
Oct. 19 — The Stale, Columbia, S.C., on political principles:
No kind of politicil chutzpah is too outrageous or demeaning
when the prize is as coveted as the American presidency. This
accounts for the deferential pilgrimages presidential wannabes have
been making to Virginia to glad-hand one Oliver North, the Republican nominee for the U.S. Senate.
The latest to make the bootlicking journey was Jellies A. Baker
III, the former White House chief of staff, treasury secretary and
secretary of state.
• It is a sign of sick times that here is a man — 011ie North —
who wants to join an august club that he once contemptuously
defied. In 1989, he was convicted of aiding and abetting an
obstruction of Congress, altering and destroying classified documents and accepting an illegal gratuity. The convictions were later
overturned on appeal because his trial was "tainted" by testimony
he gave under grant of immunity during the congressional hearings.
In addition to (Senate minority leader Bob) Dole, other potential
GOP presidential candidates who have appeared with North include
former Vice Presidetit -Dan Quayle, Sen. Phil Gramm of Texas and
Jack Kemp, the former secretary of housing and urban development. ...
' Warren Rudman, the former GOP senator from Vermont and co,

chairman of the special House-Senate panel that interrogated North
in 1987, said "I guess I'm in the minority ... (but) I find the whole
thing disturbing, frankly.
"I personally strongly held the
gress and that meant lying to the
serious offense. I don't care if he
Well said, Rudman. Whatever

view that he was lying to ConAmerican people. And that is a
was released on a technicality."
happened to principle?

Oct. 25 — Hong Kong Standard, on political violence:
Political violence is ... happening all over the world with increasing frequency..., Muslim extremists sent a suicide bomber to
explode a civilian bus in Israel, ... fundamentalists in Algeria shot
dead two Spanish nuns and those in Egypt a passing tourist. ...
All this violence is comitted in the name of religion or a people,
as though any of the religious leaders they say they follow or the
people they claim to represent has advocated violence as a means
of settling disputes.
Every major religion teaches its adherents to follow the path of
peace and non-violence. Why is it then that religion which preaches
such moral values is hypocritically twisted and ethnicity made a
pawn by growing numbers of people today?

The 'test case'is failing in Gaza
The Gaza Strip was said by Israeli
Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin to be
a "test case," to see if the Palestine
Liberation Organization •(PLO)
could govern itself and control
terrorism. The Oct. 19 suicide
bombing of a civilian bus, in which
23 poeple were killed and dozens
wounded, shows that the PLO is
failing that test.
'
Some politicians and pundits
here, and in Israel, explain_that the
Palestinian terror/a group, Hamas,
is an extremist orgaMzation, implying that is does not reflect the
Don't
yearnings of the PLO.
believe it. For years, the PLO
-eJaimed to be. the sole, legitimate
representative of the Palestinian
people. If Yasscr Arafat can't
__exercise authority over Hamas in
Gaza, why should anyone expect
him to be effecttve when Israel
hands over additional territory in
the West Bank and the Golan
Heights?
Hamas and other killers have
slaughtered 100 Israelis since the
-1-Oslo agreement to cede land to the
PLO. What has the PLO done

CAL'S TIIOUGIITS

Cal Thomas
stdndicated coliumnist

potentially violent, that it could
eclipse all other forms of anti-Semitism over the next decade."
Fpr nearly half a.century, Israel
has survived because it trusted the
promises dim outsider. .Now it
risks possible destruction if it thinks
the PLO can be trusted to follow
through *on its glib assurances.
The United States ought to be
the indiscriminate terrorist attacks, pushing for a real peace, like the
July 18, on the Jewish quarter of kind Israel enjoys with Egypt, JorBuenos Aires, which killed 95 peo- dan, Morocco and Tunisia. We
ple, nearly one-third of whom were should not be trying to curry.favor
hon-Jews. Kramer says that terror- with Syrian President Hgez Assad,
ists have moved beyond attacking one of the region's chief sponsors of
only Israeli targets-to Jews worl- terror.
The-real war,as New York Times
dwide because of "the culmination
of a shift in the thinking of many columnist A.M. Rosenthal notes, is
Muslim fundamentalists. Today, less about Israel than about Western
they are in thrall to the idea that concepts of freedom of thought,
Jews everywhere, in league with religion, sexual equality and politiIsrael, are behind a sinister plot to cal action. "Islamic extremists see
destroy Islam. -The battleground is them as a disease," he writes, "and
anywhere Jews are organized to Israel as a carrier."
Israel's decision to authorize "hit
assist and aid. in this plot."
Kramer believes this is a new squads" that will target known Haconcept "even for Islamic funda- mas terrorists is a. step towards
mentalism, and it represents an realism and away from squishy,
especially virulent form of anti- feel-good policy that hascharacter..uch.of the labo•goiernment's
_m_LA56.1rsinc.ati_ and
dealings with Piii-C-tifiblatritiiders'.

min Netanyahur has said: Appearing on Al3C's ,"Nighiline" the night
of the bombing, Netanyahu said if
Arafat is serious about his role as a
leader and spokesman for Palestinians, Net him dismantle Hamas."
A real peace, he said, means "no
more Lebanons.".
President Clinton's trip to Syria
plays into the hands of Israel's
enemies. People who feel a religious mandate to eliminate Jews are
not going to be dissuaded by the
vOice of an American President
when they claim to have heard-die
voice of Allah.
In the October issue of Commcn
tary magazine, Martin Kramer, associate director of the Moshe Dayan
Center for Middle Eastern Studies at
rriaanwhilet Ni)5. naarb_ Th,e_Pln
'Tell(VIV Uri Nerialy,' wincs about'
promised to abrogate its charter,
which calls for the destruction of
,Israel. It hasn't. The PLO promised
to fight terrorism in any territory
Readers and residents arc welcome and encouraged to express their
within its domain. While it arrested
scores of suspected terrorists fol. a opinions on our "Perspective" page by writing letters to the editor. We
print letters on a variety of topics, provided they comply with the following the bus bombing, it released
lowing guidelines: all letters must be signed by the writer, with the
most of them immediately. In fact,
writer's address and telephone number included in case verification is
the- objectives of the PLO and
necessary .(telephone numbers will not be published). Letters must not
Hamas arc one: the eradication.of
he more than .SIX) words. Letters should he typewritten and doubleIsrael. What these groups couldn't
spaced if possible. We reserve the right to condense or reject any letter
do on the battle lie kl. they are now
and to limit frequent writers.
doing at the "piecu-by-piece" table.
Letters should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor. Murray Ledger
Thc deal signed by the PLO and
& Titres, P0. Box 1040, Murray. KY 42071.
the Israeli governinent is a "Usepeace. as Likud party leader, Benja-

Just drop us a line ...

The American and Isnieli.approcah to Syria .should be no treaty
unless every terrorist camp is
closed. Business with Iran, a major
backer of Hamm, should be offlimits to nations with which we have
,influence. They should be told to
chooschetween us and them. If we
want a war on terrorism, let's fight
one --.and stop pretending that the
proper response to murder in the
streets of Tel Aviv is polite conversation with terrorism's main sponsors.
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East Fall Festival on Friday

Kade Adam
Cullop born

World Community Day will be celebrated on Firday, Nov. 4, at 2
p.m. at Good Shepherd United Methodist Church, Highway 121
South, New Concord Road, at Cherry Corner. "Go, See and Act as
Sisters" will be the theme of the program. Mildred Smith, president,
urges all women of Murray and Calloway County to attend this special program.
East Calloway Elementary School PTO will have its Fall Festival
on Friday, Nov. 4, from 6 to 8 p.m. A hot dog dinner will be served at
5:30 p.m. in the cafeteria. This is also the first year for the "Annual
Chili Cook-Off' and every one is invited to enter. New this year will
be the Power Rangers Game with Power Ranger prizes. A $500 WalMart gift certificate will be given away. For more information call
Ben Brumley, Festival chairman, 759-4550.
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Dedication ceremony to be at park
Sigma Department of Murray Woman's Club will have a dedication
ceremony on Saturday. Nov. 5, from 11 a.m, to noon at the new pavillion of-Me-Old City Park •on Payne Street, Murray- New playgrnumt
equipment has been installed through the efforts of the department,
other departments of Murray Woman's Club, Murray Optimist Club,
and from donations from other clubs, organizations, individuals, and
businesses in the area. The new facilities and equipment will be dedicated. Refreshments will be served. The public is invited.
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Shower for Burkeen family Sunday
Friends of Tracy and Carla Burkeen and children, Zachary. Brittney
and Lindsey, will host a shower for them on Sunday, Nov. 6, from 2
to 4 p.m. at Dexter Community Center. The Burkeen family's home at
Dexter burned Oct. 27. For more information call 437-4436 or
759-9404 after 5 p.m.

e 1st
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Gospel meetings at Weaks Center
A series of gospel meetings will be held at Weaks Community Center, SoUth Seventh and Poplar Streets, Murray, each Friday. The first
session will be Friday, Nov. 4, at 7 p.m."Teaching the Story of Jesus"
will be the theme of the meetings. The public is invited.

Downtown celebration planned

ah
)1e

Downtown Business Association will have its second annual Holiday Celebration on Friday and Saturday, Nov. 4 and 5. Luminaries
will light the court square on Friday from 5 to 8 p.m. when the "Men
of Note," an MSU student organization, will stroll around the square
singing holiday favorites. Many businesses will be open during the
candlelight stroll. On Saturday the West Kentucky Bluegrass Band
will play on the courthouse lawn, with local square dancers and line
dancers performing. Special promotional events are planned, according to Sue McCoart, ,president of the association.

;a

Book Fair planned at MMS
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Murray Middle School will sponsor a Book Fair on Thursday and
Friday, Nov. 3 and 4. On Thursday from 6:30 to 8 p.m. all parents and
interested persons are urged to. meet in the MMS auditorium. PTO
will provide a chance for parents and interested persons to meet the
candidates running for Murray Board of Education. Refreshments will
be provided and persons may also visit the Book Fair.
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Angela Dawn Ladd and
Jeremy Todd McCord to marry

Ladd-McCord wedding
vows to he said ov. 12

could
Semi-

SUBSCRIBE

meet at 6:30 p.m. at Christopher's Restaurant at South 12th
and Glendale.
This will be a planning meeting, to collect dues, and to celebrate November birthdays.
This is a support and, social
group for all single-Men and
women whether always single,
separated, divorced or widowed.
For more information call
753-0817 or 753-3595.

ATURDA
SEMINARS

FALL BULBS

Serged Garments
In Minutes:

New Sensational
Gifts:

See a quick-serged
wardrobe featuring these
and many more speedy
techniques:
'serge-order construction
tips
•serged zipper application
• macok tailored placket
•elastic button loops

See quick-to-make Oft,. Ii
everyone on your list:
• holiday gift-giving ideas
-sewing and-serging tips and
tricks
•gifts every occasion thndal
and baby shoWers. incn
peopleon the go.)
•clever gifts for the
difficult-to-buy-for people
on your list

I Only $8.0-0 for your two-hour session!
I Monday, Nov. 7th 2-4 P.M.& 7-8,P.M.
Call to Register

• I

FREI; 1)oor Prize
Draving

Emil Session!

"We Sell The Best & Service The Rest"
We honor Discover, Visa and Mastercard

td SEWING MACHINE CO.
Hwy.68• Reidland Near 1-24, Exit #16
Local 502-898-7301 • KY 1-800-599-USE W(8739)

ruca. HALF MILLION
$$$ DOLLAR $$$
DIAMOND asi GOLD CARAVAN

pitilI
T QURANTiEITILE1

WE'RE OFFERING THIS SURPLITS INVENTORY OF
DIAMONDS AND GOLD AT 40% TO 65%
DISCOUNTS AT THIS LOCATION!

presented by

Dr. Mehdi Ahmadi
Medical Oncologist
Saturday, November 12
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
Board Room
10:30-11:30 a.m.

PLANT NOW...
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Imagine you are faced with a new sewing project. Wouldn't you like
to consult a nationally-known expert - to learn a few time-saving "trade
secrets" and shortcuts, before you begin?
Now you can - by attending "Gifts and Serged Garments in Minutes," a fascinating, informative, and entertaining seminar presented by
sewing and serging expert Patsy Shields at English Sewing Machines.:This motivating seminar is based on the best-selling Chilton books
by nationally known sewing and serging authorities, Tammy Young and
Naomi Baker,Serged Garments in Minutes and Sew Sensational Gifts.
And it's being held right in your neighborhood!
_
-

BREAST AND OVARIAN CANCER

Oaks' Couples will play bridge on Saturday, Nov. 5, at 7:30 p.m.
hose not signed up may call Sue and Jerry Veazey, 492-8353.

and enjoy -a beautiful
Spring and Summer

Gifts and Selied
Garments in Minutes
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Oaks' Club bridge on Saturday
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University Plaza • Chestnut St.
753-1851
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Single Too has events planned
for Saturday. Nov. 5,. and Monday, Nov. 7.
The group will meet Saturday
at 3:45 p.m. at JCPenney parking
lot to go to Reelfoot Lake for eating and site-seeing,
On Monday the grqup will

-

gaGISMY
Tammy Bennett & Todd Contri
April Boswell & Inc Cothran
Teresa Browner & Sam Borneritd
Angela Chipman &
Heather Dorris & Mark A Miller
Holly fishburne & Mark West
Heather Hasey & Eric Hogancamp
Sheila McClure & Jamie Phili,ps
Ridgley
Robyn Meador &
Kimberly Moore & Joey Boost
Kelly Redman & Mork V,'c an
Stephanie Sammons & Wade Balmer
Cathryn Walker-Miller & Cory Miller
Angela Woods & Monte Stalls
Dawn'Wynn & Michael Bucy

Single Too plans activities
for Saturday and Monday

Lewis Trust Fund at Bank of Murray
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Mr. and Mrs. Jeffery Adam
Cullop of Rt. 2, Box 244A, Murray, are the parents of a son,
Kade Adam Cullop, born .pn
Saturday, Oct. 29, 1994, at 9:20
p.m. at Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah,
The baby weighed seven
pounds 15 ounces and measured
20 inches. The mother is the-former Jennifer Hamilton.
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
James Ray Hamilton and Ms.
Linda Cullop, all of Murray, and
Mr. and Mrs. William Cullop,
Dexter. Great-grandparents. are
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Scott of
Murray and Mr. -and Mrs. Al
Curls and Mr. and Mrs. Walter
Martin, all of Chicago, III.

Sponsored by English Sewing Machines

A gospel singing featuring The Gants from Tiptonville, Tenn., and
other local talent will be Sunday, Nov. 6, at 2 p.m. at North Pleasant
Grove Cumberland Presbyterian Church, located on Roy Graham
Road off Highway 121 North, Coldwater Road. The public is invited.
A trust fund has been establised at theilank of Murray for Chelsey
Lewis, five-month-old daughter of Tim Lewis and Amanda Lewis who
died Oct. 26 after a short illness. Serving as trustees of the account are
Joe Hedges, manager of Murray State University News Bureau, and
Anne Adams, executive director of Murray Tourism Commission.
Donations may be mailed to either Adams or Hedges or directly to the
Bank of Murray, P.O. Box 1080, Murray, KY 42071. Amanda worked
s a secretary at the News Bureau and the Chamber of Commerce and
as a nursing student at MSU.

Merl import

Angela Dawn Ladd of Puryear, Tenn., and-Jeremy Todd McCord of
Clarksville, Tenn., announce their engagement and approaching
marriage.
Miss Ladd is the daughter of Steve and Debbie Ladd of Murray and
Kenny and Glenda Gallimore of Puryear. Mr. McCord is the son of
Orman and Debi McCord of Clarksville.
•
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Bill and June Ladd Trellis
and Margaret McCuiston, and Ruby Elkins, all of Murray, and Jimmy
and Bonnie Gallimore of Puryear; and the great-granddaughter of Mrs.
Mae Gallimore of Puryear.
The groom-elect is the grandson of Orman and Lillian McCord and
Lucille Shanks of McEwen, Tenn.; and the great-grandson of Bethel
Profitt of Waverly, Tenn.
— Miss Ladd attends Henry County High School and is employed by
Cato. Mr. McCord attended Clarksville High School and is employed
by McCord's Framing.
The wedding will be Saturday, Nov. 12, at 5 p.m. at Puryear Baptist
Church, Puryear, Tenn. A reception will follow the ceremony.
No invitations arc being sent and all relatives and friends are
invited to attend the ceremony and the reception.

Gospel Singing planned Sunday
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SKIN DISORDERS:
BUMPS, RASHES AND SION CANCER
. _.....„-DOORBUSTERS

presented by

Tulips (many colors) • Daffodils
Crocus • Hyacinths

Dr. Michael Adams

(WHILE THEY LAST)

I CASH • CHECKS • BANK CARDS • E-Z CREDIT

Family Practitioner
Saturday, November 12
Murray-Calloway County Hospital

Corn-on-the-Cob
Squirrel Feed
•

'

Education Unit, Third Floor
10 a.m.-11:30 a.m.

New Shipment of
Evergreen Shrubs &
Flowering Trees
Thanksgiving & Christmas to
Decorations & Gift Items

Diamonds
Praying Hands

S477

9
43

P

III•ter

I*

eregistration is required. Ce/. 162-1384 or
.."
--7 btOuji4j-IrCt-ti brItrirMrSdarNC'-1716770r
1
Saturday Seminars are free-and open to the public

- :••

• I

Computer Color Imaging
Landscape Design Service
See Your Home Completely Landscaped
On A Computer. Screen.

407 N. 12th
Street

Illy Hills,
ur e arilk

Wain HIM Saari* SisairsC

111.,I • I

Nov. 19,10-11 A.m. Colon Cancer-Mehdi Ahmadi Medical Oncologist
Dec 10, 10-11 am Lung Cancor
Mehdi Ahmed! Medical Oncologist

MURRAY.CAllIOMY

IWS248
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759-1723
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4 You Are Invited
l•

to a
Birthday Celebration
for

•

Orval Bub (Chigger) Garland
•

Sunday, November 6
at 1:00 p.m.
Bank of Murray's
University Branch

Happy Birthday Dad!

•

irri November 8. 1914 in Calloway County. He
.i Ada Bray Iii July 3. 1934. This union was blessed
clinch en Frank. -Evelyn.!ma Mae and 0.13. Jr..
and one great grandson.
Dad raised their family in the old Freemon
, place at New Concord. Dad worked for the
Plant for 32 years. only missing twendays to
:idly Dad sold blackberries and perch,that we
1 rid caught,to the men at the plant. Times were
t. lever did without. We were well cared for, with
from both Mom and Dad. Mom was always
:1 warm cookies,fruit pies and milk when we got
•,, 11001. E.yrek then, if you hada car.TV. bicycle
' its - you were rich. We had them al/, plus a
.11 and Dad:
- trades beagles. runs rabbits, mows lawns,
and stuffed animals. His biggest love is
nlicnie with his family. Dad cooks breakfast
. ,'ays active in Poplar Springs Church.
Li, see all his friends, family and church

-

By Ben Graves
Public Library Director
Do you ever read the newspapers
in the check-out aisles in the supermarket? You know, the ones with
headlincis like, "Elvis Was An
Alien," My Mother Was Eaten By
Sharks In Lake Michigan.""Miracle
Herb Cures (insert the disease of
your choice here)." My favorite was
the 26 pound grasshopper that some
famer shot with a deer rifle.-Prince
Charles shows up on the covers a
lot, Burt and Loni used to, Burt still
does. Oprah Winfrey was another
regular with her on-again off-again.
diet and her maybe-she-will,
maybe-she-won't wedding.
• • • •
Well, she's finally gotten the
chance to tell her side of it. Oprah
Winfrey: The Real Story, by George
Mair, has arrived.
The jacket blurb says that he "has
interviewed Oprah's friends,family,
colleagues, and critics to present
this definitive saga of her struggle
and success." I couldn't have said it
better myself. If you like Oprah,
check it out!

•

• !i• • •
,Ed
On the fiction-side of the canMcBain is back this week with his
newest, There Was A Little Girl.
Down in the circus world of Florida,
a three fool tall woman has been
murdered.Then,the person is trying
to find out whyhe gets two slugs in
him. I quote from the start ofchapter
one: "The first bullet hit Matthew

A;Zo=gkOkager, 1 VLAtArliZier4Z3

llisonTliptogfaphy

Hope in the left shoulder. The
second one hit him in the chest. He
was a lawyer and, therefore, subject
to the deep-seated American animosity for the legal profession. But
tie was not normally a target for
shooters."
Plugging a lawyer in the first
eight lines of the book bodes well
for the rest of the story. Highly
recommended.
•

•

• •

• Here's another one you don't want
to miss, Spencerville, by Nelson
Donate. Keith Landry has come
home from the cold war to Spencerville to Oki Up the pieces of his life.
The love of his youth, Annie Prentice, has married Cliff Baxter, the
town's brutal police chief. Of
course,she really still loves Nelson.
Cliff doesn't take this very well and
it comes down to a question of
violence from a man who's seen too
much of it in his life. This is first rate
reading and it's here, for YOU.
•

•

•

•

Of course, you might prefer Bad
Apple, by Anthony Bruno. Two of
the FBI's toughest agents are after a
mafioso named Tony Bells. One,
Tozzi, is undercover. The other,
Gibbons, is working in the open.
Trying to alert Toizi to a danger he
may not see. Gibbons accidentally
hlows/Tozzi's cover. Betts grabs
Tozzi and a mob sister that the
.gPnIv have bee.n.after.and leads the
police on a chase throughout New
'York. The police finally comer
Bells at the warehouse that sore the
big balloons for the Macy's Thanksgiving Day parade. The gunfight
that follows is half wild west and
half Keystone Kops. Bad Apple
passes the random reading test with
,case. Highly recommended.
•• ••
By the way, we had a number of
trick-or-treaters come in on Monday. Look for some of the pictures
in the next day or two.

We can provide information and coverage for your

FARM
INSURANCE

Ask about Shelters
LIFE, CAR, HOME,
BUSINESS
coverages too

Harold "Jack' Romaine
Licensed In KY 8 TN
753-1033 or 753-0873
401 S. 12th St • Murray

Well always be there for you.
Shelter Insurance Cos Home OW, Columbia MO

CHRISTMAS SPECIAL
;

•1 - 8x10
•2 - 5x7's
•8 Wallets

t Wr_!come •
,f Backgrounds

35.00

,ate4rzolra

Call Today For Your Appointment

qrAllkon • Lance Allison • 607 S. 4th • Murray • 753-8809

itegtorna-

t)ROOMS, LIVING
& HALL.

VOLUNTEER

1-800-LUNG-USA
Lualc AssoaxnoN.
t
AMERICA).

WHOLE HOUSE
SALE!
Date: Now thru December 3, 1994

Do It All With Monsanto Wear Dated Stain Resistance Carpet Made With Nylon 6, 6, An
Extra Durable Fiber. Get The Style & Durability You Want, At An Affordable Price.
Style: Height Of Fashion. A Textured Carpet With Monsanto Nylon And Stain Resistance
"Selection Made Simple". Price Includes 1,2 x 4 LD Pad With Mesh.

3x10 Hall
L.R.
Bedroom 0

12

12

12

JO

BURKEEN/Ledger & Times photo

Edrena Harrison looks at a copy of the new Health Care Directory for 50
and Over recently complied by the Murray/Kentucky Lake Chapter of
AARP at its October meeting. Harrison was guest speaker. The copy
was presented to Harrison by Dr. Ruth Cole who compiled the information for the publication.

Local AARP Chapter
hears Harrison speak
By JO BURKEEN
Stan Writer
Edrena Harrison of the Social
Services Department of Murray
State University spoke at a meeting of Murray/Kentucky Lake
Chapter of American Association
of Retired Persons on Oct. 25 at
Holiday Inn.
Harrison discussed the many
services and programs at Murray
State University for the senior
citizens.
She said "any person over 65
and a resident of Kentucky may
attend Murray State without paying tuition; however there will be
some fees and cost of books."
Persons interested may call the
Adults Belong in College (ABC)
Counselor on the third floor of
Sparks Hall at 762-4150.
Harrison said "most professors
enjoy having the senior adults in
their classes as they contribute in
many ways with their knowledge
and experience." A degree of
Bachelor of IncleciEndent-3tudies
is available for adults at'MSU.
Other services available for
senior adults at MSU include
Adult Student Lounge or "Comfort Zone" at Ordway Hall; Never
Ever Too Old (NETO) for adults
and parttime students support services, scholarships available and
to provide social events; Alpha
Sigma Lambda Society; and Services for Older Americans for
student volunteers and work.
The speaker came to Murray in
August 1994 after working in the
inner city of Washington, D.C. A
graduate of Howard University,
she has her master's in social
work and is working on her Ph.D.

Dr. Ruth Cole distributed the
second printing of the Health
Care Directory for 50 and Over,
published by the Kentucky Lake/
Murray Chapter of AARP.
The chapter with the assistance
of the Public Relations Department of Murray-Calloway County
Hospitaf has compiled a list of
services available to senior citizens of Calloway County.
Dr. Cole said "the chapter
received a monetary grant from
Area Three offices of AARP to
assist in the revision of the publication. The intent is to assist
those seeking assistance and
those helping seniors to find
appropriate help."
Parts included in the index
include Selecting a Physician,
Long Term Care, Bereavement,
Adult Day Care, Mental Health
and Counseling, Support Services, Allied Health Services,
Recreation, Transportation,
Weight Control, and West Kentucky Allied Health Services.
Mancil Vinson, chapter president, thanked Dr. Cole and her
helpers for the many hours spent
compiling the directory. He said
"he felt this would be a marvelous source for senior citiens and
for caregivers seeking
assistance."
Reports were given by John
Brinn, secretary, and Ann Page,
treasurer. A guest was Eva
Wetmore.
The chapter will meet Tuesday.
Nov. 22, at noon at the Holiday
Inn. Lunch is optional at 11:30
a.m. All interested persons are
invited.

Singles Organizational
group schedules events
Singles Organizational Society
(SOS) has events planned for Friday, Saturday and Sunday, Nov.
4, 5 and 6.
The group will meet Friday at
6 p.m. at Chamber of Commerce
Centre to carpool/caravan to a
dance at Libby's at Russellville.
On Saturday, 'the SOS will
have a "Last Chance Picnic and
Hike." Singles will meet at 1
p.m. at Chamber of Commerce to
go to Lake Hematite at Land
Between the Lakes. Each one
should bring a sack lunch and
hiking shoes for either the' five
mile trail or the VA mile walk
(hiker's choice). '
The SOS will offer free dance

lessons on Sunday from 2 to 4
p.m. at Wcaks Community Center, South Seventh and Poplar
Streets, Murray. Some favorite
line dances and some ballroom
dancing will be featured. ,Each
one should bring a snack to
share.,
The SOS is a nonprofit, nondenominational support and social
group for all single adults
whether always single, separated,
divorced or widowed. The primary purpose is to provide singles
with support and positive interaction with other singles. For more
information call Jeanne at
753- 0224 or Linda at 437-4414.

$769.00

It's your secretary's birthday.

PAD INCLUDED

And you just found out.

Subject to present stock.
We have what we advertise.
Sales tax and installation is not included.
No coupons or other promotions accepted.

TRUSTMARK & MONSANTO — AN UNBEATABLE COMBINATION

,

Finding the perfect gift for the person who keeps you
'organized,on tithe,and ahead of the husiness game is not
easy. It has to be special. And it has to he today. .

At Vintage Rose Emporium we understand, "I need it
ASAP!" Well even gift wrap it and deliver it for you.
•fogether with Vintage Rose, you can he the world's
greatest hors. .

Rugs
ikfi'aStock
In
nrept present

thrlavi

Area Rugs
In
Stock
A
Great
Present

The

perfect oft really does exist. And now you Imam

where to find it.

IT'S ALL YOU NEED 10 KNOW.

Clarksville, TN
127 Terminal Rd across from
Governor's Mall, Behind Wendy's

flwv. 641
N. of Paris
'3. 01 HOMO
'4984161
,

'

615-552-8787
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ZETA DEPARTMENT of Murray Woman's Club held "Zeta's Day Out on
Oct. 13. The group met at the club house at 10:40 a.m. and went to
Rosewood inn Bed & Breakfast at Lone Oak. The hostesses presented
"goaly" bags for members. Nancy Platt, pictured right, owner of the
home, talked about her home and the business. Hostesses were, from
left, Bonnie Jones, Ruth Oney, Dorothy McNabb and Mildred Newton,
and not pictured, Teckia Farrell. The department will meet Thursday,
Nov. 10, at 2 p.m. at the club house. Barbara Brandon, Safety Chairman
for Kentucky Federation of Women's Clubs, will talk about "Protect the
Ladles." Hostesses will be Neva Grey Allbritten, Gerl Andersen, Thelma
Bailey, Christine Batts and Jo Benson.

C.

•

MARY CATES of Puryear, Tenn., is shown weaving at her loom during
last year's Christmas Galier at Murray Art Guild. Cates will be an exhibitor at this year's Gallery to be Friday and Saturday, Nov. 4 and 5,
during the hours of 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. Other exhibitors will show wood
carvings, ceramics, jewelry, guilts, teddy bears, cards, painted clothing,
dolls, Christmas decorations and ornaments and many other handmade
articles. Many artists will also be showing their work.

Meals
School
serve education every dayWe

The Kentucky School Food Service Association

Thursday, Nov. 3
Parent-Teacher Conferences/3-6
pm /Calloway County High School
New Parent Volunteers Committee
organizational meeting/5 30
p m /cafeteria
Gorman Shepherd Dog Club of western Kentucky/7 30 p.m./Calloway
County Public Library Info/436-2858
Music Chorus of Music Department of
Murray Woman's Club rehearsal/7
p m /club house
Racer Athletic Association
meeting/5 30 p.m./Sporty's Grill. Public invited.
Pet Therapy/3 p.m/Calloway County
Public Library
TOPS KY *469 of Murray/6
p m /Annex of Calloway County Public
Library
Murray Women of the Moose Board
meeting/7 p m. and Enrollmenv8 p m
Garden Department of Murray
Woman's Club/1 p m./club house
Health Express of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital/Kenlake State
Park/1-3 p.m.
Greater Hope Baptist Church events
include Youth Activities/5.30 p.m.,
Prayer and Bible Study/7 p m. at Main
Street Youth Center
Shiloh General Baptist Church
study/7 p.m.
St. John Episcopal Church events
include Evening Prayer/5:15 pm
St. Leo's Catholic Church events
include Knights of Columbus
meeting/7-30 p.m.
First Presbyterien Church events
include Congregational and Care
Committees and College Fellowship/7
p.m.
First Baptist Church events include
Mothers' Day Out/9 a.m. and 3 p.m.;
Singles Financial Management Class/7
p.m
Christian Singles/7 p m./at 800 North
20th St. Info/Joan, 759-1345„ or
Richard, 759-9994.
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2 p.m./for
senior citizens' activities.
Weeks Center/open 8 a.m.-4 p.m./for
senior citizens' activities.
Singles Friendship of Paris,
Tenn./7:30 p.m./Farm Bureau Building,
Paris. Info/Kennith Broach, 753-3580.

Thursday, Nov. 3
AA and Al-Anon closed meetings/8
p m /Senior Citizens Center, Benton
1nfo/753-8136 or 435-4314
Narcotics Anonymous/7.30 pi m./S1
John Episcopal Church, Info/
753-076.t.
Murray Klwanis Club/6 p.m./Sirloin
Stockade
Murray High School events include
Band Cheese and Sausage sale
starts
Study Abroad Fair/it a m -3
p.m./Curris Center Dance Lounge,
Murray State Info/762-4152
Mery Griffin Theater/3:45 p m /across
from Players Riverboat Casino. Metropolis, Ill. Info/1-800-935-7700.
Wrather West Kentucky Museum/
open 130 to 430 p.m.
National Scouting Museum open/9
a.m -4 30 p m Inlo/762-3383
Friday, Nov. 4
Fourth Annual Christmas Gallery
(show and sale)/0 am -6 p m /Murray
Art Guild. 103 North Sixth St.
Calloway County High School Football team plays at Bowling Greery7 30
p.m.
Murray High School Football team
hosts South Hopkins/7 30 p.m.
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2 p.m /for
senior citizens' activities.
Weeks Center/open 8 a.m.-4 p.m./for
senior citizens' activities.
Breakfast/8 -30 a.m.; Bridge Club/1
p.m.
Country Dance/Hardin Community
Center/7.30 p m.
Bingo, sponsored by Murray Shrine
Club/7 p.m./National Guard Armory
Public invited.
Bingo Play/7 p.m. at Wishing Well,
Aurora, for Jonathan-Aurora Action
Group. Public invited.
AA and Al-Anon/8 p.m ./open to
newcomers/American legion Building,
South Sixth and Maple Streets
Info/753-8136 or 435-4314.
Alford Chapter No. 445 of Order of
Eastern Star/7'30 p m /lodge hall at
Aurora.
Main Street Youth Center/205 North
Fourth St./open 6-11 p.m. Info/
753-TEEN.

Friday, Nov. 4
First Baptist Church events include
Parents Night OuV6 30-9.30 pm
St. John Episcopal Church events
include Evening Prayer/5 15 pm
"Cat on a Hot Tin Root"/8
p m /Robert E Johnson Theatre, Murray State University into/762-6797
"Contemporary Voices"/8
p m /Playhouse in the Park
Info/759-1752
AOHA Horse Show/7 pm .West Kentucky Exposition Center No admission
charge

Friday, Nov. 4
SI. Leo's Catholic Church events
include MSU movies/7 pm
"All A" Classic Academic Tournament at University Church_of Christ
Wraiher West Kentucky Museum/
open 8 30 a m to 12 30 p m and 1.30
to 4,33,p m
National Boy Scout Museum/open 9
am -4.30 p.m Info/762-3383.
Mery Griffin Theater/3 45 and 7 30
p m /across from Players Riverboat
III
Metropolis
Casino,
Info/1-800-935-7700
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Christmas Pet Portraits
Saturday, Nov. 5 • 1-6 p.m.
Sunday, Nov. 6 • 1-5 p.m.

Murray Animal Hospital
Portraits by Oakwood Studio
iJ

Bring your pet and have your holiday picture made
$,=

fin. the Its-C8-x10
Call for an appointment.
306 N. 12th St. • 753-2088

One By One Singles Ministry
plans events for the weekend
One By One Singles Ministry
of First United Methodist Church
will have activities on Friday and
Saturday, Nov. 4 and 5.
The group will meet Friday at
7 p.m. at the Youth Center of the
Methodist Church,
Janice Canter will present a
hands on demonstration of making lace angels. There will be an
approximate cost of Si for materials. Each one should bring a pair
of scissors.
On Saturday the group will
meet at 7:15 p.m. at the church
parking lot to carpool to Murray

State University to attend the live
production of "Cat on a Hot Tin
Roof" by Tennessee Williams.
Reservations should have been
made by calling the church at
753-3812 or Joan at 753-8196.
One By One Singles Group is a
social and religious support group
for all single adults, whether
divorced, separated, widowed or
always single. Its primary purpose is to provide singles with
positive fellowship and interaction with other singles within the
context of the Christian faith
regardless of religous affiliat.on.

etMc_ulTS
of Murray
All Coats
Long & Short Leather
Long & Short Wool
Stadium & Car Coats

TREASURE CHEST
MYSTERY SALE!
EVERYONE'S A
WINNER!
DRAW YOUR OWN
DISCOUNT!
WIN 20%.25%.30%.

40% OR 50% OFF

1

OR

FREE

EVERYTHING YOU BUY!
Warm-Up Suits
1 /A
mi. Off
Just Arrived: Large Selection of

Naturalizer & Life Stride Shoes

Sweaters
Pullovers, Cardigans,
- Chenille & Novelty
Knits

1. SIMPLY MAKE YOUR SELECTIONS.
2. DRAW A WINNING ENVELOPE FROM

THE TREASURE CHEST.

• NW

3. RECEIVE 20%, 25%, 30%, 40% OR
50% OFF YOUR PURCHASE.

4. ONE CARD PER PURCHASE.

Off
Sue Hutson - robe & gown
April Grace purse Betty Ksngins dress Not pictured Cookie
Quinn coal Francis Burgess sweater. WinrveTobey shoes

Central Shopping Center - Murray

WINNERS IN OUR GIVE-A-WAY

Mon.-Sat. 10-8, Sun.1-5

Court Square • Murray

z

753-7991
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MSU senior exhibits work
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Matt Saunders, a senior art student' from Santa Cruz, Calif., is
presenting arrexhibition orhIs work
thiPugh NOV.6in the Murray.State
k Unfversity Clara M. Eagle Gallery.
Saunders- thinks of-himself as a
California surfer in search of new
horizons. He finds himself transplanted into the unfamiliar heart of
the Bible belt. "Faced with the
dilemma of owning two surfboards,
but no tractor of irly own," said
Saunders, "I have been forced to
create my own cultural reality
through my art."
enty pieces described by

Saunders as "semi-functional/dysfunctional objects d'art" have been
assembled in an exhibition titled
"Farmer Bob's:Barhyarcl Biasph.emics." These pieces can be seen on
:the gallery.
the upper level- of
During his tenure at Murray
State, Saunders work has earned
several honors in the annual student
art show including the Big Apple,
Excellence in Design,Sue Biasiolli,
Albert and Linda, Sperath, and the
Murray Ledger & Times award.
One of his pieces, a dining'table,
was chosen for "Ncwblood," a recent competition open to midwestem artists working in wood.

Playhouse features two-day series
1 tic Playhouse in the Park annourwes the opening of "Contemporary Voices," directed by RoderReed --of Murray.
Reed is on the board of directors
of Playhouse in the Park and is a
member of Spinners, the storytelling group at the National Scouting
Museum. Ile was responsible for a

very_sUccessful staged scatrihrOf
the play "Fences" in 1991 and was
able to mount a full-scale production of the play the following season.
"Contemporary Voices" is a
two-day series featuring the talents
of African-American performers.
The series starts Nov. 4 with a

staged reading'Ptworks by contemporary African-American writers
and continues Nov/5 with a showcase of African-American talent.
.
Theidmission price for Saturday
is 54 for general admission seating.
Call the Playhouse at 502-759-175
for more information.

Paducah * Fleming Furniture * Benton* Paduca h * Fleming Furniture * Benton
SUBSTANTIAL FACTORY INCENTIVES
Allow Us to Offer You Storewide Savings of 20% to 50%
And Make This Incredible Offer...

PAYIIIE
IXE'D TIL 1998

Ar••

At Fleming Furniture Make...
tti

PAYMENTS
UNTIL 1996

• Recliners
•Sectionals
• Chairs
• Dining Rooms
• Bedding
• Living Rooms
•Appliances
•Sleeper Sofas
& more

*N1

Get a Super
Discount
Price plus...
Pay Nothing
til 1996
UNTIL 1996
Absolutely
No Hidden
Save your Cash
*
Charges
3or Holiday Shopping

INTEREST

Is

Saunders expects to complete his
bachelor of fine arts degree at
Murray State in the spring. After
graduation, he plans to create an
and attend graduate school.
- The Eagle Gallery is located on
the fourth floor.of the Price Doyle
Fine Arts Center at 15th Street and
Olive Boulevard. The gallery is
open Monday. Wednesday,and Friday,from 8 a.m. to 6 p.m., Tuesday
and Thursday from 8 a.m. to 7:30
p.m., Saturday from 10 a.m. to 4
p.m., and Sunday from Ito 4 p.m.:
however, all university holidays are
observed.

NATHAN HUGHES, DOT MASON AND MELODY PARKER

Murray pianists,
teacher receive
state recognition
Melody Parker, a senior at Murray High School, and Nathan
Hughes, a freshman at Murray
High, were named first-place winners in state-level piano competitions held in Huntington,W.Va.,oh
Oct. 22,during a joint convention of
the Kentucky Music Teachers Association and the West Virginia Music
Association.
Parker, the daughter of Dr. Sam
and Janie Parker, performed in the
Yamaha/KMTA competition for
high school pianists that required a
memorized program of up to 30
minutes in length and that included
the Concerto in G minor by Mendelssohn as this year's required
piece.
Marie Taylor of the Murray State
Music Faculty assisted by playing
the orchestral accompanitpent on
the secbnd piano. Her program
included music by Bach.Beethoven
and Prokofieff.
Hughes, the son of Drs. Robert
and Joyce Hughes, participated in
the Baldwin/KMTA piano contest
for-Junior High School Students in
which 11 students from many diffe-

Broyhill
61"oxcaLcc

rent areas of the state competed.
He performed a 20-minute program that included music by Bach,
Beethoven, Chopin and Dello Job.
The day following their performances,each piano winner received
a Master Class lesson with famed
concert pianist, Lee Luvisi.
The competitions are sponsored
by the Yamaha and the Baldwin
Piano Companies together with the
various state music teacher organizations. The winner from each state
will play later in their division, and
the division winners will perform in
March at the Music Teachers National Association* Convention in
Albuquerque, N.M.
Parker and Hughes will travel to
Relcigh, N.C. at the end of January
to perform at the Southern Division
auditions that will include.the winners from each of seven southern
states.
Both pianists arp students of
Murray teacher, Dot Mason.
During the competition.
Mason, of Murray, was named
the Kentucky Music Teachers
Association Teacher of the Year.
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Vernon Holland Miller's watercolor. "Red Velvet'
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Division of Kelley-Wiggins Furniture, Inc.
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Miller releases
newest painting
Vernon Holland Mill& has just
released his most recent limited
edition,signed and numbered reproduction of a 12 by 18-inch watcrcolorixilming of irises, entitled "Red
Velvet."
Printing Services & Supplies of
Murray has done a masterful job of
reproducing the original in its rich
burgundy and green 'colors, Miller

said.
"Red Velvet" will make its debut
at the Murray Art Guild "Christmas
Gallery" arts and crafts sale on Nov.
4 and 5 from -10 a.m. to 6zel. each
day.
Art and flower lovers will be able
to purchase copies from the Artist
and Frame Village, located on the
Courthouse Square.
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Why Pay Mote tor a Monthly Pest Control Service
on your home when we can otter you a quarterly
service tor $2500 every three months hilly guaranteed"
WE ALSO OFFER:
-FREE Termite Inspections
-Complete Underneath Structure! Repairs
.Moisture Barriers
.Automatic Temp-Vents installed

SERVALL
TERMITE 8 PEST CONTROL CO.
Managei - John Hutching
Phone' 753-6433 .• Murray, KY
'Serwog You Since 1963"
When You've Tried Them All Cell SERVALL

FQ:

How can buying Insurance
get you to summer camp?

rA:

Woodmen members enjoy
summer camps for youth
and senior citizens at little
or no cost.

LINCOLN

Proudly
supporting
our Lakers
for the
past 66
years.

4re.
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MARK YOUNG/Ledger & Times photo
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FORD LINCOLN-MERCURY
753•5273
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701 Main Street
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Life
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Annuities

Calloway senior Tyler Bohannon (9) avoids a defender after catching a pass from a game against Graves County
earlier this season.

CALLOWAY CO.(7-3)
at
(9-1)
BOWLING

Woodmen
of the World
Home Office: Omaha. Nebraska

nizIscfHumt CovIrlaug
All Day Friday 3-9 p.m.

CATFISH DINNERS
2 Pc. $5.95

3 Pc. $6.95

$8.95
$7.95

All You Can Eat

Friday, Nov. 4 — 7:30 p.m.
Bowling Green

A :rad:I:on ;n service
s:nce 1981
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Tracy

10 oz. Ribeyes

Breakfast Daily
Homemade Biscuits & Gravy, Pies, Sandwiches
Plate Lunches • Carry Out Orders

D. McKinney

RUDY'S

(502)

Laker statistics

753-0632
641 Smith

Tim Scruggs, FIC
Woodmen Bldg.
3rd & Maple, Murray
753-4377
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iiii-strept.Murray, Ky
136

Kentucky Lake
Oil Company

263
4.5

Rushing Attempts

120.5.

Avg. Per Game
PASSING YARDAGE.

398
4.3

.

Avg. Per Rush.

182.6
762
ee'**- 49-123-17

Comp./Att./int

15

Avg. Per Catch

195.

Avg. Per Game
TOTAL OFFENSE.

e

3,153

126
1,826

RUSHING YARDAGE.

1,205

129-223-12

J.T. LEE
eweler

'

FIRST DOWNS.

1,948

622 South 4th

15.5
76
259

316
31.6

Points Per Game.

17.6

Fumbles/Lost
Turnover Margin

35/22

11/7
+20

,

176

221

Rushing
Att Yds Avg
56 452
8
81 442
5.4
61
130
2.1

Tyler Bohannon.
Jared Lencki.
Brad Lowe

Dixieland Shopping Center
On Chestnut St. * Murray, Ky
759-1141
, • • kl i .0141) • DISCOVER

GEE
PLUMBING
Your Plumbing Specialist
Bert Gee - Owner
753-3008
Rt. 4 ,Murray

TD
4
7
7

GOOD LUCK
LAKERS!
Dees Bank of 91azei.
-Member FDIC
Hazel, KY

492-8136

.1
111

All Movies

3 for 1.60*
Keep for 2 days

753.7670
626 Central
Shopping
Center

VIDEO SUPER STORE

1=IN,

"DON'T DRINK
DRIVE!"-

No Yds Avg TD
43 766
17.8
12
27 440
16.3
4
33 434
13.1' 3

Please
Support
These
Businesses
That Help
Sponsor
This
Page

EVERYDAY

County Attorney

Receiving

Jewelry Repair Specialist • Custom Design

Fall Special

David L.
Harrington

Att Corn Yds Avg TD int
127
1,930 193 24
12

Jody Kelso.
Brad Lowe
Sam Arnett.

1

Compliments of

Passing
Sam Arnett.

;\ MOVIE WORLD
la\ SUPERSTORE

2,588

Avg. Per Game
POINTS

315

"Where Your Ideas Turn To Cold"

753-1632

OPPONENTS

CALLOWAY

Good Luck
From Al! Your Friends At

Shell

Court Square • Murray •

Mon -Thurs 5 30-2 pm / Frt. 13//-b p to
Saturday & Sunday Closed

GO
LAKERS!
"Over 45 Years Service"

Fitts Block &
Ready Mix
East Main 753-3540

Good Luck
Lakers!
Compliments of

J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home
201 S. 3rd St.

.753-2411
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Sports News
Houston Astros first baseman Jeff Bagwell
was selected Major League Baseball's Player
of the Year by the Associated Press. In October, Bagwell earned National League MVP
honors.

Friday's Sports

MURRAY

S

MI FOOTBALL: Murray vs South Hopkins - 730 p m
Class A stale playas..
III FOOTBALL: Calloway at Bowling Green - 730 p m
Class AAA stale playofts

Fields' ability recognized by OW

•

though the second,year Muray State coach saw his Lady
't,acers finish last in the OVC, he
gaile an
impression on the
.460444.women s_ bas

riessee Tech's nine-year veteran,
Bill Worrell. "He's a class, class
person. And, I thought last year
he did as good a coaching job as
could possibly bek.done. They
challenged us everytime we played them."
Tech, the league's premier
program, defeated Murray State
on both occasions last year, but
needed a late rally in both games
to do so.
He has his players ready to
play and he has great knowledge
of the game and he's going to be
ve
succffltr
.
n
tr
enraayy!sStatec
ov"
rorYymr
essfuslra
,

Fields is a welc-ome.
. Milton to our league," said Ten-

media day in Nashville.
Fields' reputation evidently
outweighed his roster on Tues-

.ady.Racers
)icked No. 8
,

STEVE PARKER
Fastor
just one tour through_the
Valley Conference, Eddie
,‘ making a nanic fOr

•

9--

day, as the Lady
Racers were
picked eighth
out of nine
teams, though
no starters return
from last year's
6-20 team.

FIELDS
"I vias really surprised at even
getting picked eighth," said
Fields. "Martin beat us twice last
year and they've got four returning starters, so I was real surprised with that".
Murray State only returns three
letter winners-- Stephanie Gray,
Christie Bailey and Ashley Rodand they bring back a
gers
combined 7.7 points per game.

"We're awfully young, but at
this stage I feel real good about
what's happening in practice,"
said Fields, who has no seniors
on his roster. "Some of the kids
I'm really excited about because
they're showing a lot of maturity
coming in.
"I think we're going to be better than eighth."
Murray State lost Jennifer
Parker, the league's leading scorer last year at 21.9 points per
game, to graduation, and senior
Rechelle Cadwell opted to stick
with the Larry Racer golf
program.
One thing that Fields didn't
lose, because he never had it, was

size. Murray 'State's was the at West Hopkins. "We'll match up better in the
OVC's worst rebounding team
last year, mainty because they league," Fields said. "Everybody
didn't have the bodies to match kind of overpowered us inside,
up with much bigger conference but I think we've got some kids
teams.
inside that will help us out."
That should change this year
On the perimeter, Fields loaded
of
6-3
junior
the
additions
with
his roster down with quickness.
Collins,
college transfer Melissa
Chastity Fields, a 5-7 junior
6-2 freshman Twinata Paige and transfer from Dyersburg (Tenn.)
6"-1 freshman Ian Cooley.
Community College, Shonta
Perhaps the biggest change on Hunt, a 5-9 freshman, Chase
the inside will be the arrival of Smith, a 5-9 freshman, and Maysophomore Stephanie Minor. The field product Misty Pierceall give
5-11 forward transferred to MSU Fields the athletes he needs to
from Western Kehtucky last year, keep up the with quicker OVC
and must sit out the Lady Racers' teams.
first five games of the 1994-95
"Hopefully we can get a 'little
season. Minor was a force in
Kentucky high school basketball •See Page 11A

Cardinals
want win

UK BASKETBALL

Wildcats say power
in SEC has not left
the Bluegrass State
hoops, they don't want to hear
lectures about parity. They
undoubtedly find it difficult to
•
swallow that the balance of power is shifting toward the
southwest.
"I don't think you'd find any
Kentucky fan willing to admit
By PAUL NEWBERRY
that Arkansas has taken over,"
AP Sports Writer
said forward Mark.Pope. "But 1
BIRMINGHAM, Ala. (AP) —
.s Slick Rick starting to get a think Arkansas winning the
national championship was great
little flustered?
for the SEC. Florida making it to
'After all, it's been eight years
the Final Four was great for the
fiCe Kentucky won a Southeast.
rn Conference title — the SEC.
"It's great for us, too. We
1,gcst dry spell in school hiswant competition. There are great
'11 last - year, two SEC
players and great teams in this
-,- herl the Final Four and
won it all while the•league now, from top to bottom.
watched on television. That makes league play exciting.
ck Pitino. the Wildcats' I love it."
•1•,t.• ,:oach, said he's seen this
It's not like Kentucky's progever since he got to Ken- ram is exactly on the decline. It
119.
was only two years ago that the
\AV Ve had to do a good job
Wildcats reached the Final Four,
the fans," Pitino said - and they have won the SEC tour' at the SEC's presea- nament three years in a row.
gathering. "They
"What I'm trying to do as a
won more SEC coach is win the SEC tournaother team,and
ment," Pitino said., briefly keep, haiiipionthips than all" ing a straight face before a sly
teams combined.
' grin broke out. "I'm only kiditut this is a different era. We- ding, of course. Obviously, I'm.
piny now. You can't pick a
trying to win the regular-season
iwci in this league anymore. I championship, too. And one of
g'ICS.s you would defer a little bit
the these years, we're going to
,
1 Arkansas because they're the
win it.
(!, fending-national champion.'
"The first thing you want to
•!,•,
Kentucky, the only state
;
where football has
Ill See Page 11A
a backseat to The

UL bowl hopes
on the line vs.
Boston College

Balanced SEC
tougher to win

By CHRIS DUNCAN
Associated Press Writer

STEVE PARKER&edge & TImes photo

OVC KILLER: Murray State senior Gina Buscher had a team-high 30 kills last week for the Racer
volleyball team to earn OVC Player of the Week honors. Freshman Kristi Hoffman was named OVC
Freshman of the Week for the fourth time this season.

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
For Boston College, Thursday
night's game with Louisville is a
tune-up for the bulk of its Big
East Conference schedule.
For Louisville, it could be the
-season.
With an impressive win against
Notre Dame and a respectable
showing at Michigan, Boston
College's bowl hopes appear
secure.
But another loss could kill the
Cardinals' chaoces with Texas
A&M looming/Nov. 12.
"I've called this a 'sudden life'
situation because `sudden death'
doesn't ring true," said Louisville
coach Howard Schnellenberger.
"Because if we should come up
short, it doesn't mean death. But
if we win, it would mean life:'
The Cardinals are coming off
their best defensive performance
of the season, limiting Memphis
to just 12 first downs and 221
total yards in a 10-6 wilt last
week.
But the Eagles'
' offense, averaging 24 points and 374 yards per
game, uses a complicated scheme
of varied formations the likes of
which Louisville has not seen this
season:
"They run a very sophisticated,
• See Page 11A

HIGH SCHOOL FOOTBALL PLAYOFFS

Tigers face 1-9 South Hopkins Improved Lakers meet Purples
to kick off 1994 state playoffs to open postseason competition
Hobbled MHS
looks for more
in '94 season
By MARK YOUNG
Staff Writer
7

' The Murray Tigers are hoping
tor a bcttcr result from this year's
Opening playoff game than they
got .in 1993.
Even though Murray downed
•Iodil County Central 30-6 in last
_season's first-round playoff
matchiip, they lost running back
Chris Chcancy to a -knee injury
and saw their season end two
V.""•'• later after posting a 12-0
I his year, the Tigers are disnot,- champions once again, but
Illpiedhey can avoid any serious
- when they host 1St:kith
'thii.k in; 1 ridly night.
heaney• is Nick, and showing
• th.. form that was dominant at
timss last year, but he's still not
, 100 percent. He battled sickness

all last week, despite playing, and playoff situation; I don't think a
is now nursing a bruised
1-9 team deserves to be in the
shoulder.
playoffs because they have
"He just can't seem to get over nothing to lose," Fisher said.
the hump,- Murray coach Rick "You hate to play a game like
Fisher said. this, but you have to, and it's
In addition, two other running 'hard to sell to the kids that a 1-9
backs, Robert Weatherly and team can beat you. It's happened
Jeremie Olive, are still hobbled before.' South Hopkins will
with leg and hand injuries, and gamble, so we've got to expect
lineman Adam Blalock has a about anything.
bruised knee.
"But they're going to keep
"We're getting healthier, and
having four teams in every year
you've got to hand it td our play- because it lives more kids a
ers, they've sucked it up and chance to be•in the playoffs," he,
played here at the end of the sea- added. "So we've got to sell it to
son," Fisher said: "They chose to the kids that there will only be
play last week, bul it's not my one team to move on and that
decision. I let the kids decide." they've got to prepare
The other Class -A playoff themselves."
matchups will see Heath hosting
South Hopkins utilizes a power
Todd County Central, Fulton
running game, which Fisher said
County at Trigg County and 'Ful- is similar to Murray's attack.
ton City at Russellville.
"They rim some similar formaSouth Hopkins enters Friday's tions." he said. "They've had
game-with just a 1-9 record, their some players out for a while and
only win coming two weeks ago
now they've gotten them back.
by a 41-24 count over Crittenden They played Russellville to a
20-7 game and lost to Todd
County, a victory that qualified
them for the playoffs.
"I don't like the four-team

II See Page 11A

Calloway takes
on No.2 ranked
Bowling Green
By MARK YOUNG
Staff Writer
Calloway County's situation
for the playoffs looks much the
same as last year's — or does it?
While the Lakers will once
again be taking to the road to
face a powerful opponent, No.
2-ranked Bowling Green, much
like last year's journey to topranked Owensboro, the similarities end there.
This year's Calloway squad is
a more experienced, stronger and
more talented version than last
year's team, which fell behind
Owensboro 42-7 at halftime
before finally losing 42-34.
That comeback encouraged the
team to retum to the weight'room
and work harder on the practice
field, two avenues that have facilitated this year's 7-3 mark and a

•

scheme and they will move the
legitimate right to be in the
ball," Mitchell said. "They'll run
playoffs.
it up the middle with the big
"The seniors have been really
back, and then the other two have
excited about this," Calloway
the speed to run it outside.
coach Billy Mitchell said. "This
They've got a lot of team speed.
is the time to enjoy football and
"They're predominantly a runsee how you play against good
ning team, a lot like Graves
competition."
ounty was last year, but with
The Lakers will cestagtf4l
f
i
more speed," he said. "Their
some good competition in
quarterback runs the offense
ing Green, who enters the game
well."
with a 9-1 record, their only loss
The Lakers ale still awaiting
being a 16-14 setback to district
word on whether running back
foe Franklin Simpson, which is
Jody Kelso will be able to play
ranked third ittthe state and also
Friday. Kelso, a senior, has
sports a 9-1 mark.
missed the last two games with a
The Purples are led by
hand injury.
280-pound fullback Myron JohnAlso, Brad Lowe and Tim
son, who has rushed for 652
Brickey are still noust-100 peryards and 16 touchdowns this
cent. Lowe played last week after
season, while fellow back Hovie
suffering an ankle injury---two_
Gurley has picked up 516. yards
weeks ago, while Brickey is still
while scoring seven times. Quarterback Ryan Wiesemann has. having problems with a leg injury
passed for 442 yards and seven - incurred during the preseason.
"Jason Eaves did a good job
touchdowns.
filling in for Jody last week,"
"Besides , the big fullback,
Mitchell said. "Right now,
they've got speed with both of
though, we want our senior leadtheir tailbacks, they've got a
ership and experience' to come
senior quarterback, and a 6-4
tight end, so they've got a good • Site Page 11A
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FROM PAGE 10A
professional-style offense," said
Schnellenherger. "They have a
great distribution, meaning that in
their total yards, they'll divide
that up between the run and pass
-very equally.
"They're going to be a real .
chore for our defense to hold."
The game will feature two of
the nation's top tight ends.
Louisville's Jamie Asher needs
one catch to set a new singleseasiin school record for receptions in a season. He needs 10
catches to become Louisville's
all-time' reception "reader Mid
leads the nation's tight ends this
season with 59.
Boston College's Pete Mitchell
is the school's career reception
leader :with 172 catches. He is

BRIEFS
FOOTBALL

NFL

places Carolina,

Jacksonville

_ROSEMONT, ill. _LAP) - San Francisco was awarded. the
1999 Super Bowl, the first time the NFL championship will
be held at Candlestick Park.
The vote, on the fourth ballot, capped two days of meetings that included the placement of Carolina in the NFC
West fqr 1995 and Jacksonville in the AFC Central. Miami,
site -of the 1995 Super Bowl, will be thrown into the mix •
for 2000 with Tampa, Fla.; Atlanta; Pasadena, Calif.; Tempe,
Ariz.; and Houston.
COmmisioner 'Faht Tagliabue Said the division plan wOuld
be in force for 1995 only. For 1996 and beyond, owners
must vote to keep the setup or realign the divisions.

Broncos receiver out with, injury
DENVER (AP)*- Denver receiver Mike Pritchard will
miss the rest of season after being placed on injured reserve.
Pritchard, acquired from Atlanta in the offseason, sustained
a lacerated kidney, in practice Sept. 23 and was hospitalized
II days.

SEATTLE (AP) - The Kingdome will reopen for the
Seattle's game with Cincinnati on Sunday, 3Yi months after
arroustiral tiles fell intO the stands and forced $32.5 million
•
in repairsi
The Seahawks played four regular-season games and two
1
1 'exhibitions at the University of Washington's Husky Stadium.
BASKETBALL

SAN ANTONIO (AP) - San Antonio suspended Dennis
Rodman for three games without pay and said he faces a
stiffer penalty if his conduct doesn't improve.
.
,
General manager Gregg Popovich had suspended Rodman
.on Tuesday without announcing the length of the sanction.

Warriors trade Owens for Seikaly
OAKLAND, Calif. (AP) - Golden State acquired center
Rony Seikaly from Miami, for forward Billy Owens and the
rights to ,guard Piedra); Danilovicone.

FROM PAGE 10A
do is have your team peak in
February and March.'That's when
it counts. But I'd like, to do
both."
Tony Delk, the top returning
scorer from last'year's team,
which was upset in the second
round of the NCAA tournament,
said he was rooting for Arkansas
in the Final Four. But he
had won instead.
"There were no hard feelings," Delk said. ,`I just wanted
someone in the conference to
win. It's been awhile since a
team from the SEC won. It makes

Sponsored By:

. The Insurance Center
of Murray

NHL dispute wipes out 10 more games

901 §yeamore

COLLEGE FOOTBALL
Scelon College (4-2) at Louisville (5-3). (n)

FROM PAGE 10A
need to be, and we're the district
County 21-7, so they've played champs again. If we can stay
healthy, take care of business and
some close games, and they've
iiih...,..A
been playing better since they've take care of the ball, it will be to
our advantage."
otten their other kids back."
II season long, Fisher has
And while Murray will certainemphasized that his team needed
ly be favored to win the game,
to get better in October, -and now
Fisher said there is still a lot of
says the Tigers accomplished - pressure involved.
that, going 5-0 the last half of the
"This is a once in a lifetime
season.
experience, but it's hard to tell a
"We wanted to play 'tougher
17- or 18-year-old that if they
competition in October," he said. lose, they will never play again,"
"We.didrOt bearanybody 42-0, so
he said. "It won't be an easy
the sVrters had to stay in longer. road."
"We've worked all year to, get
Fisher said this will be South
to this point, but now anything
Hopkins' last season as a Class A
can take it away," he added. school as they will move up to
"We've got the kids where they
2A next year.
'

'
42
Scellaxaft
Par 3 Golf
& Sports Center
• Golf Lessons Available •
Practice Range
$1.75
Miniature Golf
753-1152

$3.00
9 Holes
$5.00
18 Holes
Weekends & Holidays
9 Holes
$4.00
$7.00
18 Holes
Carts $3.00 per 9 Holes
$1, $2, &-$3.50 Buckets
50C
Batting Range
N. 16th St., Murray

753-8355

13-51
Tennessee St (4-4) at Tennessee Tech (4-5)
Navy (1 -7)--at Tulane
(n)
James Madison (7.1) at VIA (0.8)
Indiana SI (4-5) at Western Kentucky (5-4)
Maine (3-6) at William & Mary (6-3)
MIDWEST
Toledo (5.2.1) at Central Mchigan (7-2)
Troy St (7-1) an Cincinnati (0-7-1)
Wisconsin-Oshacen (24) It Drake (5-3)
Akron (041) at Eastern Micbgan (24)
Eastern Illnois (3-5) at Illnois St. (5-4)
Penn St. (7-0) at Indiana (5-3)
Iowa St (0-7-1) at Kansas St. (5-2)
Bowing Green (8-1) at Kent (2-6)
Ball St (3-4-1) at Mani, Obo (3-5-1)
!Snow (5-3) at Winged. (3-5)
Kansas (5-3) at Nebraska (8-0)
Michigan St. (3-5) at Northwestern (3-4-1)
Vnsconain (4-3-1) at Ohio St. (6-3)
Michigan (5-3) at Purdue (4-2-2)
Southern Illnois (1-7) at Southwest lAssoun St

Thure;t ini
kov. 3

II Tigers...

YOU'LL BE PROUD YOU DID!

WAREHOUSE TIRE
400 Industrial Rd. • Murray • 753-1111
)

"Your more than one company agency."
David King

have come on 127 completions
FROM PAGE 10A
through. We'll do everything we on 221 attempts, a .570 complecan.to get people back, but if not, tion rate. Arnett has thrown for
24 touchdowns and only 12 interthere's nothing we can do."
While Bowling Green is a ceptions on the year.
-"He's got some big stats and a
powerful opponent, Mitchell said
he has been told by other coaches lot of yards, and I hope he conthat if. the Purples have a weak- tinues to do it," Mitchell said.
ness, it may be in pass defense "Anytime you can throw that
many passes and only have 12
and the pass rush.
That would play right into-the interceptions is good. That's only
La,kers' hands as they have relied about one interception per game,
on their passing game the entire and usually the touchdowns-toseason. Junior quarterback Sam, interceptions ratio is 1-2 instead
Arnett has passed for 1,930 yards ot 2-1 like Sam has."
With Calloway's passing game
this year.
"The reason they may be a and Bowling Green's overall
little weak against the pass is team speed, Mitchell said he-.
because they don't play a team expects a high scoring game Fri;
during the season that has a pass- day night.
"That's what we're hoping
ing offense, so they don't work
for," he said. "Ir our offense is
against it," Mitchell said.
"Up there, the defense they clicking; we will slow -them
play all year is against the run, so down, but we don't know if we
now they've got to come up with can' keep them out of the end
a defense against a passing zone. It will be hard to keep that
attack," he added. "It's like"play- kind of speed from scoring.
ing against a wishbone offense. - "This is the time to see what"
We really don't know if they're you can do with what you have;
weak against the pass because we we'll have to play the big boys in
haven't seen them defending the playoffs anyway, so we just
want to jump in and see what
against it orr film."
Amett's 1,930 passing yards we've got," Mitchell said.

BUY AMERICAN
***BUY COOPER***

BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE

TORONTO (AP) - The NHL wiped 10 more games off
each team's schedule, reducing its season to 70 games per
team.

•Lakers...

SUBSCRIBE

I. SCOREBOARD

HOCKEY

Golf

IN Fields...

•Wildcats...

Kingdome to reopen this week

L

second to Asher among tight ends coaching experience. Boston Col- NFL. It's not a major problem
unless you're playing someone'
and is 17th in the nation this, sea- lege's Dan Henning succeeded
who's not having a short week."
Schnellenberger as an assistant
son with 37 catches.
"Each week, you get certain
The Eagles will also bring a for Don Shula and the Miami
things you've got to cover,"
running attack averaging 180 Dolphins in 1979. Schnellenberyards per game and tailbacks ger also was an assistant with the
-Schnellenbeiger said. "Of all
David Green and Justice Smith. Los Angeles Rams from 1966-69
those things, we haven't .bgen
Green gained 133 yards on 23 and coached the Baltimore Colts'
able to cover or repeat the phases
carries against Michigan in the in 1973-74. Henning coached the
as thoroughly as in a normal
season opener. Smith ran for 144 Atlanta Falcons between 1983
week."
yards on 27 carries in Boston and 1986 and coached the San
College's 30-11 win against Diego Chargers from 1989 to
1991.
.Notre Dame.
Both downplayed having two
"They use a lot of formations,
a lot of changes of strength," said fewer days to prepare for ThursSchnellenberger. "Some teams day night's kickoff.
we play, when'the ball is , "Both (teams) played Saturday
FROM PAGE 10A
snapped, we know where the ball and both are .playing Thursday
•
is going. But in this offense, you night, so there really isn't an
mote tip-tempo," said Fields. "I
don't."
imbalance of competitive busiwanted to last year, but we
The coaches bring to the field ness there," said Henning. "I've
wound up not having the athletes
more than 20 years of NFL ...prepared for short weeks in the• to accomplish that. This year, we
should be a lot better, because we
match up better in the league."
Fields' goals are simple for
upcoming season, and they mainly revolve around finishing in the
the conference look good"
dominating the SEC. Those days top seven in the regular season
Arkansas has proven to be a
are over. No one in the confer- and qualifying for the OVC
Tournament.
formidable rival for Kentucky, ence is going to dominate the
"We can't talk about records
which once ruled the SEC as its
SEC. There's too many good
own personal empire. The Wild- teams, too many good- ay‘.13, _right now," said Fields, Wh73-Watan assistant under Racer coach
cats have won 36 league champ
too many good coaches.Scott Edgar before taking -the
ionships - most coming during
Parity aside, the Wildcats figwomen's job last year. "We've
the Adolph Rupp era - while the
to be one .of the top teams in
got to try and get better everyday
other 11 schools have combined,,.,, ure
the conference again. Four star- and by the time we get to conferfor 34.
.
ters return, joined- by -four other ence we're playing better, and by
It's only a matter of time
lettermen, the usual top recruiting the end of conference we're in
before-the Wildcats-against the
class and Pope, a.6-foot-9 trans- the tournament. We've got a
world atgument will be moot,
fer from Washington.
chance to reach that goal."
Pitino said.
"We know we'll win a lot of
"This is Kentucky in 1994,"
he said. "This is not the Kengames," Pitino said. "But we do
tucky of the Adolph Rupp. We're
have a strong desire to get to'the
not going to do what he did,
Final Four."

F"41AST44. 4
Rhode Island (24) at Hots. (7-1). in)

Seturdey, Noy.
EAST
Air Force (5-3) at Army (3-5)
Connecticut (3-5) at Boston U. (7-1)
Youngstown St. (7-0-1) at Maio (3.5)
Southern Connecticut (4-4) at Central Connecian
St (4-4)
Lafayette (24) at Colgate (24)
Columba (4.2-1) at Dartmouth (3-4) 4
Brown (4-3) at Harvard (4-3)
Bucknell (4-4) at Holy Cross (1-7)
Cabeue (24) at (ona (2-4)
Delaware (5-3) at Lehigh (4.3-1)
' St Fran;., Pa. (2.5.1) at Maned (5-3)
(2-6)
Aurora (2-3-2) at Valparaiso (5-3)
Northeastern (0-81 at Massachusetts (4.4)
Jacksonville St. (3-4) at Western Hinds (5-3)
Stonehill (5-2) at Monmouth, N.J. (5-2)
Penn (6-0) at Princeton (5-2)
Ohio U (0.8) at Western Mcbgan (6-2)
Morns
(5-1-1)
Bethany. W.Va. (3-4) at Robert
SOUTHWEST
•
Northern I(lncis (3-6) at Arkansas 5. 1-7)
Tenses (24) at Rutgers (4.3.1)
Duquesne (4-3) at St. John's, NY (6-1)
Mssouri (3-5) at Oklahoma (4-4)
Tarleton St. (I-6-1) at Prairie View (0-8)
GeOrgathin, 0.0. (3-4) at Siena (2.5)
Southern Methodist (1-7-1) at Rice (3-4)
Mans (6-1) at Syracuse (6-1)
Kutztown (4.4) at Towson St (5-2)
hicholls St. (44) at Sam Houston St. (5-4). (n)
North Texas 16-2) at Stephen F. Austin (4-3-1)
Weal Chester (7.2) at Villanova (4-5)
Texas A8M (7-0-1) at Texas (5-3)
St. Peters (1-6) at Wagner (4-4)
FAR WEST
Cornell (6-1) at Yale (3-4)
•
California (3-5) at Arizona (6-2). (n)
SOUTH
San Diego (5-3) at Azusa Pacific (2-5), (n)
Butler (7-2) at Alabarna.Barrogharn (5-4)
Montana (8-0) at Boise•St (7-1)
Liberty (3-5) at Appalachian St. (6-2)
•
Northeast Louiniana (1-7) at Brigham Young (7-2),
East Carolina (5-3) at Auburn (8-0)
(n)
Mddle Tenn... St (6-2) at Austin Puy (3-5)
Knorville (14-1) at Beihune-Cookrnan 34)
Oklahoma St (3-4-1) at Colorado (7-1)
Wyoming (4-5) at Colorado St (7-1)
Tennessee-Chattanooga (2,4) at Citadel (3-5)
__Lyanthalit.(2-6) at Cumberland, Tenn. (5-3)
Nevada (7-1) at Fresno St. (4-5). (0)
- Centre (6-2) at Davidson ((-6)
Northern Iowa (6-2) at Idaho (7-1)
North Carol. MT (6-3) at Delaware St. (4-4)
Western New Mexico (4-2) at Montana Si. (2-7)
Virginia (6-1) at NMI (7.1)
Cal PoN-SLO (5-3) at Northern Arizona (5-4), (n)
Marshal (8-1) at Eab Tennessee St. (4-4)
•
Utah (8-0) at Now Mexico (3-6)
Southeast Missoun (6.3) at Eastern Kentucky (7-2)
Anzona St. (3-5) at Oregon (6-3)
Southern Mississippi (5-4) at Florida (6-1)
Paciac (5-3) at Oregon St. (26)
Georgia Southern (4.4) at Furman (3-5)
Sacramento St. (4-3) at St 'Mary's;t111.-(6.3)••••-Florida St (6-1) at Georgia Tech (14)
New Miami St (2-6) at San .Joee St (0-7). (n)
Alabama St (4-4) at °rambling St (6-0)
CS Nonhrldge (3-4) at Southern Utah (3-5)
Team Southern (35) at Jackaort St. (5-3). In)
Washington (6-2) at Stanford (2-5-1)
Vanderbik (4-4) at Kentucky (1.7), (n)
Eastern Washington (3-5) at Utah St (2-8)
Alabama (8-0) at LSU (2-5). (5)
Southern Cal (512) at Wasbngton St. (5-2)
.}
NW lcuislana (5-3) at Louisiana Tech (1-7), (n)' Idaho St (4-4) at Weber St (4-5)
North Carol. St (5-2) at Maryland (4-4)
Southwestern Texas St. (4-4) at Mob**. St.
(6-2), (n)
Marimba (5-3) at lassisepci (3-5)
Arkansas (3-5) at Misakszippl St. (6-2)
Murray St-14-4) at Morehead St (0-8)
Saniford (2.5-1) at Morgan St (2-6)
Clernson (3-5) at North Carol. (6-2)
New Hampshire (7-1) at Richmond (3-6)
Howard U. (4-4) at South Carolina St (7-2)
Florida AliM (4.4) at Southern U. (4-4). (n)
UNLV (5-3) at SW twister. (4-4). (n)
Charleston Southern (0-8) at Tennessee-Marlin

KENTUCKY
FARM BUREAU
INSURANCE

* * * * **** *** * * **
* Murray's Premiere *
Adrumg.
* Home Stereo Home Theatre *
*
* and Home Satellite Dealer *
..,
* Financing Available *
*
"Murray's Friendly Home Stereo Dealer
*
I idachr • Carver • Untden • T0sh1ba4?
.
P
.P.

RC111,-- •

*

nEjLI r4 U

*
808

21:_5:11-71
r- ii,-7

AUDIO/VIDEO
759-1835
Coldwater Rd, Murray

/

RAKE LESI,ENJOY
FALL MORE!
TROY-BILP Chipper/Vaceliminates leaf raking!

7

• Vacuums, shteds, bags 'MUMMY.
Znd chips as you walk!
• NO more rakingi
'
• Priced from $449t!
• 7 Year Warranty! ,

TROY-BILT' Mulching Mowers
recycle leaves into your lawn!
• Mulches leaves clippings into nutrient-rich lawn fertilizer as you mow!'
• Optional bagger, too!
• Priced from $339t!
•7 Year Warranty!

FREE*

411'95

nah

Neketraylarott
Nobamea.
mallISPS
I Freight addrhonal on some models
•important Information regerefing mat terms for panned TROY-SILTS Easy Pay Plan customars: An,e,T5 ttse
APR based on you? state of resrdence rs as follows AN r 11%.0.1 Sr COO or balance 792% on excess OR 792',
AL. CT FL LA MA ME MN NC ND PA RI, WA. andiAl 18%. KS -4896% en hrst 000 ot traiano• ,•.% on
excnss NE, 1096% on firRj...510001 toalanoe, 18% on anat.SC 18 92%. TX 17 Fa% WV '8% on first 8750 ot
nalance 12% on exce5s CC and all rattedstetes 18 98% Minimum finance crane us 50 no, each bang cycle rn who&
NC ND OR and RI
Fnance charge n Oavable On,S 50 le•cebl tor resalents ot CT DC HI, ID KY, EA MD NE NM

Agenq Mattag., kay

T

7110)ABILT "1(95

Agent, Bob Cornelison

. 'City & County Coverage
•Farm Owner •Home Owner •Auto
•Life 'Blue Cross •Retirement
•Business •Long Term Care

753-4703

0

Murray Home 8 Auto
7nae7kizze.
Chestnut St. Murray • 753-2571

310 South 4th St. • Murray, Ky.

Your Fall Yard Care Headquarters!
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CALL #1

cClard's
753-9132

'Tour local certified
marble manufacturer."

Thornton
Tile and
Marble,Inc.
"Quality That Will Please"
612 S. 9th St.

With a Woodmen annuity, your
dollars earn tax-deferred interest at
a competitive rate. To find out more
about Woodmen's Tax-Deferred
Annuities. contact'

GO GET'EM
TIGERS

Faye Childress

From Your Friends At...

Woodmen Bldg.
3rd & Maple, Murray
753-5234

MILLER
FUNERAL HOMES

753-5719

M

311 North 4111 SIrr, • •A.r1,ay hI 41001
-40402i 25 {-se 12

ilL Woodmen

We stand on Me strength of our service:,

of the World
Life Insurance Society
Noise Office: Omaha, Nebraska

8-0 is

FORD
MERCURY
LINCOLN

TIGERS!

Proudly
supporting
our Tigers
for the
past 66
years.

PARKER
FORD LINCOLN-MERCURY
753-5273

LAUNDRY
0

STEVE PARKER/Ledger & Times photo

701 Main Street

Good Luck
Tigers!

BOONE
CLEANERS

Murray running back Jeremie Olive tries to extend his yardage on this play from last Friday's game at Heath.

605 Main • Murray • 753-2552

MURRAY HIGH (8-2)

OPEN 24 HOURS

vs.

SOUTH HOPKINS (1-9)

Gas - Oil - Cigarettes
Snacks - Sodas

Compliments of

J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home
201 S. 3rd St.

753-0858
1000 Chestnut St. • Murray

Tiger statistics

753-2411

All Major Credit Cards

OPPONENTS

MURRAY

GO TIGERS!
Free Estimates

1,452.
311.

753-0487

Paul Mytull

114*511

343
2.9

_.

Avg. Per Rush.
Avg. Per Game
PASSING YARDAGE ,

785.

190.2
609
58-133-13

43-91-4

Comp./Att./int-

18.6

Avg. Per Catch

10.4

78.5

Avg. Per Game

60.9

2,237.

TOTAL,OFFENSE.

1,611

223.7

Avg. Per Game
POINTS

161.1
92

225
22.5

Passing
Att Corn
Allen Thompson.
Preston Weatherly

'
Tune Ups • Balance & Rotate Tires • Starter &
Alternator Work • Transmission Filters, Seals &
Bearings • Brakes • Universal Joint Work • Fuel &
Water Pumps• Radiator,Heater Work • Drive Shalt
• Sell Interstate Batteries • New Tires • Full 8•
Self-Service Gas • Make Service Calls

RUTHIE'S

UNIVERSITY BP STATION
Hours: Mon.-Fri. 6-8; Sat. 6-6
Five Points, Murray • 753-5782

Yds Avg TD Int

48
22
29 12

338 39 2

1

301

30 0

0

Yds
694
235
159
237

Avg
6.4
4.8
4.1
4.5

TO
10,
3
2
3

No Yds
15 242
14 305
7 83

Avg
24
21
10

TD
1
2
2

TACO'BELL

Rushing

4F

GO
TIGERS
GO!!!

Receiving
James Foster.
Jeremiah Rayburn
Ted Booth

75375842

$ $ SAVE MONEY $ $
Why Pay More for a Monthly Pest Control Service
on your home when we can offer you a quarterly
service for $25 00 every three months fully guaranteed?,

WE ALSO OFFER:

Tackle A Pizza
At Gatti's.

-FREE Termite Inspections
-Complete Underneath Structural Repairs
•Molaturi`Barrlera
•
-Automatic Tenni-Vents Installed

Stop by before
or after the
game for our
'All-You.Can-Eat.
Pizza' & Pasta
Bu Set'

CALL TODAY AND SAVE',

SERVALL
TERMITE 8 PEST CONTROL CO.
Manager - John Hutching
Phon• 753-6433 • Murray, KY
'Serving You Since t963"
When You'v• Tried Them All Call SERVALL

•

Att
108
48
38
52

Chris Chesney.
Salim Sanchez.
Robert Weatherly
Jimmie Olive

$13.95

24/16

Fumbles/Lost
Turnover Margin

+14

Oil Change
& Filter

9.2

Points Per Game.

20/11.

Services We Offer

1,002

RUSHING YARDAGE.
Rushing Attempts

145.2.

753-9382

104

FIRST DOWNS.

101.

4.6

M&T Painting
Contractors

Racer's
Coastal Mart

Friday, Nov. 4 — 7:30 p.m.
Ty Holland Stadium

Chestnut St.

753-6656

Please
Support
These
Businesses
That Help
Sponsor
These
Pages

10%

Off

With Student ID

-

Hwy. 641 (N. 12th St.) Murray

WORSWORTI/Y 81//tD/A/C
.9UPPlY X alliliVETRY
'We Specialize In
Kitchens Si'llaths

*Interior & Exterior
Door Units

'Wood Mantels &
Wood Moldings

*Formica & Conan
Counter Tops

.Installation &
Design

.Stop By Our Showroom
For Free Estimates

759-100?

Suirt
WINDOWS

1918 Coldwater Rd.
Murray. Ky.
NorstvortIty, Outrun

+0

FOODS
•
• IN• •
•••.•
M

Authorized Dealer
Cur Sun Window!.

3.
/•
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MURRAY LEDGER It !IMES

DEATHS
John (Buster) Carroll

Mrs. Marjorie Ann Graves Page

•

•

9

NMI
our
at
ore
red

John (Buster) Carroll, 82, Paducah, died Monday, Oct. 31, at 8.45

Mrs. Marjorie Ann Graves Page, 69, Memphis, Tenn., died Tuesday, Nov. 1, 1994, at her borne. •
She was Executive Secretary for the Wesley Housing Corporation,
an outreach of the United Methodist Church. She was a Christian Life
member of St. Luke's United Methodist Church, Memphis.
Her husband, the Rev. Cecil L. Page, preceded her in death. One
sister, Mrs. Sara Graves Mason, and one brother, Ralph E. Graves,
also preceded ber in death. She was the daughter of the late Ralph
Graves and Eva Roper Graves.
Mrs. Page is survived by one son, Mark Page, Fisherville, Tenn.;
two sisters; Mary Beth"Graves, Murray, and Eva Lou Petrie, Cunningham; one brother, Joe Tom Graves, Jackson, Miss.; two grandchildren,
Taylor Kirk and Delancey Cecil Page, Fisherville.
The funeral will be Friday at 11 a.m. in the chapel of Milner Funeral Home, Bardwell. The Rev. Jack Henton of Memphis will officiate.
Burial will follow in Roselawn Cemetery._
Friends may call at the funeral home from 5 to 8 p.m. today
(Thursday).

p.m. at his home.
A retired pipefitter,

he was a member of Pipefitters Local No. 181
and Rizpah Shrine Temple of Madisonville.
He was preceded in death by his first wife, Ruth Thornton Carroll,
and one brother. He was the sort of the late John Benton Carroll and Anice Carroll.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs. Estelle Roach Carroll; three daughters,
Mrs. Patricia A. Ball, Calvert City, Mrs. Janice C. Austin, Nashville,
Tenn., and Mrs. Vicki R. Ebbert, Knoxville,. Tenn.; one sister, Mrs.
Elizabeth Owens, Calvert City; 13 grandchildren including Ron Ball
of Murray; seven great-grandchildren; several nieces and nephews.
The funeral will be today at 2 p.m. at Brooks Memorial Park
Chapel, Paducah. Entombment will lac in the mausoleum. Ronnie Ball
Jr. will officiate.
Lindsey Funeral Home of Paducah is in charge of arrangements.
Expressions of sympathy may take the form of contributions to the
Shriner's Burn Center, 8229 Burnet Ave., Cincinnati, Ohio
45229-3095.

Mrs. Zilpah Dell Scholes Saxon

John Harold Mills
Funeral rites for John Harold Mills will be today in the chapel of
Joseph Gawler's Sons, Inc., 5130 Wisconsin • Ave., N.W., Washington„
D.C. 20016. Burial will follow in Fort Lincoln Cemetery.
Mr. Mills, 85, Washington, D.C., died Sunday, Oct. 30, 1994, at
The Methodist Home.
N.J., he had been a resident of the District of
A native Of
.Columbia for 71 years. His wife, Mrs. Bessie Mills, one sister and two
brothers preceded him in death.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Shirley Derrick and husband; Lonnie, Bethesda, Md., and Mrs. Diana (Dee) Sutherland and husband, Ronald, Benton; three granddaughters, Maggie Derrick, Burlington. N.C.. and Mollie Derrick and Jodie Derrick. Besthesda. Md

The funeral for Mrs. Zilpah Dell Scholes Saxon will be Saturday at
2:30 p.m. at Seventh and College Church of Christ, Mayfield. Bobby
Crittenden, Nathan Legate, James Shockley and Charles Cate will
officiate.
Burial will follow in Pryorsburg Cemetery W1h arrangements4by
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home of Murray.
Friends may call at her home, Reauregard Hill, Pryorsburg, from 5
to 10 p.m. today (Thursday), from ig a.m. to 10 p.m. Friday, and until
2 rrrr Saturday when the body will be taken to the church.
Mrs. Saxon, 101. of Beauregard Hill at 'Pryorsburg died Sunday,
Oct. 30, 1994, at 11:05 a.m. at PineLake Medical Center, Mayfield.
liusbanit___Maccin_Ray Saxon whn died in 19f84 _were
former owners and operators of the Ray Saxon Grocery. She was a
member of Houser Grove Church of Christ.
Survivors include one sister, Ms. Johnnie Scholes, Pryorsburg; two
nephews, Dr. Harvey • Lynn Elder, Pryorsburg, and Gaylon Neale,
Akron, Ohio; two nieces, Mrs. Helen Boyd, Pryorsburg, and Mrs.
Bobbie Jo Russell, Garland. Texas.

•

Social Security rep
will visit Tuesday
'After a death in the family to see
A representative from the Mayif survivor benefits can be paid.
field Social Security office will be
•When someone in the family is
in Murray at the Calloway County
Public Library on Tuesday, Nov. 8, disabled, to find out if disability
benefits can be paid.
10:30 a.m. until 12:30 p.m.
.At retirement --at65 for full rate
A person should contact Social
benefits or asearly as62 for reduced
Security:
benefits. Sign up,for Medicare two
•Before getting his or her first
or three months before 65 even if
job, because a Social Security number is required to get proper Social - 'her are no plans for retirement.
Security- credit for earnings. -Em-.Anyone-with a question br with a
report to make prior to the represenployers arc required to examine a
tative's visit to the Jibrary may
person's Social Security card. Be
telephone the Mayfield Social Secsure to apply for a number at least
urity office at 247-8095.
two weeks before it will be needed.

Henry Noble Farris
Graveside services for Henry Noble Farris were today at 10 a.m. at
Murray City Cemetery. The Rev. David Montgomery and the Rev.
ATM" Marie Montgomery officiated.
Pallbearers were Doug Lindsey, Brad Spann, Chris Wooldridge,
Gene McDougal, Fred Wells and Charles Walston. J.H. Churchill Funeral Home was in charge of arrangements.
Mr. Farris, 88, Murray, died Monday, Oct. 31, 1994, at 6:25 p.m. at
West View Nursing Home, Murray.

I
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Memorial service set

a. •
HELEN BOUGHTON photo

Dawn Partenheimer, left, and John Wooten,. second left, students at
Murray State University, are pictured with Ron Ball, candidate for State
Representative. The students signed up to help In the campaign for
Ron Ball al a rally held recently.

Ball rally held here
"Sales tax has increased 192..)
By HELEN BOUOHTON
Republican Writer
percent since 1970. Income tax
has increased 120.4 percent since
A large group was present in a
1982. In 1990 the Legislature
private room at Pagliai's Restaurpassed the largest tax increase di
ant on Oct. 21 for a rally supportKentucky's hiStilLy...-K.C1111/a4.ing.Ron Ball, candidate for State
Representative.' Ball was asked - ranks sixth in it he nation'in debt
per-capita," Ball add&l.
by Chairman Max Canady to lead
_Following is,. hi:1w Ron
in prayer:
Canady . asked all present to said he will vote on the issues:
meet him at his truck after the - Term limits, in favor; legislator
meeting to get signs for Ed Whit- pay raiies, against; legislator
pensions, against, clused mcet•
field to put up wherever possible
and,to see Ball at his truck for his ings, against; mandatory prison
sentences, in- favor; gun c9ntrol,
signs.
' Canady reminded the group not _against; taxes,„ a'iainst; death pen
to put 'signs Up any closer than 35 _aity, in favor; abortion, against,
unfunded mandates, against.
feet from the center lines of highBall urges everyone to vote
ways and to obtain permission
Tuesday, Nov. 8.
before putting any signs on private property.
/Chairman Canady explained
the need to set up a phone bank
to call Republicans on.election
day and there were many volunteers including John Wooten, a
student at MSU,- and Dawn ParIf you own
tenheimer, a graduate student at
rental property,
MR%
Shelter has a
Local- business man Ball talked
polky which will
'protect your
enthusiastically including tin
property,
belief that he will win. He sal
business liability.
"many times were prefer th
loss of rent income.
comfortable life to the uncon
and other coverages
fortable truth and it is time th
you may need.
voters of Calloway _County knov
Ask about our
the truth about Frankfort."

ay

High schools throughout Kentucky are in the process of restructuring
to better prepare their students for the future. Pictured are members of
the Calloway County Restructuring Committee (from left) Beth Falwell,
Kim McFarien, Kathy Hargrove and Vicki Travis. If you are interested in
becoming a committee member, contact Jennifer Stubblefield at
753-8293.
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McCracken targets
X-rated movies
PADUCAH, K. (AP) —
Assistant County' Attorney Dori
Boaz says the city is preparing to
go after distributors of X-rated
movies.
He was one of several speakers
Tuesday at a news conference
kicking off Pornography Awareness Week and declaring war on
obscenity.
Boaz said that in the second
phase of the attack, he will prosecute video store operators if there
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is probable cause to believe they
are distributing obscene material.
Boaz warned employees of
video stores that they could be
held responsible. He said it's
pretty simple to determine if a
video is obscene: "if it violates
your beliefs, I can guarantee it
violates the community's."
Boaz hopes to begin video prosecutions by the first of next
year.

Area transit system'e
needs new manager
PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) — The
Paducah Area Transit System is
seeking a general manager to succeed Jana Cole whose resignation
becomes effective Nov. 23.
Transit board 'Chairman Paul
Martin says the new manager
faces. serious challenges, including a fleet of aging buses and a
declining number of riders following a change in the system's
"a.

downtown transfer point two
years ago.
•
Cole said she was leaving for
personal reasons. "This is more
than a 40-hour job," she said. "Ihave children, a mothersin a nursing home, and I don't really have
the time to commit that this place
really needs."
She has been general manager
for nearly' two years.
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Murray State University has
selected the fall members of the
Omicron Delta Kappa Society, Inc.
This national leadership honor soe,iety is for college students, as well
as Taculty and staff, and has been a
part of Murray State University
since 1970.
In order*to be selected, student
members must be in the upper 35
percent of their college or university, and show merit in scholarship;
athletics; campus . or community
service, social, religious activities,
and 'Campus government; journalism, speech, and the mass media;
and creative and performing arts.
According -to Dr, Don Robertson,
associate vice president for student
affairs, "Students are chosen on a
point system, which requires their
involvement to be broad, covering
all qr many of the five areas."
New student, members of Omicron Delta Kappa for the fall of
1994 include Kara Boyer, Dcmctra
Bradley, Martha Butters, Katrina
Crolcy, Michelle Cross,Edyc Fourshec, Gabrielle Gayheart, Melissa
Hall, Cecil Highl'il, Charles Hitcr,
. Laurel Little, LaStnna Pow-V1,
Christopher Rcttic, Tricia Richerson,Matthew Sanders,Cindy Shcw,
Karen Smith, Margaret Sommerkamp, Whitney Steele, Missty Sutton, Brian Utley, Jamie, Vaughan,
William Washburn, Michael Williams and Laura Winstead.
"Faculty and staff 'Of-Omicron
Delta Kappa are selected through
the evaluation of teachers and staff

Ca.
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.Health & Beauty Items

Bob Dunn, R.Ph.

Harold "Jack" Romaine
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401 S. 12th St. • Murray
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Located in Olympic Plaza

Leadership honor society
selects fall membership
who have made significant-contributions to campus life," said
Robertson. "Those who are involved with student groups and
organizations, spend time in nonclass activities and work especially
well with students-, are chosen to
represent us."
- Newly appointed members of the
faculty and staff include Dr. Kern
Alexander, president of Murray
State University; Mike Young, assistant to associate vice president of
student affairs`, Dr. John Thompson,
professor and former college dean
of business and public affairs;
Jeanie Morgan„secretary/coordinater of student activities; Paul
Naberczny, connselor and instructor of the counseling and testing
center; Dr. Fred Cornelius, associate professor of English; and Dr.
Gary Hunt, dean of fine arts and
communications.
The initiation banquet will be
Monday, Nov. 28.

-
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The Pastoral Care Services at Nov. 8. The approaching holiday
Murray-Calloway County Hospital season is an appropriate time to
invites you to attend a service in honor those . who have felt the
memory of hospital in-patients who /iziarmtit, sharing and loving care
provided by the health professionals
have touched our lives.
This special memorial service is at MCCH. Each famly will be
for friends and families of patients recognized and receive a memorial
who passed away in the past year at rose. Special music will be provided.
MCCH.
Everyone is encouraged to atThe service will be held in the
third floor classroom at MCCH tend. Refreshments and fellowship
beginning at 7 p.m. on Tuesday, will follow the service.
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Benefits to increase 2.8 percent
Social Security and Supplemental Security income (SS!) benefits
will increase 2.8 percent, beginning
With the payments that Social Security beneficiaries receive Jan. 3
and SSI recipients receive on Dec.
30. The automatic cost-of-living
adjustment is made annually.
For Social Security beneficiaries,
the average monthly benefit amount
for all retired workers will rise from
S679, to S698. The maximum federal SSI monthly payment to an
individual will rise from $446 to

$458. For a couple, the maximum
federal SSI payment will rise from
S669 to S687. Some states add a
supplement to the federal payment.
Social Security and SSI benefits
increase automatically, each year
based on the rise.in the Consumer
,Price Index for Urban Wage Earners
andClerical Wolters(CPI-W)from
the third quarter of one year through
the corresponding period of the
next. This year's increase in the
-CPI-W was 2.8 percent.

Crafts bazaar set for Nov. 19-20
The Curris Center, at the heart of
Murray State University's campus,
will host 4i Christmas Crafts Bazaar
Nov. 19-20 on the second floor
concourse.
The CUITIS Center serves as a
central meeting place for the entire
campus -society, reaching students,
faculty, staff and area residents
alike. The bazaar will provide campus and community patrons an

opportunity to do their holiday
shopping close to "home."
Hours for the bazaar are from 9
a.m. until 6 p.m. on Saturday, and
from 1 to 6 p.m. on Sunday afternoon. Shari Wilkins,assistant director of scheduling and marketing at
the Curris Center will be glad to
supply additional information concerning the bazaar. She may be
reached at (502) 762-6985.

HOROSCOPES
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 4, 1994
(For your personalized dad) Jeane Dixon horoscope, based on your (.v.))
date of birth, call l-900-988-778M. Your phone company will bill you 99
cents a minute.)

position, sit tight. Wait for events to
indicate what you should do next.
Sudden changes are possible. A
_friendship is developing along an
exciting new path.
TODAY'S CHILDREN are charming: resourceful'and energetic'—
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Take no
intent on getting their own way. Depending on how they use their keen
chances today. Unconventional
these
youngsters
can
be
a
joy .of aterror! Although these Scorintelligence,
behavior wertild Ms a mistake.
pios claim to be noncompetitive, nothing could he further froni ttie truth.
Although a pars will antics may be
They like to excel and are eager to outshine their peers. A secure and conficannot afford
.entertaining, you ibsept_
dent partner is essential if romance is to last.
act the same way.-Be. practical when
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE still cost you Money. Team effort
making long-range plans.
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE: makes quick work-of a difficult job
An
VIRGO (Aug
Joint resources cartle enlargea if assignment.
emotional upset calls for the utmost
you keep your ear to the ground.
self-restraint. Refuse to be diverted
TAURUS (April 20-May 20):
. Parents will cope more easily with Things should go more smoothly
from the job at hand. Let children
the problems of their„children. You today. Take stock of where yam.)
know that you understand their
gain family members' support for a stand career-wise and where you
problems and will try to help. Your
sayings and investment plan..A -should.be. heatleqt. Ask_a trusted_ ...supponLIB work(sSetssplin2de3r-sioci.
legacy early in. 1995 could bring friend for advice. Some travel could
RA
22):• An
extra.cash or valuable heirlooms. prove beneficial to your financial
indirect approach could work best
Next summer, romance seems idyl- interests.
today. You need to tell theHruth no
lic.
GEMINI (May 21 -June 20):
matter how much it hurts. Search for
the right words. Romance moves
CELEBRITIES BORN ON Romance could change your whole
THIS DATE: CBS news legend outlook this weekend. Get your Work
into a more fulfilling rrriod. Show
Walter Cronkite, actress Loretta done so that you can leave the office
your tender side.
Swit, writer Will Rogers, fashion early. Unless you deal with a career
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
designer Pauline Trigere.
or financial situation honestly, your
Take things one step at a time
ARIES (March 21-April 19): A
plans could backfire.
Confusion could lead to a fiasco.
close friend's advice on investCANCER (June 21-July 22): As
Loved ones look to you for emotionments may be well-intentioned but long as you are in a commanding
al support.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
211: Create a strong incentive or
goal for the day. you can accomplish wonders when your mind is in
gear. Computers illuminate your,
path to success. Use wit and wisdom while playing the money game.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19):
- Exceptional mental rapport graces
marriage or other dose alliance. Do
not allow our quick temper to-offset
your current run of good luck. Be
wary of romance on theitlyound,
Appearances can be deceiving.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
Avoid displaying a hostile attitude if
a personality clash or other business
disagreement looms. A patient,
approach could result in a breaktfirougE-MAe firite in your sated- '
ule for teen-agers. They need your
• interest and encouragement. -. -PISCES(Feb. I9-March 20): An
early-morning squabble may be
related to your having to put in over-.
time: Jittery reactions should blow
over quickly, making the rest of the
--day a breeze. Be more- assertive
where romance is'concerned.
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GIFT IDEAS
Do You Know Our Name.

The perfect gift does exist.
You just have to know where tofind it.

Vintroe Rose
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Ill South 4th Street
On Murray's Court
Square

We're in Bel-Air Center
We Feature:
• Gourmet Coffee & Tea, Fresh
Cheese
• Murray's Largest Imported
Food Selection .
• Beautiful Gifts From Around
the World
• Professional Quality Cooking
Appliances & Supplies
• Custom Designed Gift Baskets
•• Unique Items Specially Chosen To Enhance Your
Home
• Your Friendly, In-Town Source For All Your
Holiday Needs.
Hint: It Begins With A'iprf
Come Take A Sneak Peek At Our New Look!

ta

1<iserve yourfavorite Christmas pattern for
your holiday table, now until Nov. 11th, and
receive 10% OFF total purchase.
PFALTZGRAFF: Christmas Heritage
and Winterberry Collection.
WAECHTERSBACH: Classic Red
and Green Solid and Christmas Tree
Pattern.
NANCY CALHOUN: New Holiday
Plates and Accessories.
PIER 1: Solids and New Christmas
Tree Pattern.
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(20% Down Required To Hold Your Selections)
UNIVERSITY PLAZA•ON CHESTNUT ST'MURRAY
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Fox & Hounds
Steak & Seafood
Featuring Daily Lunch
& Dinner Buffets
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"The Home of the Ultimate in Custom Framing"

Lunch Specials - $3.50
Book Your
Christmas Parties Now!
Hours : Sun. - Thurs. 11 a.m.-9 p.m.
Fri. (Sc Sat. 11 a.m.-10 p.m.

Unique Gift Ideas for The Home or Office.
• Beautiful Sculptures • Photo Frames •Silk Plants'
• Limited Edition Prints
301 N. 12th St, Murray, KY University Square
Visa
759-1019
' MasterCard

Let Cindy, Pam and
Debbie help you get an
Edge on fall.
406 S. 12th St. Murray
753-7435

There is still firm
for you to
advertise here-.

Free Holiday
Planner at

1/oliday Opt,/
.//oust
•Ainr. /2 Of 13
Come early for the unveiling of our
exclusive Holiday BARBIE Keepsake
Ornament! You'll also find great values
I,n Christmas cards, gift wrap, and
many special gift ideas. Get a free
Iloliday Planner with any Hallmark
purchase, trw Don't 'piss it November

rilristma is not far- off!!

with any Hallmark

purchase
Refreshments served

READMORE BOOK-N-CARD
Chestnut Hills Shopping Center •(502)759-9758
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Section B
Playful Chiles taunts
Bush in final debate
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Newspaper employees on strike

TAMPA, Fla. (AP) — Gov. Lawton Chiles' tongue got him in
trouble during a debate with Republican leb Bush, but not for anything he said.
During a break in Tuesday night's raucous debate, Chiles stuck
his tongue out at a heckler who had yelled: "Quit living in the
past, governor."
The playful attitude of the 64-year-old incumbent was a sharp
contrast to the serious approach of his 41-year-old challenger, who
accused Chiles of failing Floridians on everything from taxes to
schools to fighting crime.
The governor, known for his quirky campaign style and colorful
Southernisms, tried hard to keep Bush off balance during the televised one-hour debate, crumpling paper and rattling ice in his glass.
"The old he-coon walks just before the light of -day," said the
35-year veteran politician, comparing himself to the Southern
expression for the biggest, toughest raccoon, who protects the
brood from predators.
Chiles laughed about sticking out his tongue, and said he'd considered a more harsh gesture.
But not everyone was laughing. Bush complained about the governor's demeanor, saying, "I'm not in this to play childish games.
•
This is serious business. We're in decline."
Ihe most recent polls show Chiles and Bush, the former presiders second:oldest son, in a statistical tie.
Chiles passionately defended his record, and taunted Bush for his
judgment on business deals and for choosing an inexperienced running mate criticized for his eccentric views, such as a bill to have'
Florida secede from the union.
The governorrald he would broaden Florida s tairbase by-tios-ing loopholes and rolling back property taxes — which he called
unfair.
"We've tried it the old way for a long time and it doesn't
work," Bush countered.
Bush said he wants to shrink government and build more prisons
without raising taxes. He also wants voters to have the final say
when taxes are increased. Chiles said going to the voters with every
tax increase is an "abdication of leadership."
Bush also borrowed a theme Ronald Reagan used in 1980.
"Are we safer today than we were four years ago?" Bush asked.
"Are our children better educated than they were four years ago? Is
our welfare system working better today than in the past?"
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SAN FRANCISCO (AP) —
Reporters and Teamsters picketed
side-by-side today as employees
at San Francisco's two major daily newspapers went on strike just
days before cricial elections in
California. • The eight unions negotiating as
the Conference of Newspaper
Unions represent 2,600 workers
at the San Francisco Chronicle
and San Francisco Examiner,
including newsroom employees,
printers and delivery drivers and
janitors.
Union employees walked off
the job about 10 p.m. Tuesday
after marathon negotiations failed
to produce an agreement. They
have worked without a contract
since Nov. 1, 1993.
The main stickin_g_ooint . was.
plans to lay off 150 Teamster

delivery truck drivers and 400
young delivery people. The
Teamsters are part of the Conference of Newspaper Unions.
The unions saicr management
proposed a one-year wage freeze
followed by 2.46 percent raiSe.
The unions were seeking a 3.5
percent raise. Newspaper negotiators weren't discussing details of
the talks.
"Solution after solution was
offered, and management continued to reject those solutions,"
CNU spokesman Steven Chin
said before the strike.
"I • thought we were on our
way to an agreement," lames
Hale, president of the San Francisco Newspaper Agency, told
WCBS-AM. The agency handles
both newspapers' advertising-and
distribution under a joint operat-

Army football players. accused
of groping female cadets at rally

Police say Pakistanis
planned kidnapping
NEW DELHI, India (AP) —
Indian capital, since the armed
Separatist ICashmiri rebels trained
Muslim uprising began in the 'In Pakistan' masterminded the
northern state of Kashmir fivekidnapping of an American tour- , years ago.
ist and three Britons freed by
More than 9,500 people have
p9lice earlier this week, police :been killed in the past four years
laid 'today.
• in the insurrection in Kashmir,
Saifullah Khan, a Pakistani
the only Muslim-majority state in
national from Karachi, was
predominantly Hindu India.
arrested Tuesday in a New Delhi • All four men were abducted
neighborhood and provided
from cheap tourist hotels in New
police with details of the conspiDelhi and held for up to two
racy, Police Chief Mukund weeks. The kidnappers had
Behari Kaushal said.
threatened to behead them unless
Khan told investigators he was
10 jailed comrades were released.
trained by Afghan mujahedeen in
Bela Nuss of San Francisco
Pakistan, then slipped across the
freed by police Monday and
India-Pakistan border with five was
provided information that led to a
other Pakistanis, Kaushal said.
miles north of the capiPolice said Khan belonged to a house 90
Kashmiri guerrilla group, Harkat tal where the Britons were being
Al-Ansar, that has claimed held. The Britons were freed
guts battle in
responsibility for kidnapping Tuesday after a
which two policemen and a kidWesterners in Kashmir in the
napper were killed. Police said
past.
The American and -the Britons three militants escaped during the
were the first Westerners taken shootout, -At least one was a
hostage from New Delhi, the Pakistani, Kaushal said.

WEST POINT, N.Y.-(AP) —
The U.S. Military Academy,
avoiding any comparisons to the
Tailhook scandal, rushed tel
assure students it was taking sexual harassment allegations
seriously.
"The situation is being dealt
with. Nothing has been swept
under the table. Whoever did it
doesn't matter," said Deputy Brigade Commander Stephanie
Arnold, the academy's topranking female cadet.
Eighteen women have told
investigators they were brushed
across the breasts as they and
other cadets ran past of cordon of
Army players during the Oct. 20
"spirit run," twa days before the
team played The Citadel.
Three of those women said
they believed the touching was
accidental.
Of the five players under
investjgation, three came forward
and said they inadvertently
brushed against the women. The
two others were turned in by their
teammates. The women have not
been able to identify the offending players.
The academy hasn't released
the names of the players or their
accusers. A decision on whether
to punish the players may be
handed down as ally as Friday,
and it could include a threemonth suspension from the team,
more than 90 hours of marching,
90 days restriction to the
academy, or demerits. •
Three 'women complained of
the fondling immediately, after
the spirit run, and others began
coming forward in the following
days. Arnold, the second-highestranking cadet at West Point, said
she was informed of the cor-

plaints within four hours of the
rally's end.

rewnte editor ,and
ing agreement,
Fights broke Out outside the
A-.1968 strike at the two papers
papers' printing plant when hired
lasted 52 days.
Newspaper executives have security guards tried to clear the
promised to continue putting out way for delivery trucks. Mayor
both- papers using management Frank Jordaty ordered dozens of
--officers
newsoapers'istrildand out-of-town replacement ings to ensure a peaceful strike.
workers. The Chronicle pushed
The morning Chronicle is indeup deadlines Tuesday to put out pendently owned. The afternoon
its first edition ahead of the Examiner belongs to the Hearst
strike; no later editions had been Newspapers group.
published by early today.
The unions plan to put out
On Tuesday, California voters their own newspaper during the
will pick a 'senator and a gover- strike, with a staff that will
nor and decide A volatile ballot include the Chronicle's Herb
measure that would ban public Caen, the city's best-known
serVices for illegal immigrants. columnist. .
"I would hate to be a candi"I've always wanted to make
date depending on a strong Bay as ..much money as Herb Caen,
Area base of support in a close and tomorrow I will," Chronicle
race for election next week," - copy editor George-Martell_said_
said Larry Hatfield, an Examiner on The picket line.
'

Reward Yourself
'Relax in Comfort

"I was' shocked," she said.
"This is a very, very serious
issue. It's not something anyone's taking lightly."
Arnold and 'West Point officials said there is no comparison
between the academy's investigation and the Navy's Tailhook
scandal, in which dozens of
women were molested by drunken aviators who formed a gantlet
in a hotel hallway during a 1991
convention in Las Vegas.
Cadets form a gantlet at Army
football games and cheer the
players as they sprint onto the
field. Spirit runs, conducted during football practice, have players
form the funnel and cadets run
through.
Lt. Gen. Howard D. Graves,
superintendent of the U.S. Military Academy, said the academy
has discussed Tailhook with its
students, and they've learned
frain it.

Adjust
Electrically
to hundreds
of restful
positions.
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WARRANTY
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Authorized Agent

CC- -TL CELLU_AR

Prices Good Thru November 7, 1991

I Largest Local Calling Area

For Heating
& Cooling

I Mr. Rescue Emergency Roadside Service
With Dust Filter

Air Deflector

I 24-Hour Customer Care

BUDGET BARN

I Price Plans To Meet Your Needs

Unmatched Economy,
Free Delivery and Set-Up
- Limited 5 Year Warranty Single 4' wide door
8 x 8'
64 sq. ft

8 x 12
, 96 sq. ft.
Folding Aluminum

Step Ladder
51.

Bel-Air Shopping Center • Murray, KY
759-1390
,•• Your Home Investment Company Since 1884
Monday-Friday 730-8; Saturday 8-4
sat. Prices Good at Murray Store Only! • Other Loeationai Benton A Lake City
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516 Main St Murray. Ky.

753-0123
1-800-489-1414

•••
.s.
?
.
••

;
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The More
Things Change,
The More
Things Look Like...
'Dodge'Rain Club Cab

Dodge Caravan

It's the best-selling minivan of all time, by far.
Millions of people can tell you why.
,
Dodge Avenger.

Last year we changed the rules about what you should
expect from a truck. This year, we stretched them.

Dodge Viper RT/10

It's the kind of car that could get by on looks alone.
We made sure it'll never have to.

We used a ten-cylinder,4, 00 hp enginttto bring the
American roadster back up to speed.

Dodge Intrepid

Dodge Neon Sport Coupe

It's a new personality for a car that had plenty to
begin with. Say.hello to the o4her Dodge Neon.

Its cab-forward design--changed everytliiitg1nc1uding
the very atChitecture of the American sedan:

The New Dodge
See Your Friendly Dodge Dealer Today
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LEGAL NOTICE • LEGAL NOTICE • LEGAL NOTICE

LEGAL NOTICE •

LEGAL NOTICE • LEGAL NOTICE. LEGAL NOTICE •

LEGAL NOTICE • LEGAL Ni , •

OFFICIAL ABSENTEE BALLOT FOR GALLOWAY COUNTY
GENERAL ELECTION HELD ON TUESDAY, NOVEMBER , 1994
••••-•

FOR
,,,...

,.
. .- - -

DEMOCRATIC PARTY REPUBLICAN PARTY

OFFICE

WRITE—IN

ONLY

Write—in

General Election

General Election

November 8, 1994

November 8, 1994

DEMOCRATIC PARTY
Straight Ticket

REPUBLICAN PARTY.
Straight Ticket

UNITED STATES REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS

Tom

Edward.

1st Congressional District
(Vote for One)

BARLOW

L_

STATE REPRESENTATIVE

,Freed

5th Representative District
(Vote for One)

Write—in

CURD

'SCHOOL
WRITE—IN

OFFICE

CANDIDATES'
, e
General Election

ONLY
Write—in

November 8, 1994

MEMBER BOARD OF EDUCATION

Tim

STONE

1st Educational District

____ ,

Robbie

Write—in

(Vote for One)

HALE

MEMBER BOARD OF EDUCATION

Steve

---

GROGAN

3rd Educational District
Wayne

(Vote for One)
MEMBER BOARD OF EDUCATION
Write—in
Write—in

BLACKFORD

IL—

John Wrren

----

4th Educational District
(Vote for One)

NIX
Wm. M. "Bill" e---- -

SMITH

MEMBER BOARD OF EDUCATION

Kathleen A.

Murray Ind. School'District

for Three)

—

Are you in favor of ainending the
constitution to require cities, counties,
and taxing districts to adopt a balance('
budget prior to eacljliscal year, and
prohibit them from expending ay
funds in excess of the revenues for that
year; allow the -General Assentbi:.
classify- cities based on factors 01h¼;
than just population; allow the Gen"'
Assembly to authorize cities to exerci
any power or .function .that
public purpose and does rot con
with any constitutional, oi.
provision; and allow the General
sembly to make laws regarding the I
existence, boundaries, form of gm c
ment, functions, and office

,

,---

L___
,..........

NONPARTISAN
CITY BALLOT
OFFICE
General Election

ONLY

-%

Van

HAVERSTOCK

WRITE—IN

BALL

Ted

BROWN

FOR

,

Ron

' HANELI.NE
.

(Vote

WHITFIELD ,

,---- --'

THORNTON
,Annette Houston

-

CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT

NONPARTISAN

FOR

,-

November 8, 1994

TO RP:CORI)
YOUR VOTE:
After you have made
your selections, press
GREEN VOTE RECCW
BUTTON
located directly below,
this notice

CITY COMMISSIONER
Write—in

City of Hazel
(Unexpired Term)
(Vote for One)

CALLOWAY COUNTY PRECINCTS
Murray I
Courthouse
''''''''-Murray 2
1st, Baptist Church—Fellowshipt
Murray 3
Nuttily Middre School
Murray 4
Glendale Road Church of Christ
Murray 5
MSU Racer Arena
Murray 6
Special Education Build-is (N. 16th Street)
Murray 7
--Ittrbertson School (BroachStreet)
Murray 11...
Vocational School (Sycamore Extended).
}University Church of altillA
Murray 9 \
Murray 10
Trees Lumber Dolt Center
Murray II
Christian Community Church (Glendale & 16th)
Almo
Murray Auto Auction
Calk,way.
National Guard Armory (121 North - Behind Calloway)

<

—

Cherry Corner
Good Shepherd Methodist Church
Cla9ton Creek ° East Elementary School
Coldwater
Coldwater Church of Christ
Dexter
Dexter Community Center
Faxon
Faxon Fire Sub-Station (Turner Road)
Harris Grove
Southwest Elementary School
Ha/el
Hatel Water District Office
Jackson
Ktrksey Fire Sub-Station (Kirksey Hwy. 299)
Kirksiry
Kirksey Fire -Sub-Station (Kirksey Hwy. 299)
Lynn Grove
Pioneer Convenience Mart
Midway
Mullett's Grocery
New Concord
New Concord Fire Sub•Statton (Hwy. 444)
Providence
Herndon Seed Mill

•

"

•

These precincts" will vole in the
following districts for school board.
.
District 1
Part of Murray 4
Part of Murray 11
Hazel
MidwayProvidence

District 3
Part f Murray_l
.
Almo
raxoit

Mstrict 4

,4
4/ti9g/e.

•
a

„. • 1.•
.
C.•

.
• -••
•

k

•

•
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CEARgSIFIED
10941
Nodes

The Calloway County Bearil--ef-Education
will receive sealed bids for gasoline •and
ila•Ael for the Calloway County School
,ilstrict until 10:00 a.m. on the 10th of
No% ember 1994.
Specrrcations will be on
c-ailty Board of

file in the GalloEducation office
.t..s...-44-14*,-21-10Col1ege Farm Road,Murray,
Kent acky, and interested bidders may ob.
the necessary forms there.

Lost
And Found

Modes

INVITATION TO BID FOR
GASOLINE AND DIESEL

rcr

EAST SIDE
PRIDE
FALL
FESTIVAL
East School Fall
Festival Fri., Nov.
4th from 6-8 p.m.
Dinner beginning
at 5:30. Chili
Cook-Off. Games,
Prizes, Fon. Raffle
of S500 Wal-Mart
gift certificate.

rhe envelope containing the bid shall be
oprique It shall have written on the outside
the r ane of the job, the name of the bidder,
.171i1 L:le date and time of bid Opening.

mf,.Bilard.rP_sarvia the right to reject any'
bids and waive any irregularities in
ling.

or all

NOTICE

settlement of
, a counts has been tiled
ii the Calloway DistrIct Court by Henry
I !•,10ird, -Administra- .
. the estate of
R. Luinry, de•
cea.:(.
Exceptions to
tins settlement must

f,;ed in the Calloway
District Court on,gr before 9:00 a.m. Nov. 13;
199.1 the date of hear-

Ann P. Wilson,.
Circuit Court Clerk
LEGAL NOTICE
A fir:] settlement of
accounts has been filed

in' the Calloway District Court by Cheryl
Jensen, Executrix, of
the estate of Robert
Dean Wynn, deeeaSed. •
Ex •-eptions to this set-rhanent Must be filed
In the I'alloway District Court og or before
0'00 ii.tn. Nov. 13,
199.1, the dateof.hearAnn P. Wilson,
C:reuif Court Clerk

LEGAL NOTICE
A final settlement of
accounts has been filed
',Mow:1y
i. 'art by. Carl
• l'AITI•tt, Execu' the estate of
Wayne BarExcep•
In the
iistrict
• o•e 9:00
the

‘-ark

More
info
759-4550
•
INTERIOR & exterior paint
sale 5 gallon can $20 Get
at Black's Decorating Center. 701 South 4th St,
Murray

NOTICE TO CREDITORS
The following estate
fiduciary appointments
IMAGES
Gifts & Baskets
have'been made in the
13ridal,
Prom, Pageant &
Calloway District Court.
Tuxedos. Dveahle Shoes
All claims against these
10 7. N1-F, 1112 Sat
estates should be filed
with
the fiduciary
within 'six months of
date of qualification.
MASSAGE THERAPY &
Timothy Lee Lassiter, SPA-TYPE BODYWORKS
Murray, KY, deceased; by licensed therapist
Beverly Gail Lassiter Health Industries office
Gilpatrick._ J21. _Hood_ 7.53-2613/ Res 527-8465. Dr., Brentwood, TN
37027, administratrixDue to.the accident
appt. 10/19/94.
that left our son.
Caroline Bailey, 404
permaJamie,
N. 8th St., Murray, KY, nently paralyzed
deceased;_Eiva Bailey,
in 1991, we would
Cherrywood
12818
like to thank the
Lane, Bowie, MD 20715,
staff
wonderful
executor-appt. 10/28/94. from Home Health
Winifred Rudd Farris, of MCCH for their
care
Rt.8 Northwood Tr, Ct., continued
and alsofor accesMurray, KY, deceased;
and-rtsible
living
L.D. -Farris, Rt. 3, Murgreat staff memray, KY, administratorber, Pat Martinappl. 10/12/94
dale, and family,
who took Jamie
020
and his four year
old son. Cory,fbr a
Notice
four .day scenic
trip to the Smoky
We
Mountains.
NURSING HOME
will always be
grateful to these
INSURANCE
people and to
Available Thru Age 84.
others for their
Our most comprehen
many prayers.
sive policy pays for
Skilled, Intermediate or
With
Custodial Care
Medicare's new guidelines for confinement.
Nursing Home Insurance is more important
than ever

For free
Information call:

Jerry McConnell

Insurance
-753-4199

\ I, NOTICE •
settle'free

local ciao* se-vice"

Don & Leta
Rutland
MRS. Theresa, Psychic
Reader 8 Advisor. A true
born psychic, gifted from
God 554-7904 call for
appointment

LEARN TO DRIVE
TRACTOR—TRAILERS
A:'
A A To 0,, .11L
loVILIUM II0(11111.•

f:Pn?.100

ALLIANCE
IRANIMICF.Of
1.11.11411

•
Channel Cat fish,
ifriser fingerlings for pond stock- -rf the ing 6" long, 20t/ea Call
502-376-2198

F non nw
Ova vie

•ased.
CALLER I.D.'s 753-5865.
settle
el tn- DRY clean your carpet Get

effective carpet cleaning
1-800-334-1203
District
results with Host the easy.
•6 ire 9:00
rdo , it yourself dry carpet OPEN Pizza Magic Aurora
1994, the cleaning system Call today
Closed
Open 5pm
to reserve a machine at Mon Tues Pizza salads
a:u1 P. Wilson, Black's Deo:arming Center hot sandwiches gyros &
at CI, i•k 753 0839
bread sticks Dine in . or
carry out 474-8119 or
1'800 649 3804

,

Mazt M. Key
1„crior. •

Designer and Decorating
.Consultant
• (502) 753-3813

INA

051

020

010
L.

Notice

THE Brothers of Alpha
Sigma Phi are having their
first annual rake & run
athon for residents of Murray Will rake yard for donation More intolmation call
Charlie Wright 762-3839,
or Mark Walker 762-4130

LOST medium size long _
haired salt & pepper col
ored dog Answers to Pe
ley Last from Woodgate
Subdivision wearing black
leather collar with silver
studs Reward offered
753-4801 after 3 30pm

aim
3 JOB
OPENINGS
Due to company
growth in the Murray area 3 job
openings_ exist in
the brarICh of a
FORTONIE 500
company.
If
selected you will
be given expense
paid
classroom
training. We will
provide rnmpletp
company
benefits, major medical, dental, 401K
Your
savings.
starling income
will be $1600/mo.
& up. All promotions based on
merit - no seniority---To be--ac—
cepted you need a
pleasant personality, be ambitious,
sports
minded, • have
grade 12 or better,
21 or older and
bondable.
Call 502-247-3857
ask for
Donnie Tinsley
Mon.-Tues.-Wed.
10 a.m.-6 p.m.

Jr
0000 MART

ATTENTION DRIVER
TEAMS $15,000 In bonus
paid monthly, quarterly &
yearly PLUS TOP MILEAGE PAY 401(K) plan
$500 SIGN -ON BONUS
Other paid benefitsVacation Health and LifeDead Head-Motel/Layover.
Loading & Unloading COVENANT TRANSPORT
1-800-441 4394. Solos and
students welcome.

Relp
Wanted

CARPENTER laborers
needed immediately
753-0834

DRIVERS, must be 18yrs
old & proof of insurance
Apply in person Domino's
Pizza, 117 S 12th St

NEED help with elderly
lady 753-7757

DRIVER EOE LOOKING
FOR A QUALITY FUTURE" With Home Most
Weekends- 25¢ CPM
Loaded/Empty, Load/Tarp)
Layover Pay. Bonuses/
Profit Sharing FREE Driver
Insurance, Orientation Pay
$400 wkly Maverick Transportation, Inc a flatbed carrier company offers Top
Pay and a Full Benefits
package to qualify drivers
24 years of age with 1 year
OTR 1-800 289 1100
DRIVERS:, $30,000 plus.
Regional flatbed. Home
weekends and thru the
week. Guaranteed! Family
Medical/Dental Late model
conventionals 1 year OTR
required. Wabash Valley
1-800-933-7470 Wabash
Valley,

salary with incentive

bonuses
determined by sales. If
you are honest,outgoing. and take
pride in your work,
-send -your resume
or background information to West Ky.
Food Service, Inc.,
P.O. Box 729, Mur.ray, .Ky. 42071, attenton Tim Belcher.

DRIVERS- CALL today
START tomorrow ECK
Miller Expanding Need
flatbed drivers All miles
paid (new scale)- Life/
Health, Rider/Bonus program 800-395-3510 Owner/
Operators also welcomed!

BIG Apple Cate has immediate opening for part time
evening waitress Apply in
person Puryear. TN
901 247 578

A FUN REWARDING
HOME-BASE BUSINESS
for successful career
minded people Family flex
join Discovery Toys
Manager Francie Ray,
759-4739
ASSEMBLERS Excellent
income to assemble pro
ducts at home Info
1-504-646 1700 Dept
KY 2021

Help
Wanted

DRIVE FOR THE BEST)
Top $$ and time to spend al
No Northeast Freight'
$1000 sign on Great
health & dental min 23. 1yr
OTR, CDL & HazMat req
1-800 848 0405 Paschall
Truck Lines, inc

JR Food Man @
4th & Chestnut in
Murray is looking for
a mature, hands-on
manager to run a
fast paced retail and
restaurant environment. Experience in
either the grocery or
fast food industries
is helpful. This individual will be responsible for all
facets erf
hour, grocery/gasoline/fast food outlet.
He or she will be the
head of a team 01 12
to 15 diverse personalities
whose
goal is to make JR
the
Fond
Mart
cleanest and friendliest plaee to shop in
Murray. We offer a
competitive
base

DRIVERS: LEARN TO
DRIVE WITH THE BEST. If
you're looking for a career
as a professional truck
driver, but have no experience, training is available.
J B Hunt drivers can average over $2,000 monthly
their first year plus excellent benefits
Call:
1-800-2JB-HUNT. EOE.
Subject to drug screen

TOOTER BURGERS
YES!
Now On The Menu Daily At

Tooters
Downtown • Hazel
Turn left between Barber Shop & Fire
Station, 1 block ahead.

Come Browse Along...

The Garden Path
Gather dried herbal and floral
wreaths and arrangements.
Pick useful gifts. Glean some
bargains from lovingly used
antiques and etc.
Visit With Evelyn Wants In

AVON Earn money with
Avon Call 1 800 847 5338
for your starter kit Avon
independant sales
representative

The Village-North 12th Street
Inext to Dr. Wuest)
Wed.-Fri, 10-5, Sat. 10-2

, Do
DO you need a GED'
you need hope for the fu
ture and help to get a solid
career" We have 22 JOB
openings for people 16 thru
21 that are not full time high
school students Call
753-9378 Five days a week
between 8 00am-3 00pm
This project is funded by
the Job Training Partner
ship Act through the Kentucky Department for Employment Services and the
West Kentucky Private Industry Counol This is an
Equal Opportunity program Auxiliary aids and services are available upon
request to individuals with
disabilities

Ugly Duckling
Locations Coast to Coast

HALEY'S AUTO SALES
Cars, Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving
Office: 753-6910
112 So. 12th
1-800-THE-DUCK
Murray, KY 42071
Lowest Rates In Town!
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

Every Tuesday Night at 7:00
'Doors own Si GOth

Knights of Columbus Hall
KY 94 west To Johnny Robertson Road,
soith to so Hale Road, right on Sq. Hale Road 1/4 mile

A 10% PENALTY WILL BE APPLIED TO ALL
UNPAID TAX STATEMENTS ON
DECEMBER 1, 1994.
IV, PAYING BY MAIL, PLEASE INCLUDE A
STAMPED SELF-ADDRESSED ENVELOPE IF
I: WISH TO RECEIVE A PAID STI\iTEMENT.

NON-PROM OFIGAI4ZAT1ON
OPEN TO THE 01.1131JC
753-0466 P.O. Box 1033 Murray

4

Photo Greeting Cards
20
41,

CRASS
-CITY- CLERK

,

‘,-

ft..
c
$9 10

Ferry &rd Specie 110.oese
Beim November 22, 1994
,OEstra Cares
fee

- t490

13EniaCaies/lEeetooss Tea
sn t rva T ens 4 immures nes

?o•

•

Donmstk
CNIdcara
NEED a sitter/ Responsible students will pet, house
a bbabysit(any age) References available 762-6638

Will Clean
Offices or
Churches

WILL babysit weekdays in
my home. references avail
able 759-1810

Over 10 Yrr•-•8171#ence
References Furnished

753-6270
after 4 pm If no an
swer please leave
message

WILL babysit in my home
Located in Almo & Dexter
area 759-2484
WILL sit with the elderly,
day or night Call 753-4590
for informahon

HIRING carhops, day shift
& night shift Apply in person between 1pm-5pm,
Mon Fri, Sonic Drive-In
INTERIOR
DECORATING- Experienced decorators needed
for expanding business
Ownership opportunities
available Please submit
resume to PO Box 5659.
Ashland, KY 41105 or call
606-928-4033
JERRY'S Custom Kitchen
Cabinets is now accepting
applications for wood workers, finishers & installers
Prefer experience, 409
Sunbury Circle behind
Bunny Bread, Murray.
PART time Apply at Take
Me Back Cafe on Friday
between
only
No
8 30am-10 30am
phone calls please
PEOPLE Lease Temporary
Service is now accepting
applications for light industrial workers in the Murray &
Paris, TN areas Must apply
in person at the Village
Office Center next door to
,
,ainS Jeep Eagle on 641
9am-4prn
PERMANENT POSITIONS
LOCALLY IF YOU QUALIFY We will start you with a
minimum of $1,600 per
month guaranteed, send
you to school, expenses
paid, train you in the business locally. Fortune 500
company established business, 401K, medical. dental, ESOP To qualify must
be at least 21, bondable
sportsminded and competitive. Promotions based on
merit not seniority Send
resume to. Judy Law, 3000
Alvey Park Drive West,
Owensboro, KY 42303
E0E/MF.

SWING Town Lounge looking for waitresses & bikini
dancers $600. per week
Apply within, Pans Landing
or call 901-642-5548
WANTED Kennel attendant for 12 hours on
weekends and holidays
Duties include cleaning.
feeding & giving the animals much love 8 affection
Would prefer experience
but will train the right person Please call Marilyn at
759-4141

DomostIc
& Chlidcar•
A #1 cleaning service Ex
penenced. thorough & de
pendable References
available Call Sheri at
753 3638 today , Homes
and offices

CHILDCARE in my home
Monday Wednesday, Fri
day daytime References,
experienced mother of two
Elementary Education mapr Fenced in yard Oily
room, meal provided Call
Allyson at 753 8007

bin

Artcratft Photograpli
160/1 N. in • 753-0035

070
Domestic
& Childcare

EXPERIENCED cook CLEANING houses is my
needed night shift, good business Reba* and expay if your willing to work perienced, references Call
Apply in person, Spanky's Linda 759-9553
TN
Puryear,
HOUSEWORK done Call ALTERATIONS repairs
(901)247-5527
Rose 474-2131, leave and crafted T shirts Ruth's
See and Sew, Country
FULL-time receptionist phone number & name
Square 1608 N 121, MurFront office position Busy
ray
753 6981
specialty of
located In
Murray Responsible for
data entry, for patient reNature's Bounty
gistration, charges. ICD-9.
Luncheon Specials
CPT coding answers
Monday - Baked Potato w/Cup Soup
phone, schedules appointRonni 8t Vegetables w/Grilled Chicken
ments Mon Fri. Sam-5pm
Tuesday - Vegetable Lasagna
Submit resume to PO Box
Freshbaked Bagel w/Cup Soup & Fruit
1040 S. Murray
Wednesday - Margarita Claieken
GROWING CPA firm seekFreshbaked Breadbowl w/Chili Or Soup
,
ing seasonal tax preparer
Thursday - Fresh Linguini w/Marinarl, Sauce
Chicken Parmesan
Must have
years experience in computerized corFriday - Mexican Lasagna
porate and individual tax
Saturday - Ciardenburger ye,/ Cup Chill
return preparation. Send
1304B Chestnut • Dixieland Shopping Ctr.
resume to PO Box 1040-R,
753-0575
Murray, KY 42071.

ABSOLUTELY clean! Experienced cleaning service,
home or office, references
available Call Kim at
436-2569

•

)

DRIVERS, owner operators, fleet owners 23
years & older with 1 year
experience interested in
plenty of miles, weekly settlements, nontorced dispatch Contact Don Landstar Ligon 800 276 1832 or
502-755 2651

SIRLOIN Stockade now
hiring friendly hardworking
people Apply in person at
Sirloin Stockade, Murray
2-4pm Mon Fri

America's Second Car

1994 CITY OF MURRAY PROPERTY TAXES
ARE DUE ON OR BEFORE NOVEMBER 30, 1994

070

Ofia

xex
Help
Wanted

SATISFACTION GUAR.
ANTEEDI Professional
cleaning hornet °Mum'
References Call Wanda
435 4640

753-3801

BY APPOINTMENT ONLY
• Sudedid• Measope • &alp,llolonelng
• Doop Module Maropy • Ifellarology

msu sruotwsDISCOUNTS III
INCIILLS OR OUTCRLLS

MASSAGE TO YOU
by Dave Estes, VAT

RELAXATION•STRESS REDUCTION•PAIN ARM

Employers:
Let professionals
help you find
qualified
workers

ieesJob Seekers:

•

Let us help...
no fee to applicants

A POSITION
in an
ORTHODONTIC PRACTICE
- Do you relate well with people?
- Do you place a priority on caring for
others?
- Do you enjoy working as a member
of a team?
- Do you work effectively with your
hands?
If so, we are seeking an exceptional
individual with these qualities. Please
send a thorough resume to Box 1040 P,
Murray, KY 42071. We assure you of
complete confidentiality.
An Equal Opportunity Employer

Fisher-Price
Fisher-Price has immediate openings on all shifts,
Monday through Friday, for seasonal production
operators If you would prefer to work part-time, the
_
following shifts are available'
9:00 a.m. - 1:00 p.m. Mon. - Fri.
6;00 p.m. - 10:00 p.m. Mon. - Fri.
3:30 p.m. - 12 midnight Tues. 8 Thurs.
3:30 p.m. - 12 midnight Mon., Wed., 8 Fri.
Pay rate is $5 15 hour plus 20c per hour when
working the second shift and 25c per hour wen
working the third shift
Please apply if you are interested in waking for a
progressive company whose *work is child's plgy
Apply to
Kentucky Dept. for Human Resources
1210 Johnson Blvd.
Murray, KY 42071
EvLal Employmenl OppOrlon,ty Ernp,yo,
1•4/FAVD

Fisher-Price
' Monday that Friday, 8 to 5
Got you down? .
JOIN OUR TEAM!!
Fisher-Price is seeking applicants interested in
working the 12 hour swing shift as a regular full time
production operator in We molding 'department
Start rate of pay is $543 per hour with an increase to
$5 77 per hour with full benefit package the fast of
the month following completion Of 90 days You
have the opportunity to advance to $0 33 per hour
Please apply only if you are interested in working for
a progressive company whose'work is child's play'
Apply to
Kentucky Dept. for Human Resources
1210 Johnson Blvd.
-

Murray, KY 42071
apuununty I M551y0,

•A•
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ATTN MLM PROS Tired of
exaggerated claims made
by Start up under capitalized MLM Companies Our
company is 35yrs old fi
nanciaffy sound and offers
• Retirement Plans 'Top
Nutrition & Skin Care nPro
ducts •Quarterly Trips &
Company Cars •20% Year
End Bonus One Million
Dollar Jackpot Challenge
How many MLM compa
rues do you know that give
away ONE MILLION DOLCall
LARS?
1 800 462 9197
BE YOUR OWN BOSS
Earn $2,500 parttime
58 000 full time per month
Processing insurance
claims for healthcare providers Software purchase
required plus computer FINANCING AVAILABLE
1-800-722 SAMS
110
Instruction
LINE dance lessons
753-2635

, repairs
irts Ruth's
Country
121, Mur-

Franklin College
Truck Driving
School

t>
kers:
help...
icants
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HOT Springs hot tub Mov
irig want to sell Sovereign
model, seats 5, 2yrs old
with chemicals 53.500
759-1675

USED furniture queen
sleeper 2pc living room
suite, bedroom & dining
room suites sofa bed, loveseat, rocker. Jenny Lind
babybed, playpen, corner
cabinet, dorm refrigerator,
washer, dry sink vacuums,
childs table & chairs, large
& small desks, desk chairs,
chest, dresser, sofa, coffee
& end table cedar chest,
drop leaf dinette recliner,
platform rockers, beds, old
smoke stand, shower
doors, storm doors, storm
sliding glass doors
753-1502

9-407 Springs hot tub Mov
irig want to sell Sovereign
model, seats 5, 2yrs old
with chemicals $3,500
759 1675
KOEHLER floral queen
size hide a bed with matching loveseat/trow pillows
Slightly used $350
753 6456
MOVING sale deep
freezer, $125 25in tv set &
wood cabinet $50 Green
velvet loveseat makes
bed, $75 Full size
waterbed, $75 759 4100
NEW metal siding & roofing Cover 36' cut to length
in 10 colors, galvanized
and galvalume Secondary
if available Portable carport kits 489 2722 or
489-2724
SUNQUEST WOLFF TANNING BEDS New
Commercial Home Units
From $199 Lamps Lotions Accessories
Monthly payments low as
$18 Call Today FREE
NEW Color Catalog
1-800-462-9197

WATERBED PRODUCTS
DISCOUNTED' Heaters
$1999, waveless mattes
sass $44 95, Queen Softside beds from $299 UPS'
FEDEX delivery Enormous selection at wholesale
prices FREE COLOR CA
TALOG I 800 992 0873

Apartments
For Rent

For Rent
Or Lease

2BR duplex, freshly painted
& papered No pets
$350/mo, plus deposit
Lease 753 1930

Just Opened
Bypass Mini
Storage

28R duplex off 94E, $250
Water furnished Deposit
No pets 753 8848 before

121 Bypass North
Sizes from 10x10
up to 20100
753-2225

Mobilo
Homes For Sale

WE MOVE
MOBILE HOMES

.437-4608

Antiques
ANTIQUE 3pc settee set
Very unusual Needs up
holstery, $175 753-6456

NMI

Heavy
&Pitmen!

MOBILE HOME LOANS
Attn Sellers/Buyers/
Owners 1964/newer. 12"
larger Green Tree Financial Refinancing Equity
loans Land/Home Realtor
welcome
calls
1 800-221 8204 after 5pm
1-800 895 1900

Mobile
Horns. For Rent
SHADY Oaks - 2 or 3br
electric or gas Walking distance to college 753-5209

MOBILE Home Village, wa
er furnished. $80/mo Coleman RE, 753-9898

Business
Rentals
800S0 ft office space on
Hwy 641 South,401 S 12th
1,
53-O873
ATTRACTIVE, very clean
daycare center for rent or
Building and
lease
grounds state approved
Totally furnished Good localiort Coleman RE
753-9898.
DOWNTOWN office space
available across from
courthouse $95/mo including all utilities. 753-1266.

WATERBED, king size,
Firewood
heavy duty, no-wave, complete with base & padded A FIREWOOD for sale
OFFICE spaces for rent.
sideboards, $200. La-Z- 437 4667
Downtown area Available
49 DOLLARS for NEW Boy lounge/rocker, tan
SEASONED
firewood
Call
color, $50 Typewriter, Epmid November. Call
CD-ROM drive. FREE IN
THE
WOODMASTER
son
Elite,
portable,
mem753-3812
STALLATION. Cal
759-9988
ory,
dictionary
with
inteHAWKINS RESEARCH
_RETAIL or Office Space in
grated Thesarus, spell
now. 753-7001.
S. Side Shopping Center
220
checking & more, $100.
753-4509 or 753-6612
ABC'S of COMPUTING. Printer, Epson L0570,
Call HAWKINS RE- single sheet loading, front,
Muskat
SEARCH today about rear or bottom continuous
FREE TRAINING for your sheet loading & more, BALDWIN organ. excellent
shape, nice for home or
new computer. 753.7001. $175 753-1319
church 474-8222
ANT-UKE SPEED- OUT WHOLESALE pre-cut, preHARD engineered post frame FOR SALE SPINET
OF MEMORY3torage trailers
CONSOLE PIANO
DRIVE FULL- if this de- building packages We sell
for rent.
Wanted,
responsible
Lawny
scribes your computer posts, beams, roof trusses,
753-7888
call HAWKINS RE- floor trusses, metal, trim, to make low monthly pay
ments See locally Call
SEARCH now 753-7001. and house pakages
1 800 327 3345
SYSTEMS
CHRISTMAS DANDI
PIANO tuning John
COMPUTERS- CALL TO- 800-282-7799
Want
DAY FOR BEST PRICE, GO Kart, Shp Briggs & Gottschalk, 753-9600
To Rent
QUALITY AND SELEC- Stratton engine, excellent
4BR, 2 bath house 3blks
2an
TION. HAWKINS RE- condition,
$350
rom university, $400/mo
SEARCH 753-7001.
901-644-1327
759-1944
Miscellaneous
COMPJUTER disk drive
BAHAMA CRUISE' 5
printef, software, $325
days/4 nights, under
753 6525
booked!
Must sell
Appliances
HIGH QUAUTY COMPU5279/couple Limited tickTER EQUIPMENT & ON- ALL Guarariteed. Dryer
1.2,3B0 acts Furnished
ets (407) 767-8100 ex
SITE SERVICE. CALL $125 Washer, $125. Re 4395 Mon-Sat 9am-lOpm
very nice near MSU No
HAWKINS RESEARCH, frigerator, $160. Range,
pets
753- 1 25 2
753-7001.
CANDELIGHT Weddings. days 753 0606 after 5pm
$135 (901)247-3033
Bemarried by ordained miMon
-Fri
8am
5pm,
Sat
NEW letter quality color
1 & 2BR apartments at
nisters in a beautiful candeprinter still in box, $200 Sam-2pm
light chapel ceremony. No Farmington Square. 11
Call 753-7001, after 4pm
GE Space Maker II micro- blood test-waiting period! miles from Murray towards
wave oven
Can be From $991 Honeymoon log
Mayfield. Starting at
mounted under cabinets or cabins available
$320/mo Stove, refrigeraset on counter-top, $75
tor, washer, dryer, dis1-800-729-4365
436-5508
hwasher, water & garbage
pick-up furnished Deposit
ANTIQUES by the piece or
CHAPEL IN THE VALLEY required. No pets. Call
collections 753 9433 day
(Gatlinburg's Original Wed- 762-4483 between
or night
ding Chapel) Free parking. 8am-4pm. 345-2748 after
Thoughtful service is re- 5pm.
CASH for mobile home
ndered through music,
tires & axles 436-2578, 6PC living room suite. Cur
tis
Mathis
color
console
tv
1-2BR garage apartment
flowers, photographs, vid901 644 0679
with remote 436-2463 afte
eos and receptions. Quiet neighborhood, dose
CASH paid for good, used 6pm.
to campus Gas heat, very
1 - 6 1 5 - 4 36 - 7 9 0 3
rifles shotguns and pis,
dean & newly redecorated
1-800-922-4573.
tols. Benson Sporting BENCH-Craft floral 7ft sofa
No pets
$250/mo
with matching rocker & re- ROMANTIC CANDELITE
Goods. 519 S
$250/deposit 759-1094
cliner Good condition, WEDDINGS. Smoky
Murray
$150 753-6456.
1BR furnished apartment,
Mountains, Ordained Ministers, Elegant Chapel, $200/mo plus deposit. No
OLD pool table Heavy duty FULL-SIZE sofa, navy &
pets. Hwy 121 next to
beige, good condition, Photographs, Florals, Litype used in a pool room
fairgrounds 753-3139 after
$125 Dresser with oak fin- mos, Videos, Bridal Suites
Call 753-5154 after 5pm
3:30pm
with Jacuzzis, No Waiting.
ish, $25 obo 753-6701
No Blood Tests. Gatlin1BR partially furnished,
MATTRESSES & springs
burg,
Tennessee carpet, patio. carport No
Simmons beauty rest Like 1-800-933-7464.
pets $295/mo 753-6931
new King $425, full $250
WEDDINGS
OLD-- 1 OR 2br -apts near down759-1073
FASHIONED.
Candlelight
BOGARD trucking and extown Murray 753-4109
ceremonies Smoky Mouncavating. inc We haul top
1 ROOMS for rent at 1614
tain Chapel, overlooking
soil, gravel, fill dirt, white
Olive Utilities furnished.
river, near Gatlinburg
rock rip rap 759-1828
Share
kitchen, living room
CARHORSE-DRAWN
5095.12th St. Murray, KY
RIAGE Cabins, Jacuzzis. & bathroom facilities Walk
759-9940
FOR sale used computo
MSU
Coleman RE
Ordained ministers Comters, 8mm camcorders.
Home Of Quality Used
plete arrangements. No 753-9898
musical instruments FuFurniture And
tests/waiting HEARTture Music, 517 S 4th St
2BR. 1Y, bath townhouse,
Appliances
LAND 1,800-448-VOWS
753-6768
central h/a, nice neighbor(8697)
We Buy One Item
hood, appliances furnGE appliances, ceiling light
Or Houseful!
ished Coleman RE,
fixtures, inside/outside
27n
Financing Available
753-9898
doors 759-2177
Mobile
- •
2BR. 1 bath duplex availHomes For Sale
able immediately Washer,
12X65 2br, central h/a, dryer, appliances.
washer, dryer, stove. re- $390/mo Deposit required
frigerator, dishwasher,
753-8734
underpinning, front porch,
AVAILABLE THRU AGE 80
2BR kitchen appliances,
$4,000 753-0530
No Physical Examinations
washer & dryer No pets
14X80 all appliances inIf you are in average health and can
$375/mo +deposit
cluded, set up on 5 secanswer no•to a few questions you may qualify for
753 6022
preferred rates Below are a few monthly preferred
luded acres 24X24 barn,
rates at different ages for $4000 policy
6X8 storage shed Must 2BR duplex, gas heat, new
bathroom, carport
sell 437-4868 before 5pm
MALE
FEMALE
5295/mo 753-8767.
Z53-5525 after 5pm
age 50
$1161
$920
1994 BUCCANEER in Fox
14 18
a.3e 55
10 96
MUR CAL Apartments now
Meadows 759 9311
accepting applications for
NEW LOWER RATES AGE 60 UP
1, 2 and 3br apartments
48TH Anniversary Salem
,igr 60
'-1750--13 09
Our largest inventory of Phone 759 4984 Equal
age 65
21 78
15 54
new homes ever!! Buy now Housing Opportunity
age 70
19 33
27 31
and save Big $$$$ through
age 75
38 77
26 18
Nov 13, 1994 DINKINS
MOBILE HOMES, INC
Premiums guaranteed NOT to increase
\iiss taking
Hwy 79 E Paris, TN
1 800 642-4891
applieations

Thelma's Bargain Bin

BURIAL INSURANCE

r

McCONNELL
INSURANCE
AGENCY, INC.

905 SYCAMORE, MURRAY, KY
Local 753-4199
Nationwide YOU FREE i-800-455-449

MOBILE HOME REPOS
FOR SALE Singles,
doubles Financing avail
able Clean late model
homes Green Tree Finan
dial Corporation/Kentucky
806 223 thin
1 800 221 8204

Homes
For Sew

PFfn

Mobile
Home Lots For Rent

'TAYLOR Waterstoves- SEPTIC pump truck Cal
Outside wood fired hot wa- 354-6521 or 354-6075
ter furnace Heats your entire home and domestic hot
20n
water Stainless steel elimiSports
nates bottom corrosion.
Equipment
1-800.545-2293
GUNS buy, sell or trade
TREADA4ILL -Cadence-830. 436-5650
1 Shp motor, like new
759-4476
218

,
11 Sauce

4 Ctr.

Horne
Furnishings

tor one and
two bedroom apartment
Callo•ay Garden Apts .

E-5$3 DO•ns, 1505 Diu
eukt Dr

7st.kiiis

2BR very- nide! central h/a,
appliances & lawn maintenance furnished Coleman
RE 753 9898
3BR, 2 bath, low utilities,
with garage, $550/mo
753-3293 after 6pm
CHESTNUT Street townhouses Very nice 2br, 17,
baths All appliances in
ciuding washer & dryer,.
deck, tool shed, ceiling
tans etc Free lawn care
Available in Dec Coleman
Realty. 753-9898
KENTUCKY Lake, Lakeland Westly Village, lbr
apartment, utilities included, rent based on in
come 55 & older, handicap
& disabled Equal Housing
Opportunity
502 354 8888
LARGE duplex near university, central gas h/a
$350/mo, lease & deposit
759-1087
MURRAY Manor Apartments now accepting applications for 1-2br apartments Apply in person
1 30pm-4pm, Mon -Fri,
1409 Duigiud Dr
NEW 2br tri-plex apartments, gas heat. w/d hookup, appliances furnished.
no pets available Oct 15th,
$425/mo, deposit required
Call 753-4873 after
6 30pm, Allen Properties
NEW brick townhouse, 2br,
1% bath, family room,
kitchen, lots of storage, refrigerator with ice maker,
stove, microwave, w/d
hook-up
No pets.
$425/mo, plus deposit.
Cambridge Subdivision.
753-7435 days, 753-3966
evenings.

CREEKVIEW Self storage
warehouses on Center
Drive behind Shoney's
$20 $40/mo 759-4081
NEON Beach Storage 812
Whitnell behind Bel-Air
Center All units from
11125' and down with
lights & electric 753-3853
NORTHWOOD Storage
presently has units available Call 753-2905.
753-7536

378
Uvestock
& Supplies
2 HORSE trailer & regis.
ered Quarter horse
489-2061
BILLY Cook western
saddle, excellent condition.
$350 753-0530
GOOSENECK trailer 3
horse with 7ft camper
753-5165 after 5pm

Pets
& Supplies
47, YR old male Setter
trained $300 753-9586
before 5pm. 753-0292 afte
5pm.
AKC Demations, all shots
& vet Great with kids
$125-$200 615-746-5355
AKC Miniature Dachshund
pups, $200. 502-928-2057.
AKC Registered Rottweiler
puppies 435-4003,
435-4265.

AVA'S Aviary, 515 S 7th St
Birds, seed & accessories
759-4119.

28R 1 bath brick home
with carport Located at
East se Subdivision,
$50,003 759-4861

DOG Day
759-1768

Afternoon,

NICE 2br duplex with carport, gas heat Lease No
pets 1821- Ridgewood,
$425/mo 753-7457

Public
Sale

SHARP 2br duplex,
$425/mo. 753 0724
VERY nice 2br. 1 bath duplex. Appliances furnished,
central h/a, $425/mo. 1
month deposit, 1yr lease.
No pets. 753-2905.

Houses
For Rent

Craft Bazaar,
Bake Sale
Tea Room
Saturday
Nov. 5, 1994
8 a.m.-3 p.m.

Immanuel
Lutheran
Church

Co.

MOVING
YARD
SALE
1616

Sycamore St.

Fri., Nov. 4

2BR brick on 280 beside
East Elementary, $250/mo.
Deposit No pets Call
753-8848 before 9pm

7 a.m. till ?

2BR house near university,
new carpet & paint
753-5992, in no answer try
753-2186

ANTIQUE &
YARD SALE

2BR house near downtown
Murray 753-4109

1007 Poplar St.
Starts Fri. at 8:00

3BR. 2 bath house, 701
Broad Street, $375/mo
753-2339 or 753-8767
3BR house, 1% baths, new
gas heat & central air system, reasonable utilities.
garage, storage No pets 5
minutes from town Southwest School District Nice &
well kept $500/mo *deposit 753-7920 or 753-1664

3BR near university, w/d
hook-up, recently remodeled Central hia gas logs
in fireplace Stove & refrigerator furnished $425
plus deposit and references No pets 753-1059
803 NORTH 17th, 3br. 2
bath, central h/a, $485/mo
No pets 762-4483 between 8am 4pm
EXCEPTIONALLY nice 3br
brick with all the extras.
nice neighborhood
$650/mo available Nov
1st 753-4109
NEWLY remodeled 2br
house near hospital, with
gas heat. ved hook-up,
stove refrigerator. furnished $403/mo plus deposit 759 9967 after 5pm
SMALL house for rent, 7
miles East of Murray Cab
Linzy Beane 436 2582

2BR brick, 3 acres near
Aurora on Hwy 80 Was
$60,000, Reduced to
$54,000. 753 6556 or
753 2951

Sat.,

Nov. 5

for 1 week.
Pie safe, tables,
linens,
quilts,
glass, china, tater
bin, rocker, gas
stove, and much
much more.

Garage Sale
Fri. & Sat.
8 am.-?

Rain or Shine
3 miles west on
Hwy. 94 across from
Oaks golf course.
Clothing (children &
adults),
household,
something for everyone

YOUR
AD
COULD
BE
11ERE
CALL
753-1916

I

-TASTEFULLY Lansdcaped
3br, 2 bath doublewide with
beck foundation Cathedral
ceiling in living room 2
skylites fireplace and
many other desirable tea
sires make this a very at
tractive offering at $46 000
Contact Kopperud Realty
753-1222 MLS 03000141
470

Malemysies

1994 SUN-Glow Aqua Fa
Boy HD dual fishtails, HD
Fat Boy saddle bags. CC
bar lights 7,2XX miles
firm
1 8 , 6 00
502 436 5671
1994 YAMAHA Tinbenwoif
4 wheeler, 4 wheel drive
used less than 10 miles,
like new condition Black
Bart fireplace insert
759 4842, 753-5838
HONDA Fourtrax 200SX
$2,100 firm 492-8858

Used
Cars
1977 CUTLASS
437-3017

111111

For Sale - New Construction
2206 Brookhaven
3 bi-_ 2 baths, eat in kit., dining, great room, 9'
ceilings, french doors, columns, crown molding,
sandstone carpet, white cabinets with brass,
Peachtree windows with lifetime warranty
Call Gabot Grogan at 753-3275.

ATTENTION
FOR RENT
Professional Office Space
•

1,500 sq. ft.

High Quality

• Formal Entrance
- Reception Area

3BR home in quiet neighborhood, shaded lot, attached -garage, fenced
back yard, new carpet,
$60,000 For appointment
call 437-4254 after 5 30pm

• Much More

412 SOUTH 8th St. 2br, 1
bath home with central gas
heat & air, full basement,
large backyard & deck. low
Please call
550's
753 3228

• Conference Room

Call: 753-6660

HERITAGE MONUMENT CO.
Hwy. 641 North • Murray, KY 42071
Hrs. Mon.-Fri. 9:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.
Anytime By Appointment TT,

502-759-1333
Service and Quality At
Everyday Low Prices ;it

COUNTRY style home built
this year 2br, 2 bath, front
porch, large open area with
cathedral ceiling, designed
to add 2 car garage & 3rd
bedroom
$87,000
759-2571
EXTREMELY well maintained 4br, 2 bath home in
excellent neighborhood.
Den with fireplace & attractive shady backyard with
privacy fence. Price just
reduced to $99,500. Contact Kopperud RE,
753-1222 MLSa 3000112
FAMILY expanding" Try
this new listing 'for size"
5br, 2 baths, plus unfm
'shed bonus room above
garage Located on Quail
Creek Dr in Gatesborough
Subdivision Price just reduced to $134,900 Confact Kopperud Realty,
753-1222 MLS#3000152

Retail or Office
Space For Lease
(1) 3200 sq. ft. (1) 3800 sq.
ft., all divine. Olympic Plaza
Shopping Center.

Call 753-9469

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING

All Types Of:

Custom Woodworking

•

FOR sale new 3br. 2-bath
home, 1730sq ft located
near Kirksey, KY Priced
$79,900 Call Mur-Cal Realty, 753-4444
KY Lake cottage, 2br, fire
' place, deeded lake access
, near Paradise Resort.
$39,000 436-5927
LAKE home, Anderson
Shores, 2br, I bath,
kitchen, family room, utility,
nice lot, $34,000 negotiable 554-5680. 442-3864
NEW 3br, 2 bath, W/P tub,
oak cabinets. 1280sq ft living, garage Priced upper
$60's 1405 N 16th Call
489-2722
NEW 3br, 2 bath central
air gas heat Southwood
Dr $67 500 753 5561
NEW 3br homes 95 103%
financing up to 30yrs fixed
rate to qualified buyers Pr
iced from $70 s 580's
753 3672 after 5pm
NEW The homes 95 t00%
financing up to 30yrs hired
rate to qualihea buyers Pr
iced from $70 s $80's
753-3672 after Spar
SMALL 10 acre farm 2br
house barn and sevecli
out buildings near 94E off
Hwy
f346
Cal'
16151237 3096

$300

1978 FLEETWOOD Gadd
las All dclker. -black runs
good, good condinor
inside/out, sunroof
(502)395 1954

3BR, 2 bath home, new
vinyl siding, roof, vinyl, carpet, 701 Broad, $37,500.
753-2339 or 753-8767

BACK ON MARKET, 3br, 2
bath, central (gas) heating
& cooling, fireplace. 1 car
15th & Main
ax garage Only $59,900
Murray, KY. sue"
MLS- 3500026 Bob Perrin,
."%rnanmoftmnarai„
,Grey's Properties 759-2001

2BR brick with carport
Available now $425/mo
Coleman RE, 753-9898,

2BR house. Range, refrig,
washer,dryer North 18th,
available immediately.
$350/mo 753-7724

4511

Homes
For Sale

HAVE an obedient, safe
dog for show or home.
Classes or private lessons.
Serving Murray for over
12yrs. 436-2858

NOW taking applications
for Section Blow rent housing. Apply in person at
Southside Manor, 906
Broad St Extended, between 8am-12noon. No
phone calls please. Equal
Housing Opportunity.

LAND
39 acre tract (36
tendable) $49,500
37
acre tract with live bedrooms four baths, just now
on the market $209,00040 acres with four bedroom, one bath
$92,000
Century 21,
Loretta Jobs Realtors
753-1492

AKC Rottweiler puppies.
large boned 759-9019

NICE 2br duplex, all ap
phances, quiet' neighborhood near shopping center,
central h/a, available
November No pets Deposit $360/mo. Call 753-2852
after 5pm

NICE 2br duplex, central
h/a, stove, refrigerator, dishwasher, w/d hook-up,
Northwood No pets. $375
plus deposit. 753-1953
days. 753-0E370 nights

2 ACRES, Hwy 121 3 miles NEW CARPET & PAINT,
S of New Concord' 1008 3br 2 bath bock. central
well 2 old trailers $12,000 (gas) heating & cooling 1
1 (313) 654 9117
car garage privacy fenced
DUPLEX 2br. 1 bath. Cam- yard, mid $70 s MLS
bridge Estates Gene 3500039 Bob Perrin
Greys Properties
Steely 753-6156
759 2001
HALEY Appraisal Service.
Haley OLDER farmhouse with
call
Bob
many recent updates si502-489-2266
tuated on 5 acres Two log
KOPPERUD Realty has tobacco barns & other out
buyers' waiting to purchase buildings included Offered
homes all price ranges If at $58,800 through Kopyou are thinking of selling
perud Realty, 753 1222
contact one of our courte
Additional acreage availous and professional able MLS 13000143
agents at 753 1222 or stop
by office at 711 Main St SEE THIS NEAT LOG
HOME large private lot,
4br, 2 bath, fireplace with
large rec room, can
insert
Lake
tral (gas) heating and coolProperty
ing. MLS 3500331 Bob
TWO LARGE Lars with Perrin. Grey's Properties
2br, 1 bath mobile home 759-2001
Neat location & handy to
the lake only $7000 MLS SPACIOUS 3br, 2 bath
3500038 Bob Perrin, with great flowing lay out
Grey's Properties beautiful kitchen, breakfast
- 799-2001
room, separate dining
room Lots of extras coun
*WATERFRONT, 74 try club view Call for your
wooded acres, views, wild- appointment today
life, privacy, old cabin. 753 2905 753 7536
electric, water 599.900.
615-232-4228
UNDER CONSTRUCTION spacious 2 story
brick house on Cul De Sac
Farms
in city subdivision
For Sale
$193,000 Workentin Pen24 ACRES with 3br house ner .Homes. 759-2571.
& outbuilding 15 acres till 435 4013, 435 4040
able 6 acres woods Good
location 759-1816

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
• Drop by
AM SUNBURY

A
%wase\

and see our showroom
(0BoanInd Bunny Bread)
,
R5F1
3A5Y
9.
MU

•

Did you need a
SIG
211 Nr
yesterday? Ask us about our

ONE DAY SIGN SERVICE.
WOOD WORKS

753-2378

382-2306

'6
.(
1 n6

Business on
a Budget?
Run this 42 consistency

od

in Classi-

fieds even/ day,including the Shopper
for 5l a month (pod in advance)

Call 753-1916 for details.
•UMZinaiglan....1.1.11181r5SEaK

•
r

5B

3, 1994

460

270

lbS

Ankle,
For Sale

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER

6
• db

6B

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 3. 1994

500

.190

980 AUDI 5000, local car
sunroof, arnim stereo all
leather fuel in iection
$ 1.950 or best offer
753 8096
.980 BUICK Electra, 4cfr,
. 41, mileage but well cared
& in excellent condition
New paint & vinyl top Ant/
fin cassette. good tires
lens, rides & drives like
new. $1,400. See at University Tire

_

1980 PLYMOUTH station
wagon,good condition Re
liegh Acra-ht 2000 exercise
bicycle 753-7845 or
436 2270
----4-985-:OPplYETTE, 53,XX X
miles original owner, ex
celleht'Condition, $12,500
753 2084 .
1985 DODGE Aries, 2dr.
acyl, auto, air, 75,XXX
miles. nice car,$1,500. Call
-r3 1633
1987 DODGE Shadow
$900 437 4742

Sirs ices
Offered

Used
Jiucks

Used
Truck.

1991 MERCURY Sable,
ully equipped. 65.XXX
miles, local, one owner
753-7687 after 5pm

977 FORD F250 % ton
pfu with 460 engine.
gooseneck plate &
new radial ores $2,775
obo 1984 Ford Ranger plu,
4sp 4cy1, with new white
letter tires, new sliding back
glass $2,800 Phone
753-1940 after 6pm

1993 BLACK Ford Range
XLT, swb Call 753 6310
alter 5pm

1992 MAZDA 929, loaded,
13,XXX miles, $18,200
753-6022

1990. CHEVROLET Cats
tornized vwi, raised roof, Iv.
vcr, Acumax system with 2
cassette players, front &
rear heat & air, cb, alumi
num wheels, lots of other
extras, excellent shape,
67.XXX miles, $13,795
753 5940

1964 CHEVY swb, 6cy
asp, good powertrain &
15,xxx on motor Needs
brake work. $800 Call
489-2454 after 6:30pm.

1979 CHEVY Silvered° p/u
4X4 '4 ton, camper shell,
70,XXX miles, trailer
equipped. $3.650
753-2084
19831.ORD Ranger truck
runs'good. 84.XXX miles,
$1,800 436-2528 Mark
1985 NISSAN 4X4, king
cab, Sap, a/c, p/s, tilt, new
wheels & tires, excellent
condition $3,800 obo
753-8743
1987 CHEVROLET S 10
BLAZER 4X4 5-speed air,
V 6. 51 XXX miles Sharp!
$5,750 obo
Phone
502-875-4050

530

510

Used
Cam

*
Four Star
Mobile Home
Parts & Service
rioroxix a Oecks wa

e

.rnotai loot
$11yer

1 1 1 1 1 1 f Hauling
moving, clean up odd jobs,
tree trimming tree removal
yard mowing mulch haul
ing Clean up sheet rock 5other building materials
Free estimates Tim Lamb
436 5744

coat.ng

'en y I undorpn rung

Iflotone svarlanty
1(.1401,
4 yndOrplon.9

*Inflows. metal
song. ?Iced; 'spa,

Doors.

14,11er furnace &
ConO,Nonmg

Phone (502) 492-8458
* Hwy. 641 N Hazel *

1 1 1 1 1 1 Hauling tree
trimming tree removal & BACKHOE Service, corn
cleaning out sheds attics
plete foundationS, septic
odd jobs, & will haul & systems R H Nesbitt, Conspread mulch Free esti j struction Phone 492-85t6,
mates 436 5744 Luke pager 762 7221
Lamb
BOBS Plumbing Repair
1 1 1 1 1 TREE trimming, Service All work guaranhauling, carpentry & aid teed
753 1134 or
lobs Paul 436 2102
436 5832
1 1 1 1 Tree removal mow
ing, mulching raking
cleaning out sheds & haul
mg Joe 436 2867

1988 SUZUKI Samurai
'987 MUSTANG GT, red/
Al, Al's hauling, yard work,
1970 GT Ranchero, 4X4 753 6768
i,?d, clean, 95,XXXmi,
tree removal, mowing. Free
70,XXX miles, 90% ret4 500 753-7976.
estimates 759-1683
stored. Call 489-2933 after
1990 NISSAN Pathfinder
;,,88 CUTLASS Ciera, 4:30pm.
SE, 80,XXX miles, loaded. AIR Conditioning. Ron Hall
'I XXX, miles, local, one
Heating, Cooling and
1976 CJ-5 Jeep, 304 V-B $13800. 435-4559.
$3,600 Call engine, 2 new tops, $2,950.
Electric Co. Service, unit
' or 753 0691 after
ExplorgryLT. ,replacement
1984 Dodge pick-up, 318 1991 FORD
and OOMPlele
4dr,--trequeleatr3sepires.
engine, auto, p/b, p/s, a/c,
installtion Licensed gas in$12,900
Call
753-4433
alstaller. Phone 435-4699.
968 FORD Taurus, swb. 901-644-1327 after
ter 5pm
"XXX miles, new transANTIQUE refinishing, fur!
good condition,
1992
JEEP
Comanche,
niture repair & custom
1978 CHEVROLET El Ca12700 759 2385
colardo red, Sap, overdrive,
woodworking 753-8056
mino. 146,XXX miles, runam/fm cassette, a/c, 1
ning every day." Restore
988 T-BIRD, V-6, auto, this very straight classic or owner, 19,XXX miles, ex- APPLIANCE REPAIRS.
*fort. G.1 XXX miles new dhve as ie. firzt $2,600 cellent condition. 753-6391 Factory trained b
•
bought new, garage takes it. Call 753-5154 after if no answer leave mes- manufacturers. All work
sage, will return call ,
and parts warranted. Ask $6,450. 753-7457.
5Pmfor Andy at The Appliance'
Works, 753-2455.
REAL ESTATE AUCTION
APPLIANCE SERVICE.
Friday, November 4, 1994 - 4:30 p.m.
Kenmore, Westinghouse,
Lake Lover's Paradise
Whirlpool. 30,- years exLake home with boat dock in the middle of fishing and
perience.. BOBBY
hunting country!
HOPPER,
436-5848.
This comfortable lake home has water frontage on a safe cove of
Jonathan Creek. Jonathan Shores Subdivision is directly across the
BACKHOE SERVICE.
bay from the famous Sportsman's Lodge and Harry Lee Waterfield
BRENT ALLEN septic tank
Park. Only miles from Benton, 2.5 miles from .Aurora, 23 nukes
installation, repair, replacefrom Murray.
ment 759-1515.

Fri.,Nov.4,1994 at 1 p.m.at the home of the late
Mrs. Era Buchanan. From Murray, Ky. take
641 South to Lauring Road. Follow Lauring
Road to auction. Watch for auction signs.

D&D Lawn Care Will oo
leaves 489-2296
DRYWALL, finishing, repairs. additions and blowing ceilings 753-0Z61

ool coaling

wiles Mod
E

Estate Auction

Services
Offered

BREAST IMPLANTS? Call
Kelly Thompson, Attorneyfor advice
at Law
I 800 KELLY-JR THIS IS
AN ADVERTISEMENT.
CARPORTS for cars' and
trucks Special sizes for
motor home, boats, RVs
and etc. Excellent protection, high quality, excellent
value Roy Hill 759-4664.
CHIM Chlm Chimney
Sweeps has 10% senior
citizen discounts. We sell
chimney caps and screens.
435-4191.

Frost free ref. - washer & dryer - microwave - small kitchen
appliances - nice chrome craft table with 6 chairs - nice glass display
case or curio cabinet - small display cases - knee hole desk - coffee 8c
end tables,- beautiful Mesiac ceramic coffee table set -2- color t.v.'s metal shelving & metal cabinet - large lot,of salt & pepper shakers Tupperware - some old glass & china - silver plate items - stem glasses
- pots & pans - pink & blue depression - wine set - cake stand - cake
plates - old kerosene lamp - aluminum step-ladder & 12' ext. ladder picnic table - hand & yard tools - some shop tools - riding lawn mower
needs repr - old car for parts - yard chairs • other items not listed.
Auction held rain or shine. Not responsible for accidents. Refreshments available. For more information and your auction needs phone
435-4144.

GERALD WALTERS
Roohng, vinyl siding, painting Free estimates 18
years experience Local references 753-2592
HIGH OUAUTY COMPUTER EQUIPMENT & ONSITE SERVICE. CALL
HAWKINS RESEARCH,
753-7001.
KITCHEN CABINET REFACING. Make your old
new again with Formica. All
colors, free estimates.
Wulff's Recovery, Murray,
KY 436-5560

Dan Miller - Darrell Beane Terry Paschall - Auctioneers

LICENSED for electric and
gas 753-7203

'My Service Doesn't Cost, /t Pays"

PAINTING interior & exterior All types of home repair.
Free estimates Call
436-5032 anytime.

Estate Auction
Real Estate & Personal Property
Sat., Nov. 5th, 1994 at 10 a.m. at the home of the late Mr. Hugh D.
Alexander, 903 Coldwater Road in Murray, Ky.
Will sell their nice 3 bedroom brick veneer, 1 bath, large living room, eat-in
kitchen, utility room, attached garage: central heat & air, heat pump, storm
doors & windows, mature shade,close to college, setting on 2 acres ± lot with a
nice approx.36'x 40'shop and a 20'x 30'shop behind the house.This property
will be sold in 2 tracts then combined. The seller reserves
the right to sell in
.
tracks and or combination. •
Terms:20% down day of auction. Balance in 30 days and passing ofdeed. This
auction held jointly with Paschall Real Estate - Terry Paschall Broker 4354011.
*Peer,
•
•

BUSINESS
HOURS
ARE:
8 a.m.
to 5 p.m.

COUNTERTOPS, custom
Homes, trailers, offices.
436-5560
CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
and Cooling Service. Complete installation and service. Call Gary at
759-4754.

PLUMBING repairman with
same day service. Call
436-5255.
SEAMLESS gutters installed, residential or commercial, ServarGutter Co.
753-6433.

CUSTOM bulldozing and
backhoe work, septic systems, 354-8161 alter 4pm, SEWING machine repair.
Kenneth. Barnhill,'
Horace Sholar.
753-2674. Stella, KY.
DAVID'S Cleaning Services. We specialize in vinyl SHEETROCK finishing,
siding, concrete driveways, texture' ceilings. Larry
BACKHOE Service - ROY blacktop driveways, boats, Chrisman. 492-8742.
HILL. Setihc system, drive- mobile homes. Fully inways, hauling, foundations, sured &completely mobile. 'SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal. Insured with full
etc, 759-4664
759-4734
line of equipment. Free estimates. Day of night,
753-5484.
cl=t1/1
4
4
7
'
F ' et=egfillif1
THE Gutter Co. Seamless
aluminum gutters, variety
of colors. Licensed, in( PUBLIC AUCTION ) sured.
Estimate available.
759-4690.

H:I;

LOCATION: From Murray, KY take Hwy 94 east to Hwy 68/80,
turn left, proceed 2.5 miles to Jonathan Shores Road, turn left, proceed to second black top road, tug right, proceed to sale site.
Terry, a licensed real estate-ttbker,.and Jerry Walter, have relocated to accomodate• their business schedules, making this attractive
lake property available. The home features two bedrooms, two
baths, and a large living room with fireplace. The upper level has
water view from a large treated wood deck. The kitchen features
beautiful birch cabinets. The lower level has a one car garage and
large utility area. The roof is new and this home is in move-in
condition for its new owners. Don't let this one pass you by!
TERMS: 20% down day of sale with balance at closing within 30 days
ACTION REALTY & FARRIS AUCTION
Max R. Dodd-Broker
W. Dan Farris-CAI Auctioneer
P.O. Box 149
Hazel, KY
(502)492-8796

/
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AUCTION
Saturday, November 5, 1994 • 10:00 a.m.
hwy. 641 North, Murray, Kentucky
Commercial Lot
•
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SAT NOV 5TH AT 10:00 A.M.
THE McGEE HOMEPLACE
NEAR SYMSONIA, KENTUCKY
AT THE KALER COMMUNffY

.3.5 MILES SOUTH OF SYMSONIA ON HWY 131
FROM MAYFIELD TAKE HWY SO EAST TO HWY 131 "SYMSONIA
HWY", PROCEED NORTH TO THE 9 MILE MARKER SIGNS POSTED!

WILL install, sand & finish
hardwood floors. 30yrs ex" perience, can furnish references. Call (502)522-6358
BEING OFFERED IN 3131.1ILDING SITE MINI TRACTS AND
or (502)522-5050 after
IN COMBINATION AS TO OBTAIN THE HIGHEST SALE PRICE!
Sum.'
3.25 ACRES
02.89 ACRES fl) 3.65 ACRES
15% DOWN, BALANCE IN 30 DAYS!
Free
WHAT A FINE PIECE OF PROPERTY!
Column
REAL ESTATE GOES ON THE AUCTION BLOCK AT NOONI
HAVE a nice Calico cat to
ORIGINAL ANTIQUES GALORE - 400 ILOTSII
give away Cal 753-0003
CHERRY CORNER CUPBOARD • BEAUTIFUL ORNATE CARVED
BED W/HIGH HEADBOARD 'ABRAHAM LINCOLN STYLE' •
BEAUTIFUL CHERRY CLASSIC SPOOL BED •2 DRAWER BEDTO PLACE AN
SIDE TABLE • BLANKET CHEST • WALNUT MISSION DESK • 4
AD CALL
DRAWER MARBLE TOP CHEST • ORNATE MARBLE TOP
DRESSER W/ GLOVE BOXES • MACEY 3 STACK GLASS DOOR
•
KITCHEN
WOOD
KITCHEN
TABLE
BOOK CASE • OVAL 5 LEG
CABINET 5/FLOUR BIN •2-ORNATE LAMP TABLES 1 W/ MARBLE TOP'. QAK SEWING CHEST • WARDROBE •ODD ANTIQUE
TABLES•ROCKER •WOOD CHAIRS•G1LBERT MANTLE CLOCK
• DOLLS • 1Z2 DOLLS • CURRIER & IVES DISHES • BAVARIA DEADLINES
GERMANY - STAFFORDSHIRE PIECES • PINK DEPRESSION •
Deadlines are 2days in
COLLECTION OF PITCHERS & CREAMERS • ANTIQUE GLASSadvance!
WARE GALORE • COURTIERS LAMPS • BEAUTIFUL HANGING
LAMP • OTHER LAMPS • OULTS..-ROGERS SILVER • MANY
ADJUSTMENTS
BEAUTIFUL FRAMES - OLD PRINTS - PICTURES • CROCK
Advertisers are reITEMS• AND ON AND ON
quested to check the
1955 PLYMOUTH AUTOMOBILE
first insertion of their
ELECTRIC STOVE •MICROWAVE • WHIRLPOOL REFRIGERAads
for any error. MurTOR• WHIRLPOOL WASHER & DRYER•GE CHEST FREEZOR
ray Ledger is Times
COMPLETE SETTLEMENT DAY OF SALE
will be yesponsible for
MRS. McGEE IS 83 AND NO LONGER
only one incorrect inABLE TO MAINTAIN HER HOME.
sertion.
Any error
HER HOME IS FULL OF ORIGINAL FAMILY HEIRLOOMS!
should be reported immediately so correcCOME PREPARED FOR WHATEVER THE
tions can be made.
WEATHER 5 STAY ALL DAY!!

1280'
900' FRONTAGE ON THE SWITZER LANE

e

753-1916

JAMES
,4.502-623-8466 R. CASH

`IC

1

R

1.138 acres, with additional footage available by permit. Located on
1 .hwy.
and 2075 (Old Hwy. 641)
.
I•
i fhis prime commercial lot is located within the Murray city limits,
' , • d has been surveyed and subgraded to an approved level of532feet.

641

ill a four-lane highway in front, equipped with turning lane for
,.,• accessibility, this lot is situated in possibly the highest traffic
. ,unt area in the city. Other conveniences include the availability of
natural gas and city water and sewage. Ideal for every_ imaginable
business, such as a convenience store, car dealership, retail shop,
restaurant eor service station.
.
Don't miss this opportunity to purchase a prime commercial lot in one
,.f the fastest growing cities in the area. The presence of Murray State
f'iii versity, and the many industrial sites, makes this chance to buy
• it auction a once -in a lifetime opportunity.
l', rims: Ten percent down day of sale. Remainder with- passing of
deed.
.
kunouticements made day of sale take precedence over printed
material. Not responsible for accidents.
All infor7mation taken from reliable sources and deemed to be correct.

AUCTIONEER & REAL ESTATE BROKER
- FANCY FARM. KY
R
IjC1
THE SELLING MP Z:HINE

CLASSIFIED

Attention
Classi ed Advertisers!

IT

Dial-A-Service is a handy clip-out section
running each Monday in the classifieds. You get a
2x1 display ad, regularly priced at $10.00, for

Only $5 A Week!
(Minimum of 13 Weeks)

Stop by our office today or dial 753-1916

For your convenience
The Murray Ledger & Times
is now accepting

Visa and Master Card

Sale Conducted By:
•

Double D
uction Co. D

WILL, do custom combining. 492-8411.

ACRES
10FRONTAGE
ON HWY 131

.7 /,
I/ //j/
,VICIN;7"••

VCR REPAIR: Wood VCR
Service Center, cleaningservicing $15; mosfrepairs
$35. Free estimates.Route
1, Almo. Open 9-12, 1-5,
Mon.-Fri.; 753-0530.

Donald (Deb) Rickman,
Auctioneer .
ave Dunning, App.

MasterCard

GL
\46A

al

502-527-8909

Jerry Austin Iniurance & Real Estate

Call Us Today!

7,534Pj6

Personal Property: sectional couch - recliner - odd chairs - eolor t.v. with
remote - nice old dresser with glove boxes - set of encyclopedias - bookcase display shelves - brass chandelier -entertainment center -coffee & end tables:
lamp tables - record player - lot ofcassette and VCR tapes - large lot ofcamera
& photography equipment - lot ofLP records - desk I atuf)- nice 3 piece bedroom
suite -odd night stand - table lamps -tables - nice frost free ref. with ice makerother 3 piece bedroom suite - like new 30" electric cook stove - electric grill washer & dryer - small kitchen appliances - pots & pans - flatware - cast iron
pieces- stone pieces-lot ofEagle figurines - brass pieces -carnival glass - lot of
Avon bottles - toothpick holder -Hearth side cream pitcher - shaker set -butter
dishes- powder dishes*. candlestick holders - cake stand - whiskey decanters _other old glass & china - barber set - fishing equipment - straight chairs cannister set - old quilts - metal shelving. Mr. Alexander had a very large
silver collection, proofsets,cornmerative sets - Indian Head pennies - Olympic
coins -(2)sets of gold 8c silver postal commerative society stamp collection silver dollars - halfdollars - Celestron telescope - nice 1985 Lincoln lautn,Cars
1976 GMC Chassis motor home in good condition;nice 1973 bass boat9-1*0
h.p. inboard outboard motor & nice trailer - 11 h.p. Murray riding mower large snap on stack tool chest - lotofwrenches& tools - air compressor -2large
shop vises - bench grinder - router table - Craftsman 10" radial arm saw Craftsman drill press - large hyd.jacks - hyd.bumperjack - elect, hand planerdrill motors - golfcart - ru nn ing gear - nice old 3 wheel golfcart -Martin houses
- cabinet radio & other old radios and much more. Auction held rain or shine,
Not responsible for accidents. Lunch available.For more information and your
auction needs phone 435-4144.

Dan Miller - Darrell Beane Terry Paschall - Auctioneers

Estate Auction
Real Estate & Personal Property
Sat.,Nov.12,1994 at 10 a.m.at the home place of
the late Mrs. Molly Cochran at Browns Grove,
Ky. on Graves and Calloway County Line just
off Hwy. 893. Watch for auction signs.
Nice 2 bedroom white frame house - 1 bath - living
room - kitchen - storm windows & doors - outside
storage - community water on nice lot - auction held
jointly with Wilson Real Estate.

Wayne Wilson Broker 753-5086 or
Dan Miller Auctioneer
and Associate 435-4144.
Terms: 20% down selling price day of auction.
Balance in 30 days with passing- of deed. Watch next's
week paper- for detailed listing of personal property.

CONTRACT BRIDGE

The 100 Percent Solution
maining trump,he played the A-K of
clubs,planning to ruffthe third round
of clubs.
Unfortunately, East ruffed the
second club and South later lost a
heart finesse to finish down one.
The play started identically at the
second table, where the contract was
also five diamonds. Here, too, declarer ruffed the spade high and led
the king of diamonds. East taking
the ace and returning a trump.
Here,also,South ruffed a spade
in dummy and cashed the ace of
clubs-but then came a parting of
the wayli.
Declarer realized he would be
running an unnecessary risk by continuing with the king of clubs,since
it was conceivable that East might
ruff it. So he led a low club from
dummy at this point,being perfectly
Willing to lose a club trick without a
struggle in order to-insure the conHere is a fine hand from a teamtract.
of-four match. At the first fable, the
West won the club with the six
bidding went as shown and West led
and returned the queen, but South
was now home free. He ruffed the
the king of spades-. Declarer ruffed
club, drew East's last trump, and
with dummy's jack and played the
was then able to discard his heart
king of trumps. East took the ace
and returned a trump.
loser on-the king of clubs to produce
11 solid tricks.
Declarer won with the nine and
ruffed his last spade with dummy's
The exceptionally sound safety
play paid exceptionally fine divilast trump. Then, the contract asdends.
East's
re
,
Mired 'if he could draw

South dealer.
Both sides vulnerable.
NORTH
4IP A KJ 6
• KQJ3
4AK1072 WEST
EAST
* K Q872
4AJ10643
W 95 3
W Q 74
••A 85
+QJ963
+8
SOUTH
495
IP 108 2
97 4 2
+54
The bidding:
South West
North East
Pass
Pass ., 1+
1•
Pass
4•
4 NT
Pass
5•
Opening lead - king of spades.
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LOOKING BACK

TODAY IN HISTORY
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By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday, Nov. 3, the 307th day of 190. There are 58
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Nov. 3, 1900, the first automobile show in the United States
opened at New York's Madison Square Garden under the auspices of
the Automobile Club of America.
On this date:
In 1839, the first Opium War between China and Britain erupted as
two British frigates and a fleet of war junks clashed off the Chinese
COM.
'In 1868, Republican Ulysses S. Grant won the presidential election\
over Democrat Horatio Secymour.
In 1896, Republican William McKinley defeated Democrat William
Jennings Bryan for the presidency.
In 1903,- Panama proclaimed its independence from Colombia.
In 1908. Republican William Howard Taft was elected the 27th
president of the United States, outpolling William Jennings Bryan.
In .1970, Salvador Allende was inaugurated as president of Chile.
In 1979, five radicals were killed when gunfire erupted during an
anti-Ku Klux Klan demonstration.in.Greensboro, N.C., after a caravan
of Klansmen and Nazis had driven into the area.
In 1986, Ash-Shiraa, a pro-Syrian Lebanese magazine, first broke
the story of U.S. arms saki to Iran, a revelation that escalated into the
Iran-Contra affair.
Ten years ago: The body of assassinated Indian Prime Minister
Indira Gandhi was cremated during an outdoor ceremony attended by
an estimated 400,000 mourners.
Five years ago: East German leader Egon Krenz delivered a nationally broadcast speech in which he promised sweeping economic and
political reforms; and called on East Germans to stay.
One year ago: President Clinton joined his. wife, Hillary, in. attacking the health insurance industry as-the lobby accused by the Mt lady
of lying unveiled a new TV ad repeating there must be a "better
way" than the Clinton health care reform plan.
Today's Birthdays: Journalist James Reston is 85. Baseball Hall-ofFattier Bob Feller is 76. Actor Charles Bronson is 73. Actress Mpnica
Vitti is 63.: Former Massachusetts.Gov. Michael S. Dukakis is 61.
Tom -Shales is 46. Comedian-actress Roseanne is 42. Singer Adam
Ant is 40.
. Thought for Today: "The amount of sleep required by the average
person is just five .minutes more." — Anonymous.•

Tea years ago
Published is a feature story and
Picture about Jane Scou Sisk, science teacher at Calloway County
High School, by Staff Writer and
Photographer Kevin Bowden. She
has returned from Washington,
'D.C.. where she received a 1984
Presidential Award for Excellence in Science and Mathematks
Teaching,
Corrine Whitehead of Benton
is pictured at an Earthquake Prepardness Program held at Murray
Woman's Club House. She is
chairman of Kentucky Task Force
on Earthquake Hazards and
Open house at the new chapel
mausoleum at Murray Memorial
Gardens is being held today.
The Rev. and. Mrs. Leon
Winchester were married 40
years Oct. 21.
Twenty years ago

ohn Hart and Randy Winchester are pictured beside an ecology
display being presented at several
locations throughout Callaway
County. The display was ptpared by students in classes of
Jerry Shelton and Gerald Carter
of Murray High School. The
show features a slide show
presentation.
Airman Mitchell R. Johnson,
Ion- of. Mr. and Mrs. Bobby R.
Johnson, has ben assigned to
Sheppard AFB, Texas, after completing basic training at Lackland
AFB, Texas.
Births reported. include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Robert Holland,
Oct. 23, and a boy to Joe Crass
and Carol Horn Crass, Oct. 26.
Rebecca Jo Robertson and
Richard Wayne Jones were married Oct. 12 at First Baptist
Church, Murray.
Thirty years ago

new players with a salary of'
DEAR ABBY_:. My mother-in-law
$50,090 a year. No more millioncame to live with us before the basedollar salaries.
ball season. She is a real big fan.
"If the players do well during the
She used to watch three ball games
year, then they should get a $10,000
at once on the TV irk her bedroom by
bonus.
forth,
switclaig channels_ back.
"Pete clin't"afford-ttigo to ball'
- DEAR ABBY:•The following letEverything was fine until the
strike. Then she went into her bed- ter to the editor appeared in the St. games anymore, and the admission
room and cried instead of watching Petersburg Times recently. I think to the ball parks keeps going up.
it deserves space in your column; (Signed)P.Evans,Palm Harbor"
television with the rest of us.
B. DONALDSON IN FLORIDA
She even made me drive her to such common sense is inspiring.
various churches so she could ask
FIRE,THEN HIRE
•* *
the clergy to prevail on their congrega ions op y
'and no sign of a World Series this
DEAR ABBY: My co-workers
baseball strike.
year. The team owners should fire
I hate to tell my wife that her all the players just like Ronald Rea- and I are divided in our.oPinions
concerning
the following:
mother is nuts, but I believe she is!
gan did with the air traffic conOur boss, who is female, was
B.D. in TENNESSEE trollers a few years ago, then hire
interviewing several applicants for
DEAR S.D.: Prayers have
been known to work miracles,
but this time they didn't work
fast enough to save the World
Series. Read on:

DAILY

COMICS
THE FAR SIDE

BLONDIE
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iNvrrE THE
CLARKS
m OUR
PART

Kirksey Methodist Church held
its annual homecoming on Nov. 1
with the Rev. Billy Vaughn of
Martin, Tenn., as speaker. The
Rev, Walter Hill is Kirksey
pastor.
Fred Wilson, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Greene O. Wilson of Murray, received his Doctor of Philosophy degree Oct. 19 at the University of Kansas. He will enter
the U.S. Army as a first lieutenant on Nov. 8 at Aberdeen, Md,
Carolyn McNeely, Billy Overbey, Diana Gavin, Shirley Thomas, Diana Wilson, Rex Houston,
Paula ,Norsworthy -and Carole
Knight are officers of Murray
College High School Unit of
Future Business Leaders of
America.
Elected as officers of Carter
4-H Club were Earl Grogan, Ronnie'Barnett, Kathy Recker, Kim
Recker, Michael Joiner and Shir-

Aso I SuPPOSE IF THEY'RE
Ti-i9 CLARKS?
WOuLON'T
YOu'L-L WANT SOT COMING,
I WON'T
iNviTE THEM I To INVITE THE
TO A CACTUS
BE THERE,
ALLEIRITTONS
PRUNINGy
EITHER.'

By GARY LARSON
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"Now what theorem applies to this ...Douglas!
Is that a fly you're sucking on? Well, I hope
you brought enough for everyone!"

CATHY
THE FINAL HOLDOVER
FROM THE 'BOs
OVERACHIEVER FAT CELLS.

.6.
, ,. ,. , .

FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE
SorAiikiNG Bo9aNG Lice,
MOW?
I sm.' M1CHAEZS
GIRLFRIEND -TbDAY.
Stie TOLD Me. HE'D
WRITrEA HER RN PAGE 1.-EITER!
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GARFIELD
FELLOW CATS, PLEASE
WELCOME THE AMAZING,
ZARCONI BROTHERS!

THFfft'CAose you
AN'MIKE- HAVE Fl
DIFFERENT'
REUTlioNSIMP
C

- I MEAN,WHEN Vou wrwre,
1/CI)
STUFF!
A LETIER,1/CI)SAY
PERSONAL_ STUFF VCO
KNOW 'THE KIND
OF S-18UFF yco

ciNN cnay
sAy
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CROSSWORDS
40 TV's Peeples
Answer to Previous Puzzle
42 Actress
Taylor
MIUM MAIM MOU
44 ,Comforts
46 Aide (abbr.)
MUQUOMMOM MOM
48 Swiss river
MO MMW MOUOMO
50 Encircled
WM@ MOW UOM
51 Roman 52
OUBM MMM MMUO
53 Hauls
MMW OUM WOW
55 Army
command
MO OMWOMWM OM
(2 wds.)
UUM MOM
58 "—Justice"
MUMM DOW BUM@
61 Anger'
MOO MOB MMU
62 Not at this
WOUMMO UMU MM
time
COM MOOMOOMMO
64 Large bird
65 Music variety UOW MOCOM MMU
66 Was
11-3 © 1994 United Feature Syndicate
mistaken
67 LP speed
9 Tony winner
4 Princely
of 1957
31 Pismire
Italian family
10 Epoch
DOWN
33 Born (Fr.)
5 Smart — 11 Lamprey •
6 Yes. to Juan
34 Equally
16 Comedian
1 Taxi
7 And so on
35 Small drink
Johnson, et al
Opp.
of
SSW
2
(abbr.)
Sorrow
37
18 Soak
3 Scandinavian
8 Future attys.'
39 "Old
20 New Zealand
nation
exam
Dominion"
parrot
22 African land
7
1111
di 10 1,1
5
4
1
El3
6.
23 Fertile spot in
desert
14
25 Compass pt.
27 Prying bar
15
16
28 Bread
II
WI
ingredient
111
30 Part of RSVP
dUU
32
Pedal digit
24
22 23
36 Lindstrom or
11111
II
11
Zadora
31
30
29
38 Golf score
41 Slumbering
37
38
39
34
35
36
43 Wipe out Isl.)
•
45"— Act"
43
44
I/II
40
47 Carrere of
4t
ra
"True Lies"
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.DR'GOTT

ITS HARD TO BE RELIGIOUS ViiiEN
CERTAIN PEOPLE ARE NUM
IKINERATED fl'i BOLTS OF LIGIATNING.

1
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DEAR JUST: I agree with
you. It was inappropriate for the
job applicant to have sent a gift
— and equally inappropriate for
the boss to have accepted it. A
note from the applicant thanking the boss for considering him
would have been appropriate.

CALVIN and HOBBES

ALL WE EVER I:0 15 EXERCISE 'WHEN MD YOU FIND TIME
HOW COULD I GAIN WEIGHT
10 GAIN WElert ??
TYE BEEN DATING A FITNESS ALL WE EVER TALK ABOUT 15
NUTRITION AND MUSCLE
WHEN?' WHEN?? WHEN??
TRAINER FOP, TEN MONTH5
GROUPS! EtIER9 FREE MOMENT
Pp
15 DEVOTED 10 HEALTH!
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an opening in Our office. One of the
applicants — a male, whom,
the
boss had mentioned she liked'best
— mailed her a gift. It was a small,
medium-priced desk clock with a
catchy note:"Now
is the time to hire
me!"
In my opinion, it is inappropriate
to'send any kind of gift to a prospective employer. Others in the office
disagree. What is your opinion,
Abby?
JUST WONDERING

DEAR ABBY: Re the letter in
your column from "Grandma," who
gets annoyed when one of her bowling friends asks how old she is:
When my siblings and I were growing up in England, we sometimes
asked our mother how old she was.
Now that she is gone, I smile when
I recall her reply: "I'm as old as my
tongue, and a little older than my
teeth!"
MARY HUGHES_ THOMPSON,
LOS ANGELES

FIRST WEDOINE
ANNIVERSARY
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Forty years age
In the General Election on
Nov. 2, Alben Barkley was
elected as U.S. Senator; Noble J.
Gregory was elected as First District Congressman; John Grogan
and J.L. Strader were elected as
members of Calloway County
Board of Education; Dick Sykes.
W.C. Elkins and Hilton Hughes
were elected as members of Murray Independent Board of Education; Alvie Oliver elected as
judge and William A. Farris, Dub
Russell, Hanzey Paschall, Jess
Simmons and Edgar -Maddox
elected as councilmen/for City of
Hazel.
Pat Shackelford, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Oury Shackelford of
Murray, has completed Chemical
School at Fort McClellan, Ala.
He has been assigned to Fort Carson, Colo.
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1 News source
4 Artist's stand„
9—Jamie —
Curtis
.12 Year (Sp.)
13 Narrow
openings
14 Native metal
15 Scold
17 Informal
19 Smashup
21 Bushy clump
22 Capricorn
Symbol
24 Range of
knowledge
26 Holy- —
29 Actress Helen
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DEAR DR. GOTT: I've always suffered from hives, allergies and
migraine headaches. I thought. I
would outgrow my childhood health
problems, but now, at 68. I have incessant 'diarrhea, high- blood pressure
and the allergies. I have tried all diet
plans in an attempt to lose weight, but
because 1 cannot eat a balanced diet. I
end up gaining weight. My HMO feels
this weight gain is not a problem,but
with a family history of diabetes, high
blood pressure and heart disease, this
cannot continue. What's the solution?
DEAR READER: You seem to have
a complex medical problem that is
aggravated by an unhealthful diet.
Without a doubt, you should be evaluated by a registered dietitian. Such a
professional can design a diet that will
suit you.
tn particular, you need guidance in
selecting nutritious foods that will not
worsen your diarrhea, migraine,.
hypertension or allergies. At the same
time, your diet must be properly balanced.
Furthermore, you should address
your problems of high-blood pressure
and diarrhea with your family doctor,
because you may need medication in
addition to modification of your diet.
To give you more information on
your weight gain, I am sending you a
free copy of my Health Report
"Winning the Battle of the Bulge."Other readers who would like a-copy.
should send $2 plus a long, self.addressed, stamped envelope to P.O.
Box 2433, New York, NY 10163. Be
sure to mention the title.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I love to eat
apples, peanut butter and orange
juice. TV notices say that apples have
pesticides, peanut butter has bad oils
and orange juice contains contaminated water. Should I consume my
favorite foods?
•
DEAR READER: For Heaven's
Sake, yes. Everything — and I mean
everything — in life carries its own
risks. It seems of me that with all the
other worries we have, concerns
about trace amounts of pesticides, the'
hazards of peanut oil and the unlikely
contamination of orange juice pale
into insignificance.
Qf course, you should first rinse
your apples, moderate your consumption of peanut butter, and choose
brand-name orange juice'— but otherWise. enjoy your favorite foods, If we
believed everything we saw on-TV,
we'd be a nation. of neurotics. We
aren't yet, or are we?
DEAR DR. GOTT. Please discuss
Felty's syndrome, the cause- and
treatment.
DEAR READER: Felty's syndrome
is the combination of rheumatoid
arthritis, an enlarged spleen and a low
white-blood-cell count. The cause is
unknown, but the syndrome is often
associated with frequent infections.
In most cases, antibiotic therapy,
along with cortisone treatment, will
suffice However, removal of the
spleen may be required
, IwiviiEwsrkmitENTFamsAmm
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... the store designedfor healthy sleep.
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ON MATTRESSES & BOX SPRINGS
DURING OUR GRAND OPENING!

Chiropractic®

MATTRESSES

/77—'•

SpringwaH®

Chiropractic® is the only set of bedding
endorsed and recommended by the 22,000
members of the American Chiropractic
Association.
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FURNITURE,INC.
Recommended
By Family
Chiropractic
Center
of Murray
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MAttf
v igS CENTER
Visit Crass_ Furniture, Your Authoei:e(1 Chiropractic
Mattress renter :Vine
103 South 3rd • Downtown Nlurrity, KY • 753-3621
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